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Abstract 

 Integrating research on attachment anxiety, rejection, self-regulation and health 

behaviours, I investigated the interactive effect of attachment anxiety and relationship 

threat on self-regulation. I hypothesized that self-regulation would decrease following a 

threat to one’s romantic relationship. Moreover, I expected that this association would be 

moderated by attachment anxiety, such that it would be stronger for individuals high, 

relative to low, in attachment anxiety. In three laboratory experiments, relationship threat 

was made salient and participants were given the opportunity to consume snack foods. In 

a non-experimental diary study, participants’ relationship stress and health behaviours 

were measured for a period of seven days. 

 The results for Study 1 indicated that women, but not men, high in attachment 

anxiety experienced self-regulation failure (i.e., ate more jelly beans) when relationship 

threat was elicited. In contrast, although women low in attachment anxiety demonstrated 

the same pattern, it was attenuated and non-significant.  

Study 2 was designed to replicate the findings from Study 1 using a more 

powerful relationship threat manipulation that I hoped would cause a consistent pattern 

for both genders. Contrary to hypotheses, both men and women high in attachment 

anxiety experienced increased self-regulation (i.e., ate fewer brownie pieces) in the 

experimental, compared to the control, condition.  

One important difference between these studies was the presence of the partner in 

the laboratory in Study 2. I hypothesized that this might account for the discrepant 

findings between these studies and designed Study 3 accordingly, such that participants 

either participated alone or with their partners. Unfortunately, this study did not reconcile 
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the discrepancies between the first two studies:  Only a main effect of relationship threat 

on number of jelly beans consumed emerged.   

For Study 4, individuals completed questionnaires for seven days that assessed 

how fluctuations in relationship stress interacted with attachment anxiety to affect health 

outcomes. Analyses of the same-day and lagged effects demonstrated several significant 

interactions consistent with the hypotheses. 

These four studies provide initial evidence for the interactive effect between 

attachment anxiety and relationship stress on health outcomes and well-being. Although 

the findings were inconsistent, two of the studies provided support for my hypotheses. 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

Satisfying close relationships, particularly romantic relationships, are considered 

by many to be a primary component of a meaningful life (Berscheid, 1985). Numerous 

studies have documented the importance of close relationships for subjective well-being 

and health. As indicated by the term “need to belong”, coined by Baumeister and Leary 

(1995), humans have a fundamental need to engage in intimate and frequent interactions 

with close others, which is integral to their functioning and well-being. Over the last few 

decades, research has shown that satisfying close relationships and active social support 

networks have important implications for health outcomes and behaviours (for reviews, 

see Berkman, Glass, Brisette, & Seeman, 2000; Uchino, Cacioppo, & Kiecolt-Glaser, 

1996). Although the evidence is clear regarding the association between social 

relationships and health, less is known about the underlying mechanisms of this 

association. The present program of research was designed to add to the understanding of 

how relationship factors can influence health outcomes by evaluating the interactive 

effects of relationship threat and attachment anxiety on health behaviours. 

Overview 

 In the current research, I investigated the moderating effect of attachment anxiety 

on the association between relationship threat and health behaviours and outcomes within 

the context of romantic relationships. Although much research has been conducted 

investigating relationship threats (e.g., rejection), self-regulation failure, attachment 

anxiety, and health outcomes, these constructs have yet to be fully integrated. It is my 

goal to investigate these variables together to understand further the impact that 
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relationships can have on health and well-being. In the present literature review, I will 

include a brief description of research demonstrating the importance of relationships on 

health. Also, the impact of social isolation and rejection on health will be evaluated. It 

has been proposed that rejection leads to self-regulation failure, which in turn can lead 

individuals to make unhealthy behaviour choices (Baumeister, DeWall, Ciarocco, & 

Twenge, 2005). This literature on self-regulation failure and health behaviours will also 

be described. Finally, a review of the attachment anxiety literature will provide a brief 

background on why this individual difference variable is expected to be a moderator of 

the impact of relationship threat on self-regulation.  

Romantic Relationships and Health 

 The association between social relationships and health was first highlighted in 

two influential reviews by Cassell (1976) and Cobb (1976). In both reviews, the authors 

explained that social relationships can have positive implications for buffering the 

negative effects of life stressors and other health hazards. Since these seminal papers, the 

relationships-health association has been widely researched, and it is now well accepted 

that, like Baumeister and Leary’s “need to belong” theory proposes, relationships are 

important and confer a host of positive health benefits (e.g., Berkman et al., 2000; Cohen, 

Gottlieb, & Underwood, 2000; House, Landis, & Umberson, 1988; Taylor, 2006; Uchino 

et al., 1996). This association is well illustrated by evidence that frequent hugs by a 

romantic partner are related to lower blood pressure in pre-menopausal women (Light, 

Grewen, & Amico, 2005).  Other studies have shown that having social connections has 

health benefits, including decreasing feelings of anxiety or depression during stressful 

times (e.g., Lin, Ye, & Ensel, 1999) and helping with the psychological adjustment to 
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chronic health conditions such as cardiac disease (Holahan, Moos, Holahan, & Brennan, 

1997) and HIV (Turner-Cobb, Gore-Felton, Marouf, Koopman, Kim, Israelski, & 

Spiegel, 2002).   

Furthermore, many studies have shown that lack of close and/or intimate 

relationships can have negative implications. For example, compared to individuals with 

close intimate relationships, those who have few friends or lack other intimate 

relationships have higher mortality rates (Berkman & Glass, 2000) and are less satisfied 

with their lives (Nezlek, Richardson, Green, & Schatten-Jones, 2002). Furthermore, the 

deleterious impact of social isolation on health has been shown to have comparable effect 

sizes to cigarette smoking, blood pressure, and obesity (House et al., 1988). Many 

mechanisms have been proposed to explain the association between relationships and 

health outcomes at the behavioural level, including social influence, social support, social 

engagement and attachment, and access to resources (Berkman et al., 2000). However, 

more research is needed to understand how the negative aspects of relationships (e.g., 

conflict and abuse) affect health outcomes (Berkman et al., 2000). 

Although the effects of social connections come from a variety of relationship 

sources, romantic relationships have been shown to be associated with many health 

outcomes. For example, Gordon and Rosenthal (1995) showed that marital status was an 

independent risk factor on several hospital outcomes. These authors found that married 

people had less severe illnesses at in-take, had shorter hospital stays, and those who were 

surgical patients were at less risk of in-hospital death than unmarried people. In general, 

marriage is associated with positive health benefits, such as increased longevity and 

fewer health problems (House et al, 1988) when it is a happy, conflict-free marriage. 
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Marital conflict, however, is associated with a host of negative health consequences 

including depression, ulcers, high blood pressure, and alcohol and drug abuse (Kiecolt-

Glaser & Newton, 2001). Although the benefits of romantic relationships are well-

documented, and people strive to find a romantic partner and develop satisfying close 

relationships, these relationships have been shown to be associated with detrimental 

health outcomes when relationship threats such as rejection or conflict arise.  

Social Rejection 

As stated above, there is evidence supporting the notion that humans have a 

pervasive need for social inclusion and connectedness (e.g., Baumeister & Leary, 1995; 

Deci & Ryan, 2000). Given this need to form social bonds, it is not surprising that social 

rejection can be extremely painful and affect one’s well-being and interpersonal 

functioning. The term rejection refers to a refusal of inclusion or connectedness which 

was sought out by the excluded person (Blackhart, Nelson, Knowles, & Baumeister, 

2009). MacDonald and Leary (2005) proposed a theory of social rejection based on 

evolutionary evidence that inclusion was important for survival and, consequently, 

humans developed into a highly interdependent species. As such, cues of exclusion 

became associated with threat defense mechanisms that simulate the same feelings 

experienced with physical pain.  

Experiments have demonstrated that even a seemingly trivial exclusion can have 

negative effects. Indeed, the effects of exclusion have been studied using “Cyberball”, 

which is a computer game where participants throw a virtual ball to two confederates. 

During the game, the confederates stop passing the ball to the participant (and only play 

among themselves), and results show that this manipulation leads to feelings of rejection, 
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including distress, shame, and self-doubt (Williams, 2007). Using neuroimaging 

techniques, it has been shown that the same brain areas activated during physical pain are 

also activated during the rejection part of “Cyberball” (Eisenberger, Lieberman, & 

Williams, 2003). Evolutionary evidence shows that over time, humans learned to detect 

rejection cues, which we have realized are important to prevent social distress. The effect 

of rejection is so strong, that even being rejected by a despised group, such as the KKK, 

causes distress (Gonsalkorale & Williams, 2007).  

Over the last decade, numerous studies have investigated the psychological and 

behavioural consequences of perceived rejection. Some of these include anger, hostility, 

emotional withdrawal, and depression (e.g., Ayduk, Downey, & Kim, 2001; Ayduk, 

Mischel, & Downey, 2002; Baumeister & Leary, 1995), an increased tolerance for pain 

and emotional numbness (DeWall & Baumeister, 2006; MacDonald, 2008), increased 

aggression (Buckley, Winkel, & Leary, 2004; Twenge, Zhang, Catanese, Dolan-Pascoe, 

Lyche, & Baumeister, 2007), and impaired logical reasoning (Baumeister, Twenge, & 

Nuss, 2002). Rejected individuals have also been shown to experience distorted time 

perception, a preference to focus on the present rather than the future, and lack of self-

awareness (Twenge, Catanese, & Baumeister, 2003). In addition, findings suggest that 

feeling rejected leads to self-defeating health behaviours, such as over-eating (Baumeister 

et al., 2005; Oaten, Williams, Jones, & Zadro, 2008), and making unhealthy food choices 

such as selecting chocolate bars instead of granola bars (Twenge et al., 2002). 

A very small number of studies have shown that at times, people may react in a 

prosocial manner following perceived rejection (Gonzaga, Keltner, Londahl, & Smith, 

2001; Williams, Cheung, & Choi, 2000) and that they often show signs of wanting to 
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affiliate with others (Maner, DeWall, Baumeister, & Schaller, 2007; DeWall, Maner, & 

Rouby, 2009). However, more studies have shown that perceived rejection is followed by 

antisocial (Twenge, Baumeister, DeWall, Ciarocco, & Bartels, 2007) and/or self-

defeating behaviours (e.g., Twenge et al., 2002). Rather than seeking to repair 

interpersonal relationships, rejection often leads people to behave in ways that further 

damages these relationships. At times, rejection even leads people to behave in ways that 

hurts them both physically and psychologically. Several reasons have been proposed to 

account for these maladaptive behaviours, including self-regulation failure, described in 

the next section.  

Self-regulation 

Self-regulation refers to one’s ability to control and/or alter one’s behaviour, 

thoughts, and actions to prevent an undesired response or outcome. It has been argued 

that the ability to self-regulate is one of the most important and beneficial cognitive and 

behavioural human processes. That is, self-regulation plays a prominent role in 

individuals’ ability to function according to the standards and rules put forth by culture 

and society. Thus, self-regulation occurs on a regular basis, given that social norms and 

personal goals often prevent individuals from behaving how and/or saying what they 

otherwise would on impulse. As such, it is common for individuals to have to self-

regulate several times throughout the day. For example, individuals self-regulate when 

they choose a healthy snack over an unhealthy one, or when they stop themselves from 

snapping at someone who bumps into them in the hallway without apologizing. Self-

regulation is highly desirable and beneficial to humans’ ability to behave according to 

expectations and for self-preservation reasons. In terms of health, self-regulation has 
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important health implications, in that humans need to self-regulate to overcome 

tendencies to eat unhealthily, not to exercise, or to engage in other unhealthy behaviours.  

Evidence suggests, however, that self-regulation can have detrimental effects on 

subsequent behaviour.  According to Baumeister, Bratslavasky, Muraven, and Tice 

(1998), humans possess limited amount of the cognitive resources needed to exert self-

regulation (see also Baumeister, Gailliot, DeWall, & Oaten, 2006). It has been theorized 

by Baumeister and colleagues that certain acts of self-regulation decrease those resources, 

and thus, they can reduce the ability of individuals to engage in subsequent acts of 

volitional control. The reduction of these cognitive resources or internal energy has been 

called “ego-depletion”. Evidence suggests that ego-depletion occurs following tasks that 

require self-regulation and seems to be detrimental only for successive tasks that require 

self-regulation. Moreover, studies have shown that subsequent self-regulation failure 

does not occur because of mental fatigue, decreased self-efficacy, or because people are 

rewarding themselves for the preceding self-regulation (for review, see Baumeister et al, 

2006).  

 Several studies have tested this ego-depletion hypothesis within the context of 

health behaviours. For instance, compared to participants not asked to suppress their 

thoughts while completing an arithmetic task (non-depleting self-regulation task), those 

asked to suppress their thoughts (depleting self-regulation task) consumed significantly 

more alcohol, even though they knew they would be participating in a driving test after 

drinking (Muraven, Collins, & Nienhaus, 2002). Vohs and Heatherton (2000) showed 

that, compared to non-dieters, chronic dieters (individuals who constantly engage in self-

regulation), experienced the most ego-depletion during an initial self-regulation task (i.e., 
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asked not to eat available snacks or to inhibit emotional responses to a sad video) and 

thus, ate significantly more ice cream in a subsequent taste-test task. Kahan, Polivy and 

Herman (2003) also showed that initial self-regulation in a non-eating domain led chronic 

dieters to eat significantly more cookies than other chronic dieters who were not ego-

depleted.  

Researchers have also assessed the value of self-regulatory ability as it pertains to 

maintaining supportive and satisfying intimate relationships. For example, Finkel and 

Campbell (2001) examined the extent to which self-regulation was related to people’s 

ability to accommodate in response to their romantic partners’ potentially destructive 

behaviour (e.g., yelling, being inconsiderate). The results indicated that self-control was 

positively related to people’s ability to accommodate in romantic relationships. 

Furthermore, participants who were ego-depleted by suppressing their emotions while 

watching a funny or sad film were subsequently less likely to respond to potential 

destructive partner scenarios in an accommodating manner than were their non-depleted 

counterparts. In a study examining self-regulation and partner violence, the results 

showed that participants that completed an initial ego-depleting task later showed greater 

violent tendencies toward their partner than did non-depleted participants (Finkel, 

DeWall, Slotter, Oaten, & Foshee, 2009).These examples demonstrate that self-regulation 

is important beyond the individual level. Moreover, these studies contribute to the 

accumulating evidence showing that self-regulation ability fluctuates as a function of 

dispositional self-control (Pratt & Cullen, 2000) and situational factors such as stress, 

frustration, fatigue, or willpower (Baumeister & Heatherton, 1996). Most pertinent to my 
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program of research, studies have shown that rejection can also affect one’s ability to 

self-regulate.  

Rejection and Self-Regulation 

 As discussed above, it is well established that social rejection can have a host of 

negative consequences for people’s behaviours and health. The mechanisms underlying 

this effect, however, are not yet well understood. One potential mechanism that has been 

recently investigated and supported in some studies involves the role of self-regulation 

failure. Baumeister and colleagues (2005) demonstrated that rejection can lead to self-

regulation failure. These researchers showed that assigning participants to a rejection 

procedure (e.g., priming individuals to expect a lonely future; leading individuals to 

believe that they were not chosen by other participants as partners) caused individuals to 

be more likely than individuals in a control (i.e., not-rejected) condition to make 

unhealthy choices. Furthermore, the authors showed that self-regulation mediated the 

relationship between rejection and health behaviour choices. Similarly, using the 

“Cyberball” paradigm, findings from two separate studies showed that compared to a 

control group, rejected participants ate significantly more cookies and drank less of a 

bad-tasting, but healthy drink (Oaten et al., 2008).  

 Two reasons have been proposed to explain why social rejection may lead to self-

regulation failure. One is based on the idea that there is an implicit understanding that in 

order to satisfy the need to belong, individuals will behave according to societal 

expectations and standards and in return, they will be accepted and included (i.e., societal 

bargain). Rejection indicates that the societal bargain has been broken, and thus 

individuals may feel that they no longer need to follow those societal expectations and 
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standards. Baumeister and colleagues (2005) provided evidence to support this idea. They 

found that a cash incentive led rejected participants to self-regulate just as much as their 

not-rejected counterparts. This finding suggests that the social exclusion manipulation did 

not impair participants’ ability to self-regulate (i.e., lead to ego-depletion) but rather, 

decreased their motivation or willingness to self-regulate.  

A second reason to explain why social rejection may lead to self-regulation failure 

is based on the idea that self-awareness is important for self-regulation (Carver & 

Scheier, 1981). Carver and Scheier argued that self-awareness allows individuals to 

compare their current states to societal standards and expectations. Thus, it is possible 

that following rejection, individuals try to avoid self-awareness to prevent thoughts of 

their own inadequacies that may have led to the social exclusion. Studies have shown that 

increasing self-awareness increases self-regulation (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1981). 

Consistent with this idea, Baumeister et al. (2005) showed that placing a mirror in front 

of participants offset the negative effect of rejection on self-regulation ability. This 

finding provided further support that rejection does not make people unable to self-

regulate, but rather, rejected participants tend to be unwilling to do so. It is also possible 

that following rejection, individuals start ruminating about what caused the rejection, and 

how they might change their behaviour to either be accepted again or to form new 

relationships (Oaten et al., 2008). Rumination would lead people to lose focus on the task 

at hand and thus, fail to self-regulate. However, the cash incentive and seeing themselves 

in a mirror might have re-focused them on the task at hand and thus, disrupted such 

ruminative thoughts.  
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Although in general, rejection can lead to self-regulation failure, individuals may 

differ in the extent to which they are affected by rejection. There are several individual 

difference variables that could be considered, including self-esteem and rejection 

sensitivity; however, I decided to focus on attachment anxiety, which has attracted 

considerable attention in relationships research. That is, in the context of romantic 

relationships, there is theory and empirical evidence supporting my hypothesis that 

attachment anxiety may interact with relationship threats to affect self-regulation. 

Evidence indicates that attachment anxiety is associated with feelings of loss and 

abandonment when cues of relationship threat arise (e.g., Shaver & Mikulincer, 2002). 

Specifically, research has shown that individuals who score high on attachment anxiety 

tend to be particularly sensitive to rejection cues (e.g., Campbell, Simon, Boldry, & 

Kashy, 2005; Collins, 1996) and thus, I expect that they may be especially likely to 

engage in detrimental behaviours following relationship threats such as potential 

rejection.  

Attachment Anxiety 

Bowlby (1969) proposed that early childhood experiences between children and 

their caregivers provided infants with an internal working model of what to expect from 

their caregivers. This internal working model was regarded as providing the foundation 

for how those children would experience relationships throughout their lives. The infant-

caregiver attachment that was described by Bowlby was later translated by Hazan and 

Shaver (1987) into an attachment theory to explain romantic relationships in adulthood. 

Over the years, several taxonomies have been developed to explain adulthood attachment 

styles. The one favoured today proposes that differences in attachment style in adulthood 
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can be explained by two orthogonal dimensions: avoidance and anxiety (Brennan, Clark, 

& Shaver, 1998). Briefly, individuals who tend to score high on attachment avoidance do 

not place much importance on close relationships and tend to avoid becoming too reliant 

and close to their attachment figures. They do not trust the dependability of their 

attachment figures, and thus they tend to remain psychologically and emotionally 

independent from their partners (Hazan & Shaver (1987). Individuals who score high on 

attachment anxiety tend to worry about being rejected or abandoned by their partners. 

Research shows that these individuals tend to view themselves negatively, such as 

demonstrating low feelings of self-worth and assertiveness and exhibiting an 

obsessive/dependent love style (e.g., Collins, 1996; Collins & Read, 1990). When 

individuals score low on both of these dimensions, they are described as exhibiting a 

secure attachment style.  

 Fraley and Shaver (2000) proposed that these attachment dimensions reflect two 

fundamental subsystems that guide attachment behaviour. The avoidance dimension is 

seen as regulating attachment-relevant behaviours, such that during threatening 

situations, this system is activated to decide whether to approach the attachment figures 

to seek comfort and contact or whether to withdraw from them. The anxiety dimension is 

seen as regulating the appraisal-monitoring system, which assesses the extent to which 

the attachment figure is close, physically, psychologically, and emotionally. According to 

Fraley and Shaver, this appraisal-monitoring system is sensitive to rejection cues, and 

whenever the system perceives a threat, the individual becomes anxious and alert to 

further threatening cues. The present research focused on the attachment anxiety 

dimension because of its role in assessing and evaluating rejection cues and threats to the 
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relationship. That is, fears about, and reactions to, interpersonal rejection is a component 

of the definition of attachment anxiety, whereas it is not strongly linked to attachment 

avoidance.   

 A large body of research has examined how different levels of attachment anxiety 

shape relationships and are associated with how individuals perceive, and respond to, 

threats to the relationship. When attachment-relevant events occur, there is an automatic 

activation of the individuals’ attachment systems, which then guide their cognitions and 

behaviours (Collins, 1996). Collins found that individuals high in attachment anxiety 

tended to interpret scenarios describing negative partner behaviours as portraying signs of 

rejection and as indicating that the future of the relationship was in trouble. In general, 

individuals high in attachment anxiety feared being rejected and unloved, and they tended 

to construe negative partner behaviours in ways that supported those fears. They also 

tended to view those negative behaviours as indicating that the partners were 

unresponsive to their needs, refused closeness, were untrustworthy, and uncaring about 

the relationship and themselves. 

 Campbell and colleagues (2005) investigated the role of the appraisal-monitoring 

system within romantic relationships. Using a diary study, the authors showed that 

throughout daily interactions with their romantic partners, compared with individuals low 

in attachment anxiety, those high in attachment anxiety perceived more conflict in the 

relationship and reported that this conflict would have greater negative consequences on 

the relationship. Following conflict, individuals high in attachment anxiety also tended to 

think that their partners had weak future expectations for the relationship (these fears 

were unfounded, as they were not supported by the partners’ actual reports of their own 
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outlook on the future of the relationship). In addition, the authors found that when 

discussing a relationship conflict, individuals high in attachment anxiety tended to feel 

more distressed and to be rated as being more distressed by observers than their less 

anxiously attached counterparts. In general, findings show that individuals high in 

attachment anxiety tend to be attuned to signs of rejection and as such, they are easily 

influenced by daily events and report high affective instability in relationships (Tidwell, 

Reis, & Shaver, 1996).   

A few other studies have examined whether rejection cues activate the attachment 

system. For example, Besser and Priel (2009) examined the moderating role of 

attachment styles on the effect of reading an imaginary partner-rejection situation on 

emotional regulation. Using self-report measures, the findings showed that following the 

imaginary rejection scenario, compared to participants low in attachment anxiety, those 

high in attachment anxiety had stronger reactions to the scenario and reported higher 

levels of anxiety, dysphoria, hostility, anger and somatic symptoms. In addition, state 

self-esteem and pride levels decreased significantly after exposure to the rejection 

scenario. These findings show that potential rejection by a romantic partner can lead to 

self-reported distress and self-devaluation, especially for those high in attachment 

anxiety. This study provides further evidence that high attachment anxiety is associated 

with the hypervigilance of threatening cues. The strength of this effect is supported by 

evidence that even non-relationship threats can engage the attachment system of 

individuals high in attachment anxiety (Birnbaum, Svitelman, Bar-Shalom, & Porat, 

2008).  
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Diamond (2001) outlined the need for research examining the association between 

attachment style and health to better understand relationship processes. Diamond argues 

that given the existing research on attachment styles, these different ways of experiencing 

and approaching relationships may also affect psychophysiological symptoms. These 

ideas were examined in a diary study, which demonstrated that individuals high in 

attachment anxiety experienced more negative health outcomes during the temporary 

separations from their romantic partners than low anxious or avoidant individuals 

(Diamond, Hicks, & Otter-Henderson, 2008). Specifically, when separated from their 

partner, individuals high in attachment anxiety experienced lower positive affect and 

greater negative affect, more subjective stress, more sleeping problems, more physical 

symptoms, and higher cortisol levels than individuals low in attachment anxiety.  

Further evidence of the link between attachment anxiety and health was provided 

by a study demonstrating that cortisol activity throughout a 15-minute conflict varied as a 

function of attachment style (Powers, Pietromonaco, Gunlicks, & Sayer, 2006). Men 

showed greater stress reactivity when they were higher rather than lower in attachment 

anxiety, such that cortisol levels rose faster before the conflict started (i.e., at the point 

when it was being anticipated), remained higher throughout the conflict, and took longer 

to decrease for individuals high in attachment anxiety. Powers and colleagues also 

reported that both men and women high in attachment anxiety reported greater subjective 

stress than those low in attachment anxiety. Similarly, Feeney and Kirkpatrick (1996) 

showed that individuals high in attachment anxiety demonstrated greater physiological 

activity following relationship stress (i.e., conflict) than non-anxiously attached 

individuals. Thus, evidence exists to support the existence of an association between 
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attachment anxiety and health symptoms and health markers, following a threat to the 

relationship such as separation or conflict. However, more research is needed to 

demonstrate the interactive effect between attachment anxiety and relationship threat on 

self-regulation ability in terms of health behaviours and cognitions.  

The Present Research  

In the present investigation, rejection and self-regulation were assessed within the 

context of romantic relationships. Within romantic relationships, rejection is a potential 

reality and thus, individuals in such relationships tend to continuously assess their 

relationship and their partners’ behaviours to gauge possible signs of rejection. As 

Murray and colleagues explain, such behaviour (i.e., assessing the relationship for signs 

of rejection) is important to enable individuals to proactively engage in self-protective 

behaviours to guard themselves from the pain of rejection (Murray, Holmes, & Collins, 

2006). Feeling rejected often leads people to engage in maladaptive behaviours, including 

making unhealthy behaviour choices. Prior research has demonstrated that the 

relationship between rejection and maladaptive behaviours is mediated by self-regulation 

failure. Evidence suggests that self-regulation failure will occur when one is dealing with 

a stressor. In the present studies, relationship threats can be characterized as a stressor, 

and I expected that relationship threats such as potential rejection from a romantic partner 

would lead to self-regulation failure, evidenced by poor health behaviours and well-

being.  

Furthermore, I investigated the extent to which the association between 

relationship threats and health outcomes differed by attachment anxiety levels. I expected 

to find that attachment anxiety would predict how individuals reacted to signs of 
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relationship threats and how they behaved consequently. Specifically, individuals high in 

attachment anxiety, relative to those low in attachment anxiety, tend to worry about being 

rejected or abandoned by their partners. As such, individuals high in attachment anxiety 

tend to be sensitive to signs of rejection to a greater extent than those low in attachment 

anxiety. Therefore, I expected that individuals high in attachment anxiety would be 

particularly affected by relationship threats, and that they would subsequently experience 

self-regulation failure. 

The present research program consists of four studies designed to assess the effect 

of relationship threat (i.e., potential or perceived rejection) on self-regulation. In the first 

three studies, relationship threat was activated and subsequently, self-regulation was 

assessed. First, I hypothesized that participants induced to experience a relationship threat 

would experience self-regulation failure. Previous studies have demonstrated that rejected 

people tend to display increases in self-defeating behaviours such as risk taking and 

making unhealthy choices (Twenge et al., 2002). Indeed, Baumeister et al. (2005) 

demonstrated that self-regulation failure may mediate the relationship between rejection 

and negative behaviours.  

Second, I hypothesized that the association between relationship threat and self-

regulation failure would be moderated by attachment anxiety, such that this association 

would be stronger for individuals high in attachment anxiety than those low in attachment 

anxiety. In studies 1, 2 and 3, I compared an experimental condition (i.e., where 

relationship threat was elicited) with a control condition (i.e., no relationship threat was 

elicited). Following the threat manipulation, I assessed self-regulation by either counting 

the number of jelly-bean candies (Studies 1 and 3) or bite-size brownie pieces (Study 2) 
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that participants consumed. Study 4 was a diary study, which assessed relationship threat 

as it occurred on a daily basis. Here, self-regulation failure was investigated by 

examining the association between daily relationship stressors and individuals’ daily 

health behaviour choices.  
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Chapter 2: Study 1 

Overview  

 The aim of this study was to assess the interactive effects of attachment anxiety 

and relationship threat on self-regulation. I expected that activating the appraisal 

monitoring system of attachment anxiety would lead individuals to experience self-

regulation failure, and that this association would be more pronounced for individuals 

high in attachment anxiety, compared to those low in attachment anxiety. University 

students involved in a romantic relationship were recruited to participate in a study 

ostensibly examining people’s feelings and behaviours in relationships. During the 

laboratory session, participants completed the Secret Selves Task (Murray, Bellavia, 

Feeney, Holmes, & Rose, 2001; Murray, Rose, Bellavia, Holmes, & Kusche, 2002), in 

which participants are asked to list examples of things that they try to keep secret from 

their partners. Half of the participants (experimental condition) were subsequently told 

that studies have shown that partners eventually find out about each others’ secret sides 

and that this discovery often leads to conflict in the relationship. Participants in the 

control condition were not told any problems would arise in the future of their 

relationship due to their secret sides. Although not rejected per se, participants in the 

experimental condition were led to feel that there was a potential for rejection due to their 

secret sides which pose a threat to the relationship.   

 The dependent variable to measure self-regulation ability involved eating 

individually wrapped jelly beans. Several studies have previously used sweet snacks that 

are considered fattening and unhealthy as measures of self-regulation (Baumeister et al., 

2005; Oaten et al., 2008; Tice, Bratslavsky, & Baumeister, 2001). Limiting snacking on 
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foods such as jelly beans and cookies requires self-regulation because these foods are 

highly appetizing but people know that they are unhealthy and eating them should be 

very limited. Baumeister et al. (2005) and Oaten et al. (2008) demonstrated that social 

rejection resulted in the overindulgence of cookies, which provides evidence that 

rejection can lead to detrimental behaviours such as unhealthy eating. Relationship threat 

can be considered a stressful situation and previous research as shown some individuals 

tend to overindulge in high-fat, palatable foods when under stress (e.g., O’Connor, Jones, 

Conner, McMillan, & Ferguson, 2008; Oliver, Wardle, & Gibson, 2000). Evidence 

suggests that individual differences account for divergent findings regarding the stress-

eating relationship, such that overeating when under stress occurs mostly for vulnerable 

individuals (e.g., restrained eaters; emotional eaters; and the obese). In the present study, 

I argued that attachment anxiety is another individual difference variable that would 

moderate the relationship between stress (i.e., relationship threat) and eating.  

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1. a) Studies have shown that following rejection cues, participants 

tend to behave in self-defeating behaviours indicative of self-regulation failure (e.g., 

Baumeister et al., 2005). Thus, I predicted that participants in the experimental (i.e., 

relationship threat) condition would experience greater feelings of concern about the 

possibility of their partners discovering their secret sides in the future than participants in 

the control (i.e., non-relationship threat) condition. Consequently, I expected participants 

in the experimental condition to demonstrate decreased self-regulation by consuming a 

greater number of jelly beans than those in the control group.  
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Hypothesis 1. b) Based on previous studies showing that attachment anxiety 

levels are related to greater sensitivity to rejection cues (e.g., Mikulincer, Gillath, & 

Shaver, 2002), I expected the effect of the relationship threat manipulation on self-

regulation to be moderated by attachment anxiety. Specifically, I predicted that 

participants scoring high on attachment anxiety would be especially affected by the 

relationship threat manipulation and would consume a greater number of jelly beans in 

the experimental condition compared to the control condition. In contrast, although I 

expected participants low in attachment anxiety to also experience self-regulation failure 

following the relationship threat manipulation, I expected this effect to be attenuated for 

these individuals. That is, I expected that, compared to individuals low in attachment 

anxiety, those high in attachment anxiety would respond to the prospect of potential 

rejection with increased rumination and, consequently, would exhibit impaired self-

regulatory ability, as evidenced by higher consumption of jelly beans. 

Hypothesis 2. Participants’ level of satisfaction with their current romantic 

relationship was assessed during recruitment (i.e., before the lab participation) and during 

the laboratory session. A relationship satisfaction change score was calculated and used 

as a dependent variable. Research has shown that in the face of relationship threat, 

individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to make more negative attributions about 

their partners’ behaviours, and feel less secure about the relationship, than those low in 

attachment anxiety (e.g., Collins, 1996; Murray, Derrick, Leder, & Holmes, 2008). 

Furthermore, Campbell et al. (2005) found a decrease in relationship satisfaction on days 

when individuals high in attachment anxiety reported high levels of conflict in the 

relationship. Given these, and other similar findings (Murray et al., 2008), I hypothesized 
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that individuals high in attachment anxiety in the experimental group would experience a 

decrease in relationship satisfaction compared to those in the control group. Change in 

relationship satisfaction was expected would be attenuated for individuals low in 

attachment anxiety.  

 Hypothesis 3. A self-report questionnaire of relationship stress asked participants 

to indicate the extent to which their partners had engaged in a variety of negative partner 

behaviours over the past month. Research shows that individuals high in attachment 

anxiety tend to feel less secure about their relationship and also to feel more anger 

towards their partner following a relationship threat (Collins, 1996). In addition, 

individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to interpret information in ways that confirm 

their worries and expectations regarding their attachment figures (Shaver & Mikulincer, 

2002). Based on this evidence, I predicted a condition by attachment anxiety interaction, 

such that individuals high in attachment anxiety in the experimental condition would 

recall more negative partner behaviours (i.e., higher relationship stress) over the past 

month, than their control group counterparts. I predicted this effect to be attenuated for 

individuals low in attachment anxiety.  

 Hypothesis 4. A meta-analysis of the rejection literature concluded that in 

general, laboratory studies find that following rejection, participants tend to report an 

emotionally neutral state (Blackhart et al., 2009). These findings are contradicted by 

another recent meta-analysis, which concluded that rejection does influence affect, such 

that it found decreases in positive mood and increases in negative mood following 

rejection manipulations (Gerber & Wheeler, 2009). Given these contradictory findings, I 

made no predictions regarding a main effect of condition on affect; however, I did predict 
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that there would be a moderating effect of attachment anxiety. Several studies have 

shown that following relationship threatening cues, individuals high in attachment 

anxiety tend to report experiencing higher levels of negative affect than individuals low 

in attachment anxiety (e.g., Feeney & Kirkpatrick, 1996; Mikulincer, 1998). Accordingly, 

I predicted that participants high in attachment anxiety would report less positive affect 

and more negative affect when they were in the experimental condition compared to 

those in the control condition. I expected that participants low in attachment anxiety 

would not be as affected by the manipulation and thus, I predicted that they would 

experience only moderate changes (if any) in positive and negative affect scores across 

conditions.  

Method 

Prescreening Questionnaire 

 Demographics and relationship questions.  Several questions were included in 

a pre-screening questionnaire completed either at the beginning of the fall term by first 

year psychology students or throughout the year in response to recruitment efforts 

conducted in non-psychology classes across Queen’s University. The questions used for 

the present study assessed demographic variables (e.g., gender and age), relationship 

status (e.g., not dating, in a serious relationship with one person), relationship length, and 

sexual orientation (1 = completely heterosexual, 4 = bisexual, 7 = completely 

homosexual; see Appendix A). 

Attachment style. The Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire 

(ECRQ; Brennan, Clark, & Shaver, 1998; Appendix B) was used to assess participant’s 

attachment style. This questionnaire includes 18 items designed to measure the anxiety 
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dimension and another 18 items to measure the avoidance dimension. An example 

attachment anxiety item is “I worry a lot about my relationships” and an example 

avoidance item is “I try to avoid getting too close to my partner”. Participants were asked 

to respond using a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly 

Agree). Negatively worded items were reverse scored. Scores on each dimension were 

determined by calculating the mean score for each set of 18 items. Both subscales 

showed high inter-item reliability, Cronbach’s α = .91 for attachment anxiety and 

Cronbach’s α = .93 for attachment avoidance.1  

Participants and Recruitment 

Participants were recruited based on their answers to the demographics and 

relationship status questions completed in pre-screening. Students who reported being 

involved in a heterosexual romantic relationship (i.e., answers 1, 2 or 3 for the sexual 

orientation question) that was at least three months in length and were between the ages 

of 17 and 24 were contacted via telephone or e-mail and asked if they would like to 

participate in the study. During the telephone or email recruitment (and thus, before their 

laboratory participation), they were asked to provided the answers to three items to assess 

relationship satisfaction (Appendix C). These three items were: “How satisfied are you 

with your current romantic relationship?, “To what extent do you think that the 

relationship between you and your partner is serious?”, “To what extent are you in love 

with your partner?” Participants rated each question using a 10-point scale ranging from 

1 (not at all) to 10 (extremely). Prior research showed that these items can be combined 

                                                 
1 Independent samples t-test analyses were computed to assess mean level differences between the 
experimental and control groups on the pre-screening variables: relationship satisfaction and attachment 
anxiety. Results showed that there were no significant differences between groups on any of these variables 
across the three laboratory studies. 
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into a single index of relationship satisfaction (MacDonald & Ross, 1999). This index 

had good inter-item reliability (Cronbach’s α = .82). 

One-hundred and fifty-seven university students (98 women; mean age = 18.76, 

SD = 1.47) involved in romantic relationships averaging 15.7 months (SD = 11.48) in 

length participated in exchange for partial course credit or $5. During the laboratory 

session, two participants indicated not liking jelly beans and four participants did not 

receive the proper instructions regarding the manipulation, leaving a sample of 151 

individuals (94 women).   

Procedure 

 Upon their arrival at the laboratory, participants were given the information sheet 

(Appendix D), after which they signed the consent form (Appendix E). The experimenter 

used a randomization table to determine which one of four conditions the next participant 

was assigned to. The four conditions determined whether participants were in the control 

(conditions 1 and 2) or the experimental (conditions 3 and 4) conditions and the order in 

which they would be completing the different tasks. The order of tasks for each condition 

was the following: 

Condition 1: Self-regulation task (jelly beans); self-report questionnaire, 

relationship threat manipulation, Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS), 

and manipulation check. 

Condition 2: Self-report questionnaire, self-regulation task, relationship threat 

manipulation, PANAS, and manipulation check. 

Condition 3: Relationship threat manipulation, self-regulation task, self-report 

questionnaire, PANAS, and manipulation check. 
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Condition 4: Relationship threat manipulation, self-report questionnaire, self-

regulation task, PANAS, and manipulation check.  

 Relationship threat manipulation. The Secret Selves task (Appendix F) was 

adapted from Murray and colleagues (2002) and was introduced to participants as being 

based on the fact that everyone has secrets that they would rather their partners did not 

see or find out about. The experimenter provided participants with five statements and 

asked them to complete three of those statements with examples of things that they try to 

keep secret from their partners. The purpose of this task was to elicit thoughts of their 

dark and secret sides (e.g., “In terms of my personal habits or behaviours, I try to keep 

my partner from seeing…”). Both the experimental and the control conditions completed 

this task, but the difference between the two groups is that in addition to completing this 

task, the experimental groups received feedback after completing it. Participants in the 

experimental conditions were told that “a recent study demonstrated that although 

partners try to keep their secret sides from each other, they eventually find out about each 

other’s secret sides and that this discovery often leads to conflict in the relationship.” 

Participants in the control conditions did not receive this feedback. 

 Self-regulation. The self-regulation task was introduced as being unrelated to the 

present study. The experimenter provided participants with a bowl containing 150 

individually wrapped multi-flavoured jelly beans and instructed them to eat as many as 

they liked and to complete a taste-test form (Appendix G). This form was included to 

legitimize the task, which required participants to rate the candies on taste, texture, smell, 

appearance and the likelihood of buying them in the future. 
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 At the end of the study, participants were probed for suspicion regarding the 

purpose of the study and of the different tasks, fully debriefed both orally and with a 

written form (Appendix H), and thanked for their participation.  

Measures 

 Relationship satisfaction. To determine whether the manipulation affected the 

way in which individuals perceive their current romantic relationship, individuals were 

asked to rate the extent to which they were satisfied with their relationship. This 

questionnaire consisted of the same three items asked during recruitment (Appendix C).  

This index had good inter-item reliability (Cronbach’s α = .84).  

Thus, participants’ level of satisfaction with their current romantic relationships 

was measured both during recruitment and during their laboratory participation. A 

satisfaction change score was computed by subtracting satisfaction in the laboratory from 

satisfaction at pre-screening, such that positive numbers indicate increased satisfaction 

and negative numbers indicate decreased satisfaction. 

Relationship stress. Relationship stress was assessed using the Test of Negative 

Social Exchange Scale (TNSE; Finch, Okun, Pool & Ruehlman, 1991). This scale 

consists of 24 items (Appendix I), for which participants were asked to indicate the 

frequency with which their partner behaved in any of the ways listed over the last month. 

Responses were made using a 9-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 9 (frequently). 

Sample items include “ Was rude to me” and “Ignored my wishes and needs”. An 

average score of all items was calculated to form an index of relationship stress. This 

scale showed high inter-rater reliability (Cronbach’s α = .93). 
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Positive and negative affect schedule. Affect was measured using the PANAS 

(Watson, Clark, & Telegen, 1988; Appendix J), which consists of 10 positive (e.g., 

interested, inspired) and 10 negative (e.g., distressed, scared) affective words that 

describe feelings and emotions. Participants were asked to rate each word on a scale 

ranging from 0 (very slightly or not at all) to 4 (very much), to describe the extent to 

which they felt that way at that moment. Both the positive affect (Cronbach’s α = .85) 

and the negative affect (Cronbach’s α = .85) showed good inter-item reliability. 

Manipulation checks. The items for the manipulation check were adapted from 

Murray and colleagues (2002; Appendix K). The “consequences” manipulation check 

(Cronbach’s α = .67) included five items that assessed the consequences participants 

thought their secret sides would have on how they evaluate themselves (1 = better 

evaluations, 9 = worse evaluations), the consequences they may have on their own 

relationship and on most relationships (1= increase conflict, 9 = decrease conflict), and 

their consequences on the likelihood of continued satisfaction in their own relationship 

and on most relationships (1 = increase satisfaction, 9 = decrease satisfaction). 

Negatively worded items were reverse scored in the computation of this index. The 

“discovery by the partner” manipulation check included three items (Cronbach’s α = .88) 

that asked participants to imagine that their partners discovered their secret sides and to 

infer how their partners would react (1 = very upset, 9 = very pleased), the effect this 

discovery would have on their partner’s perception of them (1 = very negative, 9 = very 

positive), and on their relationship (1 = very harmful, 9 = very beneficial). Finally, the 

“valence” manipulation check included two items (Cronbach’s α = .85) that assessed how 

positive (1 = not at all positive, 9 = extremely positive) and how negative (1 = not at all 
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negative, 9 = extremely negative) participants perceived their secret sides to be. The 

positive item was reverse coded.  

Results 

Task Order Effects 

 To determine whether conditions 1  and 2  could be combined into a control 

condition and conditions 3 and 4 could be combined into an experimental condition, 

several independent samples t-tests were conducted first on the manipulation check 

indices and then on the dependent variables. I analyzed these data using the manipulation 

check variables to investigate whether task order produced delay effects. 

 Conditions 1 and 2. First, selecting participants in conditions 1 (self-regulation 

task, self-report questionnaire, rejection manipulation, PANAS, and manipulation check) 

and 2 (self-report questionnaire, self-regulation task, relationship threat manipulation, 

PANAS, and manipulation check) only, mean differences were tested across each of the 

manipulation check indices. The results indicated that these two conditions did not differ 

significantly across any of the manipulation check indices. For the “consequences” 

manipulation check, which assessed whether participants thought that their secret sides 

would have consequential effects, those in condition 1 (M = 3.98, SD = 1.24) did not 

differ from those in condition 2 (M = 4.22, SD = 1.02), tadj (63.04) = -1.02, p = .31. For 

the “discovery by the partner” manipulation check, which assessed how participants 

believed their partners would react upon discovering their secret sides, those in condition 

1 (M = 4.35, SD = 1.48) did not differ from those in condition 2 (M = 4.47, SD = 1.02), 

t(75) = -1.02, p = .69. Finally, for the “valence” manipulation check, which assessed 

whether participants rated their secret sides as positive or negative, those in condition 1 
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(M = 5.97, SD = 1.42) did not differ from those in condition 2 (M = 5.88, SD = 1.37) , 

t(75) = 2.80, p = .78. A comparison of means between the other dependent variables 

(number of jelly beans consumed, relationship satisfaction change, positive affect, 

negative affect, and TNSE) revealed no significant differences between the two groups 

on any of those variables. These findings suggest that conditions 1 and 2 can be 

combined into a control condition. 

 Conditions 3 and 4. Next, selecting participants in conditions 3 (rejection 

manipulation, self-regulation task, self-report questionnaire, PANAS, and manipulation 

check) and 4 (rejection manipulation, self-report questionnaire, self-regulation task, 

PANAS, and manipulation check) only, mean differences were tested across each of the 

manipulation check indices. The results indicated that for the “consequences” 

manipulation check, participants in condition 3 perceived their secret sides to have less 

positive consequences (M = 3.62, SD = 1.01) than participants in condition 4 (M = 4.22, 

SD = 1.02; t(72) = -2.54, p = .01). For the “discovery by the partner” manipulation check, 

participants in condition 3 indicated that if their partner discovered their secret sides, this 

would have less positive effects (M = 3.84, SD = 1.23) than participants in condition 4 (M 

= 4.59, SD = 1.11; t(72) = -2.78, p = .007). No significant differences were found for the 

“valence” manipulation check, such that participants in condition 3 (M = 6.25, SD = 1.50) 

and condition 4 (M = 1.43, SD = .92) perceived their secret sides to be equally negative, 

tadj (69.95) = 1.06, p = .29. Overall, these findings suggest that the order of the tasks 

presented in condition 3 was more effective than the order presented in condition 4. That 

is, in condition 3, the self-regulation task was completed right after the relationship threat 

manipulation and thus, the threat was very salient in participants’ minds. In condition 4, 
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the dependent measures questionnaire was completed after the manipulation (i.e., before 

the self-regulation task), which might have given participants time to ruminate about the 

manipulation feedback and thus, given them time to refute the possibility of the negative 

consequences of their secret sides. A comparison of means across the primary dependent 

variables, that is, the number of jelly beans consumed, relationship satisfaction change, 

positive affect, negative affect, and TNSE showed no other significant differences 

between conditions 3 and 4. In sum, there was some evidence of order effects on the 

manipulation checks, but no evidence of order effects on the other dependent measures.  

Because there were no order effects for the primary dependent measures, conditions 3 

and 4 were combined into an experimental condition.  

Overview of the Subsequent Analyses 

 For all subsequent analyses, I conducted multiple regression analyses predicting 

each dependent measure from (a) relationship threat condition, effects coded (-1 = 

experimental, +1 = control), (b) gender, effects coded (-1 = male, + 1 = female), (c) 

centered main effects of attachment anxiety, and (d) the two-way and three-way 

interactions between the predictor variables. When the analyses revealed a significant 

interaction, I decomposed the interaction following the recommendations by Aiken and 

West (1991).2 See Table 1 for the descriptives for, and correlations among, attachment 

anxiety and the criterion variables. 

Manipulation Checks 

 Before examining the main dependent variables of the study, I wanted to 

determine whether the relationship threat manipulation affected participants’ views about 

                                                 
2 In this (and subsequent experiments), the degrees of freedom will differ slightly across analyses due to 
missing data.  
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the potential negative implications that their secret sides could have on their relationship. 

The regression analysis on the “consequences” manipulation check revealed a non-

significant trend of threat condition (B = -.10, t(142) = -1.19, p = .24), suggesting that in 

general people in the experimental condition tended to perceive more negative 

consequences of their secret selves than those in the control condition. There was a main 

effect of gender (B = -.33, t(142) = -3.92, p <.001), indicating that women (M = 3.76) 

perceived their secret selves to have more negative implications for the relationship than 

men (M = 4.43). There was also a main effect of attachment anxiety (B = -.19, t(142) = -

2.23, p = .03), such that people high in attachment anxiety perceived their secret sides to 

have more negative consequences for their relationship than did those low in attachment 

anxiety. None of the interaction terms were significant.  

 For the “discovery by the partner” manipulation check, there were no main effects 

of condition (B = -.08, t(142) = -.75, p = .45), or gender (B = -.01, t(142) = -.08, p = .94). 

However, there was a marginal effect of attachment anxiety (B = -.19, t(142) = -1.80, p = 

.08), indicating that participants high in attachment anxiety thought that their partners’ 

discovery of their secret selves would have greater negative effects than did those low in 

attachment anxiety. There was also a significant three-way interaction between condition, 

gender, and attachment anxiety, B = .26, t(142) = 2.52, p = .01. To decompose this 

interaction, I reconducted the analyses separately for males and females and found no 

significant results for the men. For the women, there was no effect of condition (B = -.07, 

t(90) = -.61, p = .54), but the effect of attachment anxiety remained (B = -.27, t(90) = -

2.75, p = .01), such that women high in attachment anxiety thought that their partner’s 
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Table 1 
 
Descriptive statistics and correlations among variables in Study 1 
 
               
               1.            2.            3.            4.            5.            6.            7.            8.            Mean      SD 
 
                     
1. Attachment Anxiety           - -.04    -.03        .16*       -.03 .26**     .05        .26**  3.59   1.04 
 
2. Condition         -     .002       -.09          .003      -.19*       -.18*        .03    -     - 
 
3. Gender             -       -.23**      .01        -.21*    -.17*        .08    -            - 
 
4. Jelly beans consumed                  -            .09  .04     .11        .03  10.64   7.47 
 
5. Relationship Satisfaction change        - -.10     .13        .02  -0.08     0.48 
 
6. Relationship Stress (TNSE)            -     -.05        .27**  1.48   1.17 
 
7. Positive Affect                      -       -.05  1.69   0.75 
 
8. Negative Affect                            -   0.58   0.58 
 
 
Notes. *p < .05; **p < .01; The possible scale ranges were the following: Attachment anxiety, 1 – 7; jelly beans consumed, 1 – 150; 
relationship satisfaction change, 0 – 9; TNSE, 1 – 9; positive and negative affect, 1 – 5. 
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discovery of their secret sides would have more negative consequences on their 

relationship than those low in attachment anxiety. There was also a marginally significant 

condition x anxiety3 interaction (B = .19, t(90) = 1.90, p = .06). The meaning of this 

interaction was assessed by examining whether the effects of experimental condition 

differed for women who were low versus high in attachment anxiety. New attachment 

anxiety scores were computed to represent people one standard deviation below the mean 

(low attachment anxiety) and one standard deviation above the mean (high attachment 

anxiety). The regression analyses with these new attachment anxiety variables indicated 

that condition was marginally related to the “discovery by the partner” manipulation 

check index for people who were low in attachment anxiety (B = -.26, t(90) = -1.78, p = 

.08), but it was not significant for those high in attachment anxiety (B = .26, t(90) = .87, p 

= .39). Unexpectedly, these results suggest that women low in attachment anxiety were 

less concerned about the effects of their secret sides when they were in the experimental 

condition as compared to the control condition. These results were unexpected, but in 

retrospect, this index included items that are more subjective and inferential and require 

individuals to imagine how the partner would react to the secret sides. It is possible that 

in the face of a relationship threat, people low in attachment anxiety experienced 

reactance and thus, re-affirmed their relationship by reducing worries about their 

partners’ reactions to their secret sides. Indeed, in related research on self-esteem (a 

construct negatively correlated with attachment anxiety; Collins & Read, 1990; Feeney & 

Noller, 1990), Murray et al. (2002) found that in response to a threat individuals high in 

self-esteem actually tended to affirm their partners’ commitment and love, whereas those 

low in self-esteem derogated their partners commitment and love. 
                                                 
3 The term “anxiety” will be used throughout this document and it refers to attachment anxiety.  
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For the “valence” manipulation check, there was no significant effect of condition 

(B = .08, t(142) = .74, p = .46) or of gender (B = .10, t(142) = .92, p = .36), but there was 

a marginal main effect of anxiety (B = .20, t(142) = 1.76, p = .08). There was also a 

marginal gender x anxiety interaction (B = .21, t(142) = 1.87, p = .06). Decomposing this 

interaction separately for men and women revealed no significant findings for the men, 

but an effect of anxiety for the women (B = .42, t (90) = 3.33, p = .001). These findings 

indicate that women high in attachment anxiety tended to perceive their secret sides more 

negatively than women low in attachment anxiety.  

 To summarize, the analyses on the manipulation check indices indicated that in 

general, women tended to show more concern regarding their secret sides, and to worry 

more about their romantic partners discovering their secret sides, than did the men. 

Similarly, individuals high in attachment anxiety also tended to show greater concern and 

worry about their secret sides than those low in attachment anxiety. Although no 

significant results were obtained for condition across the indices, the results for the 

“consequences” manipulation check showed a non-significant trend that individuals in 

the experimental condition tended to be more worried about their secret sides than those 

in the control condition. In general, this manipulation check shows weak evidence that 

the experimental manipulation had the desired effects of eliciting worries about their 

secret sides for participants in the relationship threat condition, as compared to those in 

the control condition.  
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Self-Regulation (Jelly Beans) Task 

The regression analysis4 on the number of jelly beans5 consumed indicated no significant 

effects of condition (B = .47, t(142) = .79, p = .43). There was, however, a main effect of 

anxiety (B = 1.22, t(142) = 2.05, p = .04), such that participant high in attachment anxiety 

ate significantly more jelly beans than those low in attachment anxiety. There was also a 

main effect of gender (B = -1.76, t(142) = -2.96, p = .004), such that females ate 

significantly fewer jelly beans than males. In addition, the results indicated a gender x 

condition interaction (B = 1.35, t(142) = 2.28, p = .02), and a gender x condition x 

anxiety interaction (B = 1.24, t(142) = 2.08, p = .04). The meaning of the three-way 

interaction was assessed by examining the effect of condition at high and low levels of 

attachment anxiety, separately for the males and the females. For the females (Figure 1), 

there was an effect of condition at high levels of anxiety (B = 2.58, t(90) = 3.47, p = 

.001), but not at low levels of anxiety (B = 1.07, t(90) = 1.48, p = .14). These findings 

indicate that, as predicted, for females with high attachment anxiety, experiencing a 

relationship threat led to a decrease in self-regulation, as indicated by their greater 

consumption of jelly beans, under threat versus no-threat conditions. Conversely, 

relationship threat condition did not affect self-regulation for females low in attachment 

anxiety. 

 

                                                 
4 Results remained unchanged when attachment avoidance was controlled for as a main effect in this 
analysis. When I included all of the interaction terms involving avoidance in the analysis, however, there 
were no significant effects for any variable, which was probably due to a low sample size for that many 
predictors. 
. 
5 Number of jelly beans consumed had acceptable skewness and kurtosis values (1.96 and 6.42, 
respectively). Three participants consumed, what might be considered, a high number of jelly beans (i.e., 
34, 46, and 48). A regression analysis excluding these participants revealed similar findings to those 
reported in the results section. 
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Figure 1. Relationship between relationship threat condition and number of jelly beans 
consumed as a function of attachment anxiety level for females.  
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Figure 2. Relationship between relationship threat condition and number of jelly beans 
consumed as a function of attachment anxiety level for males. 
 

For the males (Figure 2), the attachment anxiety slopes were not significant; 

however, an analysis of the number of jelly beans eaten within conditions indicated that 

in the control condition, males high in attachment anxiety ate more jelly beans than males 

low in attachment anxiety (B = 3.93, t(55) = 1.87, p = .03). In contrast, in the relationship 

threat condition, the number of jelly beans consumed did not differ as a function of 

attachment anxiety (B = .41, t(55) = .21, p = .84). 
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Relationship Satisfaction 

 Findings in the literature suggest a negative relationship between attachment 

anxiety and relationship satisfaction (e.g., Lussier, Sabourin, & Turgeion, 1997). To see 

whether this negative relationship occurred in this study, I examined the correlations 

between attachment anxiety and relationship satisfaction, as measured before the 

laboratory session. The correlations were r(75) = -.18, p = .12 for the control condition 

and r(71) = -.23, p = .05 for the experimental condition. Using fisher’s r to z calculation, 

the results showed that these two correlations were not significantly different from each 

other (z = .38, p = .76). These results show that there were no pre-existing differences 

between the two conditions in terms of the correlation between attachment anxiety and 

relationship satisfaction.  

 The satisfaction change score was regressed as a function of anxiety, gender, 

condition and the interaction scores. There were no significant main effects or two-way 

interactions, but there was a significant gender x condition x anxiety interaction (B = .08, 

t(142) = 2.00, p = .05). To understand this interaction, the effects of condition at high and 

low levels of attachment anxiety were investigated separately by gender. The results 

indicated no significant findings for females. For males, however, the results showed a 

marginal trend of condition at high levels of attachment anxiety (B = -.18, t(52) = -1.72, p 

= .09). This finding suggests that men high in attachment anxiety experienced a 

marginally larger decrease in relationship satisfaction when they were in the experimental 

condition, as compared to those in the control condition. Men low in attachment anxiety 

did not differ in relationship satisfaction change as a function of whether or not they 

experienced a relationship threat. These results provide partial support for the hypothesis 
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that relationship threat would decrease people’s relationship satisfaction scores when they 

were high in attachment anxiety. Any conclusions must be tempered, however, as the 

findings were marginally significant, and this trend was only observed among the male 

participants.  

Relationship Stress 

 The regression analysis on the relationship stress measure (TNSE) indicated main 

effects of condition (B = .24, t(142) = 2.68, p = .01), gender (B = -.25, t(142) = -2.78, p = 

.01), and anxiety (B = .21,  (142) = 2.34, p = .02). These main effects were qualified by 

higher-order interactions: gender x condition (B = -.21, t(142) = -2.34, p = .02) and 

gender x anxiety (B = .23, t(142) = 2.53, p = .01). The regression was conducted 

separately by gender. The findings indicated that the effect of condition was only 

significant for the men (B = .45, t(52) = 3.17, p = .003), such that men in the 

experimental condition indicated greater relationship stress than did those in the control 

condition. The effect of anxiety was only significant for the women (B = .44, t(90) = 

4.34, p < .001), such that women high in attachment anxiety reported greater levels of 

relationship stress than women low in attachment anxiety. As expected, experiencing a 

relationship threat led people to recall more negative partner behaviours, but this effect 

was only true for the men, and it was not qualified by an interaction with attachment 

anxiety. Also, compared to low attachment anxiety, high attachment anxiety levels were 

related to recalling more negative partner behaviours, but this effect was only true for the 

women, and it was not moderated by condition, as I had hypothesized.  
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Positive Affect 

 The regression analyses for positive affect indicated a marginal main effect of 

condition (B = .11, t(142) = 1.77, p = .08), suggesting that people in the experimental 

condition experienced more positive affect than did those in the control condition. This 

finding was unexpected and given that it is only marginal, it will not be interpreted. There 

was a significant main effect of gender (B = -.12, t(142) = -1.99, p = .05), indicating that 

women reported less positive affect than men. There was no main effect of anxiety or of 

any of the interaction terms.  

Negative Affect 

 The regression analyses for negative affect showed no main effects of condition 

or gender, but there was a significant effect of attachment anxiety (B = .13, t(142) = 2.64, 

p = .01), such that greater levels of anxiety were related to greater levels of negative 

affect. There was also one marginally significant interaction between condition and 

anxiety (B = .09, t(142) = 1.86, p = .07). An examination of this interaction by repeating 

the regression analyses separately by condition, indicated that the effect of anxiety was 

only significant for participants in the experimental condition (B = .21, t(69) = 3.18, p = 

.002) and not for participants in the control condition (B = .04, t(73) = .56, p = .58). As 

predicted, these findings show that attachment anxiety moderated the effect of the 

relationship threat manipulation on negative mood. That is, individuals high in 

attachment anxiety experienced greater negative affect following the experimental 

manipulation than did individuals low in attachment anxiety.  
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Discussion 

 Overall, I found some support for my hypothesis that activating the appraisal-

monitoring system with a relationship threat manipulation would affect eating behaviour 

for individuals high in attachment anxiety, but not those low in attachment anxiety. 

Specifically, supporting hypothesis 1, there was an interaction between attachment 

anxiety and threat condition, which unexpectedly also interacted with gender. This 

interaction demonstrated that women high in attachment anxiety led to experience a 

relationship threat exhibited a decrease in self-regulation to a greater extent than women 

who did not experience a relationship threat. Conversely, relationship threat had no effect 

on self-regulation of women low in attachment anxiety. These findings support previous 

research showing that individuals high in attachment anxiety are especially vulnerable to 

relationship-threatening cues, which may consequently have negative implications (e.g., 

Besser & Priel, 2009; Campbell et al., 2005). The present study extended previous 

research by investigating the effects of a relationship threat on a health behaviour (i.e., 

eating), used to measure self-regulation. This study provides some initial evidence that, 

among women, one potential mechanism between rejection and health behaviours is 

through self-regulation. Furthermore, these findings suggest that attachment anxiety 

moderates this relationship. 

 Contrary to the hypotheses, attachment anxiety did not moderate the effect of the 

relationship threat manipulation on relationship satisfaction, relationship stress, and 

positive mood. However, many of the expected main effects that were observed were 

consistent with findings previously shown in the literature. First, the results showed that 

attachment anxiety was negatively correlated with relationship satisfaction. This finding 
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is widely supported in the literature, such that in general, people high in attachment 

anxiety tend to be less satisfied with their relationships (e.g., Lussier et al., 1997) than 

those low in attachment anxiety.   

Second, women recalled more negative behaviours by their partners when they 

were high, but not low, in attachment anxiety. This finding replicates previous results that 

individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to perceive and interpret their environment 

and their partner behaviours in ways that confirm their fears and worries (Collins, 1996). 

This research by Collins did not show any interactions between gender and attachment 

anxiety and thus, her findings were consistent for men and women. In the present study, 

women high in attachment anxiety, but not men, tended to recall their partners’ 

behaviours as being more negative than did the women low in attachment anxiety. Given 

that this main effect of anxiety did not interact with experimental condition, these results 

probably mean that in general, women recall more relationship stress when they are high 

in attachment anxiety relative to those low in attachment anxiety. Interestingly, this 

difference on relationship stress across attachment anxiety levels was not found among 

the men in this study. The men did, however, show an effect of manipulation, such that 

those in the experimental group recalled more relationship stress than those in the control 

group.  

Third, this study indicated a marginal effect of the relationship threat 

manipulation on positive affect, such that participants in the experimental condition 

tended to indicate more positive mood than those in the control condition. The literature 

on rejection and mood shows inconsistent findings. Studies by Baumeister and colleagues 

tend to show that rejection leads to a neutral mood state (for a review see Blackhart et al., 
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2009), which they argue is a defensive strategy against the unpleasantness of negative 

affect. However, in a recent meta-analysis, Gerber and Wheeler (2009) reported a 

moderate effect size of rejection on mood. In terms of positive mood, Gerber and 

Wheeler showed that rejection tends to lower positive mood somewhat more than it 

increases negative mood. Although marginal, the direction of the results for positive 

mood was unexpected and inconsistent with those reported in the literature. The finding 

that positive mood  was not related to attachment anxiety was surprising, given that 

positive affect has been found to be less common among individuals categorized as 

anxious/ambivalent (Simpson, 1990). 

Consistent with my hypothesis, I found that attachment anxiety moderated the 

effect of relationship threat on negative mood. This finding supports previous research on 

attachment styles and negative affect. For example, Feeney (1999) showed that 

attachment anxiety was related to more frequent and intense negative emotional 

experiences. The present findings are also consistent with research showing that high 

attachment anxiety is characterized by emotional volatility in relationships (Tidwell et al., 

1996) and that individuals high in attachment anxiety also tend to respond to relationship 

threats with feelings of distress and anxiety. As I hypothesized, predicting conflict in 

their romantic relationship because of their secret sides increased participants’ negative 

affect, particularly for those high in attachment anxiety. Participants may have 

experienced distress about the possibility of their partners finding out their secret sides, 

and may have anticipated that this discovery would lead to conflict and potential rejection 

from their partners. The tendency to ruminate and worry (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003) 
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about the possible consequences of the relationship threat may have been the mechanism 

underlying the increase in negative affect.  

The results in this study showed some gender differences. Starting with the 

manipulation check, women tended to be more likely to believe that their secret sides 

would lead to conflict than the men did. Interestingly, Murray and colleagues (2001) 

found that the Secret Selves manipulation worked as predicted for the men but not the 

women, but this finding might have been due to an interaction between the manipulation 

and a rejection prime used in that study. Specifically, for the rejection priming task, 

participants were provided with groups of four words and were instructed to make 

sentences from those words. Some of these sentences were about interpersonal rejection 

for participants in the rejected priming condition but for those in the control condition 

none of the sentences were related to rejection. Murray and colleagues contended that the 

gender differences occurred because for women, the combination of the Secret Selves 

task and the rejection prime made them deny the possibility that their secret sides would 

lead to conflict in the relationship. This idea was supported by the manipulation check, 

which showed that men believed their secret selves would be detrimental to the 

relationship, but women did not. However, in another study using the same Secret Selves 

manipulation (without using the rejection prime task), Murray and colleagues (2002) did 

not find any gender effects and thus, I had predicted that no gender effects would be 

found in the present study.  

In terms of the self-regulation measure used in this study (i.e., eating jelly beans), 

in hindsight, the gender effect is not surprising. In general, women tend to be more 

concerned with eating than men (Kiefer, Rathmanner, & Kunze, 2005) and they are also 
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more concerned with how their partners view their bodies (Sheets & Ajmere, 2005). 

Thus, it is possible that the potential rejection by the partner might have amplified the 

effect of the presence of food on women’s eating behaviour. In general, women ate less 

than men in this study, but when they were in the experimental condition, women ate 

significantly more when they were high in attachment anxiety than low in attachment 

anxiety. Thus, the combination of high attachment anxiety and relationship threat seemed 

to reduce women’s, but not men’s, ability to self-regulate. 

Some explanations for this gender difference were provided by Grunberg and 

Straub (1992), who showed that under stress, women tended to eat twice as many sweet 

foods than those in a low stress control condition. Grunberg and Straub also found that 

men ate significantly less when under stress, compared to the control group. The stress 

manipulation in the Grunberg and Straub study, however, was not directly related to 

participants’ lives (i.e., a film about industrial accidents). A study looking at a more self-

relevant measure of stress (i.e., daily hassles) showed a positive relationship between 

number of daily hassles and snacking for both genders (e.g., Conner, Fitter, & Fletcher, 

1999). Thus, there are inconsistent findings in the literature regarding gender differences 

on snacking. One other possible reason for the gender differences on eating behaviour 

might result from the type of food used. Previous research on self-regulation has shown 

that eating high sugar content foods was undesirable and this finding was true across 

genders (e.g., Baumeister et al., 2005). Jelly beans are high in sugar content and thus, 

they were thought to be highly appealing but also seen as unhealthy if eaten in large 

quantities. However, this assumption was not pilot tested and it is possible that they 

might be more appealing to one gender than the other. In fact, research shows that 
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women tend to prefer comfort foods that are snack-like, such as chocolate and ice cream, 

whereas men tend to prefer more hearty foods such as steak and pizza (Wansink, Cheney, 

& Chan, 2003).  

Evidence that stress (Sadava, Busseri, Molnar, Perrier, & DeCourville, 2009) and 

negative affect (Feeney & Ryan, 1994) mediate the relationship between attachment 

anxiety and health has also been provided for both men and women. Thus, findings 

support the idea that the stress of relationship threat within a relationship should lead 

individuals high in attachment anxiety to overindulge in the jelly beans to overcome 

rejection-related feelings. However, it is possible that men in the present study may not 

have perceived the relationship threat manipulation as especially stressful. In the next 

study a potentially more powerful relationship threat manipulation was used, which I 

expected to be threatening for both men and women. 
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Chapter 3: Study 2 

Overview and Hypotheses 

 The findings of Study 1 supported the hypothesized moderating effect of 

attachment anxiety on the link between relationship threat and self-regulation, but this 

association was true for women only. However, the expected interaction between 

attachment anxiety and relationship threat on relationship satisfaction, relationship stress, 

and positive affect were not found. Thus, Study 2 was designed as a conceptual 

replication of Study 1, with a few changes. First, it used a different, more powerful, 

relationship threat manipulation which was intended to heighten the threat. This study 

employed the “Presence of a Fault-Finding Partner” manipulation (Murray et al., 2002), 

in which participants in the experimental group were led to believe that their partner (also 

participating in the study at the same time) perceived many serious faults in them. As a 

result, this manipulation was expected to make the relationship threat more realistic and 

thus, more consequential. Second, the self-regulation measure involved eating pieces of 

bite-size brownies, rather than jelly-beans. The choice to use brownies was based on a 

previous pilot test done in the MacDonald laboratory at Queen’s University, from which 

results indicated that students rated brownies as being a very appealing but fattening and 

unhealthy treat.  

 The same hypotheses from Study 1 were evaluated in the present study. I 

hypothesized that participants in the experimental condition would experience greater 

relationship threat and would show greater self-regulation failure (i.e., eat more brownie 

pieces), less relationship satisfaction, more relationship stress, and greater negative affect, 

than participants in the control condition. Furthermore, I hypothesized that this 
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association would be moderated by attachment anxiety, such that the association between 

relationship threat and the dependent variables would be stronger for those high in 

attachment anxiety relative to those low in attachment anxiety. Therefore, individuals 

high in attachment anxiety should show greater levels of self-regulation failure and 

evaluate their relationship and their partners’ past behaviours more negatively after 

experiencing a relationship threat, compared to those who did not experience any threat 

to their relationship. In contrast, among those low in attachment anxiety, I expected the 

association between relationship threat condition and the dependent variables to be 

attenuated.  

Method 

Participants and Recruitment 

 Similar to Study 1, participants were contacted based on their answers to a pre-

screening questionnaire. For some participants, this questionnaire was completed either at 

the beginning of the fall term in the introductory psychology course or throughout the 

year in response to recruitment efforts done in non-psychology classes. Others completed 

this questionnaire after they contacted me indicating their interest in participating in my 

study in response to flyers posted on bulletin boards across the university. One member 

of each couple was contacted via telephone or e-mail and was scheduled to participate in 

this study after confirmation that the partner was willing to participate as well. Similar to 

Study 1, prior to their laboratory participation, participants provided answers to the three 

questions regarding their levels of relationship satisfaction (Cronbach’s α = .77).  

Ninety-six couples (mean age = 18.5, SD = 1.34) involved in a romantic 

relationship averaging 21.46 (SD = 15.26) months in length participated in exchange for 
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partial course credit or $5. Couples were randomly assigned to relationship threat 

condition: control or experimental. In the experimental condition, the female partner was 

randomly assigned to be either the target (i.e., the person who would be receiving the 

threat) or the “non-target” partner. Two couples were excluded from the analyses because 

they were married and four couples were excluded because they talked during the 

manipulation task and thereby were made aware of the manipulation, leaving a sample of 

90 couples. The non-target participants from the experimental condition were not 

included in the analyses, and thus, the present analyses included 30 couples in the control 

condition (i.e., 60 control participants) and 60 couples in the experimental condition. 

Thirty-two women and 28 men were the target participants in the experimental condition.  

Note that the data from the control participants cannot be considered independent 

because the participants are couples (Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006). Data obtained 

within couples are considered non-independent because, for instance, one partners’ 

responses to the relationship satisfaction questionnaire are not independent from their 

partners’ responses to the same questionnaire. Although the results presented below come 

from analyzing the data altogether (ignoring the non-independent nature of the data), the 

data were also analyzed for males and females separately. In doing so, the data within the 

two sets of analyses for males and females are independent, such that, for instance, the 

data from one man should be independent from another man’s data. The findings from 

analyzing the males and the females separately were generally similar to the ones 

presented below, but two different findings emerged for the dependent variables 

relationship stress and negative affect. Please refer to Appendix L where these findings 

are reported in detail.  
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Procedure 

 Threat manipulation. Upon their arrival at the laboratory, each member of the 

couple (only one couple participated at each session) was seated individually in the same 

room far enough apart so that their responses would remain confidential. For the couples 

in the experimental condition, the target was seated at a desk such that they could see 

their partner’s back, but the partner was facing the wall and thus, could not see the target 

partner. After reading the letter of information (Appendix D) and signing the consent 

form (Appendix E), participants were instructed to refrain from speaking to their partner 

or asking questions during the first task of the study, and to simply follow the instructions 

presented on the paper in front of them. For couples in the experimental condition, the 

instructions asked the target participant to write important aspects of their partner’s 

character that they disliked. They were also told to write only one characteristic if that is 

all that easily came to mind. The instructions given to the non-target partner asked them 

to list 25 things that they had in their bedroom. In general, target participants completed 

their task much faster than their partner and thus, they sat there for a while waiting for 

their partner to complete their task. Given that they thought their partner had the same 

instructions they did, this led them to believe that their partner perceived them to have 

many negative characteristics. Participants in the control condition both received the 

“target” instructions and thus, completed the task at approximately the same time, and 

had no reason to feel that their partner perceived them to possess many faults.6  

                                                 
6 The time it took participants in each condition to complete the manipulation task was not measured in this 
study. Murray et al. (2002), however, reported that target participants in the experimental condition spent 
significantly more time waiting for their partner to complete the task than did participants in the control 
condition.  
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Self-regulation. After the manipulation task, the experimenter asked one of the 

partners to follow her to the next room, thus separating the partners for the remainder of 

the study. Each partner was then provided with the self-regulation task, which was 

ostensibly unrelated to the present study. Participants were provided with a bowl of 35 

small pieces of brownies measuring approximately 1 cm in diameter. The experimenter 

told participants to eat as many pieces of brownies as they liked and to complete a taste-

test form, identical to the one used in Study 1. Participants were also told that they had 

seven minutes to complete this task.  

 Self-report questionnaire. After completing the self-regulation task, participants 

completed a dependent measures questionnaire identical to the one used in Study 1, 

including relationship satisfaction (Cronbach’s α = .68), the TNSE to measure 

relationship stress (Cronbach’s α = .92), and the PANAS to measure positive and 

negative affect (Cronbach’s α = .75). 

 Manipulation check. This manipulation check was adapted from Murray et al. 

(2002; Appendix M). Three items (Cronbach’s α = .60) assessed whether participants 

thought that their partners listed more or fewer negative aspects of their character than 

they expected (1 = a lot less than I expected, 9 = a lot more than I expected), how serious 

they thought those aspects were (1 = not at all serious, 9 = extremely serious), and how 

concerned they were that their partner was listing negative aspects of their character (1 = 

not at all concerned, 9 = extremely concerned). Another item asked participants to 

estimate how many faults they thought their partner listed.  

Attachment anxiety. Participants in this experiment completed an online diary 

study for seven days following their laboratory participation (see Study 4). The last 
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questionnaire they completed on the seventh day included the Experiences in Close 

Relationships Questionnaire (ECRQ; Brennan et al., 1998), which contains a subscale to 

measure attachment anxiety. See Study 1 for a complete description of this scale. For this 

study, the attachment anxiety subscale used was the one from Day 7 of the online study 

because many of the partners did not complete the pre-screening questionnaire, but most 

completed the online study7. The anxiety subscale demonstrated high inter-item 

reliability (Cronbach’s α = .93).  

At the end of the study, participants were probed for suspicion regarding the 

purpose of the study and the different tasks they completed. Other than the participants 

who talked during the manipulation, no one reported any suspicions. Given the nature of 

the manipulation task, the first few couples who participated in this study were given a 

positive mood induction task to complete, but it soon became apparent that it was 

unnecessary because participants were not distressed about the manipulation once the 

deception was revealed. At the end of the study, the experimenter fully debriefed 

participants both orally and with a written debriefing form (Appendix N). In general, 

couples in the experimental condition reacted positively to the explanation of the 

experimental manipulation and seemed to bond over the experience. Specifically, 

participants reported finding the manipulation clever and many laughed with their 

partners about the fact that they believed it.  

Results 

 The results presented here were conducted using simultaneous regression analyses 

predicting each dependent measure from (a) relationship threat condition, dummy coded 

                                                 
7 For participants that completed both measures, the correlation between the attachment anxiety scores from 
prescreening and from the online Day 7 questionnaire was r (60) = .72, p < .001.  
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(0 = control, 1 = experimental), (b) gender, effects coded (-1 = male, +1 = females), (c) 

centered main effect of attachment anxiety, and (d) the two-way and three-way 

interaction terms between the predictor variables. Significant interaction terms were 

decomposed following the recommendations by Aiken and West (1991). Table 2 

provides the descriptive statistics for, and the correlations among, the variable in Study 2. 

Manipulation Checks 

 First, I conducted a regression analysis to determine whether target participants in 

the experimental condition felt more worried about the number of faults their partner 

seemed to have written than did participants in the control condition. The results showed 

a main effect of condition (B = .84, t(95) = 2.99, p = .004), indicating that participants in 

the experimental condition (M = 5.04, SD = 1.71) felt more worried about the faults their 

partner wrote than did participants in the control condition (M = 4.06, SD = 1.26). Gender 

was not related to this manipulation check index (B = .18, t(95) = .86, p = .39), nor was 

anxiety (B = .18, t(95) = .98, p = .33). The only interaction term showing a marginal 

effect was between anxiety and condition (B = .45, t(95) = 1.87, p =.06). I decomposed 

this interaction by examining the effect of condition at high and low levels of attachment 

anxiety. The results indicated a significant effect of condition at high levels of attachment 

anxiety (B = 1.39, t(95) = 3.45, p = .001), but no significant effect at low levels of 

attachment anxiety (B = .29, t(95) = .72, p = .47). Therefore, as expected, participants 

high in attachment anxiety were more worried about the faults their partners wrote when 

they were in the experimental condition than in the control condition. There were no 

differences across conditions for participants low in attachment anxiety. 
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Table 2 
 
Descriptive statistics and correlations among variables in Study 2 
 
               
               1.            2.            3.            4.            5.            6.            7.            8.            Mean      SD 
 
                     
1. Attachment Anxiety           -  .003      .05        -.02         -.01  .26**   -.29**       .28**  3.29   1.20 
 
2. Condition         -      .03       -.13         -.10        .002        -.11         -.06    -     - 
 
3. Gender             -       -.12         -.23        -.02    -.09        .02    -            - 
 
4. Brownies consumed                  -           -.01  .01    -.01        .03  8.04   7.28 
 
5. Relationship Satisfaction change        - -.21     .12       -.10 -0.09      0.59 
 
6. Relationship Stress (TNSE)            -     -.13        .37***  1.66   1.26 
 
7. Positive Affect                      -       -.16  1.84   0.72 
 
8. Negative Affect                            -   0.63   0.67 
 
 
Notes. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p = .001; The possible scale ranges were the following: Attachment anxiety, 1 – 7; brownies consumed, 
1 – 35; relationship satisfaction change, 0 – 9; TNSE, 1 – 9; positive and negative affect, 1 – 5. 
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For the question where participants were asked to guess the number of faults their 

partner wrote, there was a main effect of condition (B = 2.89, t(95) = 5.57, p < .001), 

indicating that participants in the experimental condition guessed more number of faults 

(M = 6.27, SD = 3.76) than did participants in the control condition (M = 2.93, SD = 

1.28). There was no significant effect of gender (B = -.01, t(95) = -.02, p = .98), nor of 

anxiety (B = .16, t(95) = .47, p = .64), and none of the interaction terms were significant. 

In general, the manipulation checks indicated that I was successful in leading target 

participants to worry about their partners’ negative perceptions of them.  

Self-Regulation (Brownies) Task 

 The regression analyses on the number of brownies eaten revealed a marginally 

significant main effect of condition (B = -2.67, t(95) = -1.93, p = .06), indicating that 

contrary to expectations, individuals in the experimental condition ate fewer brownies 

than those in the control condition. There was a significant main effect of anxiety (B = 

2.08, t(95) = 2.29, p = .02), such that as expected, participants high in attachment anxiety 

tended to eat more brownies than those low in attachment anxiety. The main effect of 

gender was not significant (B = -1.30, t(95) = -1.29, p = .20). The interaction terms were 

all significant: gender x anxiety (B = -2.17, t(95) = -2.39, p = .02), condition x anxiety (B 

= -3.43, t(95) = -2.86, p = .01), and gender x condition x anxiety (B = 2.59, t(95) = 2.16, 

p = .03). To decompose the three-way interaction, I examined the effect of condition at 

high and low levels of attachment anxiety, separately for the females and males. For the 

women, the results indicated an effect of condition at high levels of anxiety (B = -3.82, 

t(50) = -1.98, p = .05), but not at low levels of anxiety (B = -1.79, t(50) = -.88, p = .39). 

For the men, the results indicated an effect of condition at high levels of anxiety (B = -
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9.76, t(45) = -2.65, p = .01) but not at low levels of anxiety (B = 4.67, t(45) = 1.29, p = 

.21).  

These results indicate that within both the males and females, individuals high in 

attachment anxiety ate significantly fewer brownies when they were in the experimental 

condition than in the control condition. See Figures 3 and 4 for a graphical representation 
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Figure 3. Number of brownies eaten by condition as a function of attachment anxiety 
levels for the female group. 
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Figure 4. Number of brownies eaten by condition as a function of attachment anxiety 
levels for the male group. 
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of the number of brownies eaten as a function of condition and attachment anxiety 

separately by gender. Thus, contrary to the hypothesis, experiencing a relationship threat 

produced by their partner led participants high in attachment anxiety to experience 

increased self-regulation and eat fewer brownies than participants in the control 

condition. An analysis of attachment anxiety levels within conditions showed that there 

were no significant differences within either condition for the females. For the males, 

however, there was a significant difference within the control condition, such that those 

high in attachment anxiety ate significantly more brownies than those low in attachment 

anxiety. This analysis was not significant within the experimental group.  

Relationship Satisfaction 
 
 Recall that a satisfaction change score was calculated by subtracting the 

relationship satisfaction scores obtained during the laboratory session from those 

obtained during recruitment. Before analyzing this satisfaction change score, I examined 

the correlation between attachment anxiety and relationship satisfaction obtained before 

the laboratory session across conditions. The correlations were r(23) = -.31, p = .13 and 

r(29) = -.24, p = .20 for the control and the experimental conditions, respectively. 

Fisher’s r to z transformations showed that these two correlations were not statistically 

different from each other (z = -.25, p = .80). These results showed that as expected, 

attachment anxiety and relationship satisfaction were negatively correlated and the 

correlation did not differ between conditions. 

The regression analyses demonstrated that this change score did not vary as a 

function of relationship threat condition, gender, anxiety, or any of the interaction terms. 

Thus, the findings indicate that the relationship threat manipulation had no effect on 
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changing participants’ satisfaction with their relationships. In fact, the mean relationship 

satisfaction change was -.09 (SD = .59), which indicates that, overall, there was relatively 

little change in participants’ relationship satisfaction between the assessment at 

recruitment and in the laboratory. 

Relationship Stress 

 The regression with TNSE8 as the criterion demonstrated a main effect of 

attachment anxiety (B = .45, t(95) = 2.89, p = .01), indicating that participants with higher 

levels of anxiety reported more relationship stress over the past month, compared to those 

with lower levels of anxiety. TNSE did not vary as a function of any of the other 

independent variables. Thus, as expected, individuals high in attachment anxiety recalled 

more negative partner behaviours than those low in attachment anxiety; however, 

contrary to the hypothesis, these findings did not vary as a function of relationship threat 

condition.  

Positive Affect 

 The results for positive affect indicated a main effect of relationship threat 

condition (B = -.50, t(52) = -2.83, p = .01), such that participants in the experimental 

condition reported less positive affect than those in the control condition. There were also 

marginally significant interactions between anxiety and condition (B = -.27, t(52) = -1.88, 

p = .07), and between anxiety, gender, and condition (B = .30, t(52) = 1.80, p = .08). To 

decompose the three-way interaction, I examined the effect of condition at high and low 

levels of anxiety, separately for men and women. The results indicated no significant 

findings for either gender at high levels of anxiety. At low levels of anxiety, there was an 

                                                 
8 For relationship stress, the results from the data analyzed separately by gender indicated a main effect of 
anxiety and a marginal anxiety x relationship threat condition interaction for the males. However, there 
were no significant effects on TNSE for the females (see Appendix L).   
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effect of condition for females (B = -.47, t(50) = -2.04, p = .05), but not for the males (B 

= -.36, t(45) = -1.14, p = .26). These findings indicated that, as expected, individuals in 

the experimental condition experienced a decrease in positive affect, compared to those 

in the control condition. Unexpectedly, the interaction revealed this to be true only for the 

women low in attachment anxiety.  

Negative Affect 

 The regression analyses for negative affect9 revealed no significant effect of 

relationship threat condition, gender, anxiety or any of the interaction terms. Contrary to 

the hypothesis, participants experienced similar levels of negative affect across 

conditions and attachment anxiety levels.  

Discussion 

 Study 2 was designed to provide a more direct and believable relationship threat, 

because it was ostensibly delivered by one’s romantic partner. This relationship threat 

manipulation was predicted to be particularly effective in activating the attachment 

system of individuals high in attachment anxiety and subsequently affecting their 

behaviour and cognitions. It was expected that this study would replicate Study 1 in terms 

of the self-regulation task and moreover, I predicted that by increasing the power of the 

relationship threat manipulation, the effect would emerge for both males and females. 

Unexpectedly, the present findings showed that contrary to the hypothesis, participants in 

the experimental condition ate fewer brownies than those in the control condition. In 

addition, the interaction showed that it was participants high in attachment anxiety who 

experienced greater self-regulation in the experimental condition than in the control 

                                                 
9 For negative affect, the results from the data analyzed separately by gender indicated a significant main 
effect of attachment anxiety for the females, but this effect was not significant for the males (see Appendix 
L). 
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condition. A simple slopes analysis examining the number of brownies eaten within 

condition by anxiety levels showed that the only significant difference was found among 

males in the control condition. Men high in attachment anxiety ate more brownies in the 

control group than did those low in attachment anxiety. Overall, these findings are 

perplexing, given that the manipulation check indicated that the relationship threat 

manipulation was successful.  

 One possible reason to account for the unexpected self-regulation findings in 

Study 2 could be the eating task used to measure self-regulation. First, as outlined in the 

discussion for Study 1, perhaps sweet snacks are not appealing to both genders under 

stressful situations. This is perplexing, however, because no gender differences were 

found in previous studies using chocolate chip cookies as measures of self-regulation 

following rejection (Baumeister et al., 2005). Second, an important aspect regarding the 

eating task in the present study is that the bowl contained only 35 brownie pieces, which 

just covered the bottom of the bowl. In Study 1, however, the bowl contained 150 jelly 

beans and was almost full to the top. Therefore, in Study 1, participants could eat a 

considerable number of jelly beans before worrying about the researcher being able to tell 

how much they ate. In Study 2, however, if participants were worried about seeming 

gluttonous, they might have eaten minimally so that the researcher could not tell how 

much they ate, and ate only enough to complete the taste-test task. Furthermore, females 

are possibly especially susceptible to not wanting others to see how much they have eaten 

(i.e., females may feel more constrained than males).  

Roth, Herman, Polivy, and Pliner (2001) found that participants ate significantly 

fewer cookies when being observed by the experimenter, compared to when eating alone. 
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In the present study, participants were left alone in the experimental room with the door 

closed, which was expected to diminish any social pressures to eat minimally. There are, 

however, two factors at play here not present in the Roth et al. study. One important 

factor is that the relationship threat manipulation might have amplified the social pressure 

to eat minimally (see Vartanian, Herman, & Polivy, 2007, for a review). The relationship 

threat manipulation might have increased the perception that it would be easy for the 

researcher to estimate how much was eaten. In addition, the “social reconnection 

hypothesis” stipulates that social exclusion makes people want to make new social 

connections and evidence suggests that this need involves wanting to bond with 

individuals not involved in the rejection (Maner et al., 2007). Thus, participants in the 

present study who were experiencing potential rejection might have felt the need to make 

a good impression on the researcher by restricting their eating. Furthermore, Pliner and 

Chaiken (1990) showed that both males and females indicated that they would eat less 

because of social desirability concerns. This finding was supported in an experiment by 

Mori, Chaiken, and Pliner (1987), in which they found that in a “get acquainted” 

situation, women snacked significantly less on M&Ms when in the presence of an 

attractive than an unattractive partner. Although the men did not differ in how much they 

ate when in the presence of attractive versus unattractive females, they did show a trend 

of eating less in the presence of females compared to in the presence of males. Empirical 

evidence suggests that, in general, people eat less when they feel that they are being 

observed or evaluated by others (Herman, Roth, & Polivy, 2003).  

Another important factor to consider is the moderating effect of attachment 

anxiety. As outlined earlier, individuals high in attachment anxiety are extremely 
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sensitive to signs of rejection and when the appraisal-monitoring system is activated, they 

tend to be highly sensitive to further threats (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003). I hypothesized 

that this hypervigilance would lead to either rumination or a need to regulate affect for 

individuals high in attachment anxiety. As a result, they were expected to lose track of, or 

not care about, how much they were eating and thus, experience self-regulation failure. 

However, in this study, the partner was present in the next room. Thus, participants might 

have been especially concerned about not eliciting any further rejection from their partner 

(or even from the researcher, as discussed above). This might have resulted in 

participants self-regulating their behaviour in ways to prevent any further rejection by 

following social norms of eating minimally. For example, they might have worried that 

some of the faults their partners listed concerned their eating behaviours or how attractive 

their partners find them to be. Such thoughts might have resulted in experimental 

participants restricting their eating.  

The fact that the experimental participants’ partner was in the same lab raises 

another possible explanation for the present findings. Bartz and Lydon (2006) assessed 

the extent to which the possibility of closeness with a stranger activated thoughts of 

proximity and/or rejection and whether these thoughts interfered with performance on a 

mental concentration task. The researchers used a Lexical Decision Task to show that 

thoughts about closeness (greater accessibility of proximity words) by individuals high in 

attachment anxiety were associated with poorer performance in the mental concentration 

task, which required self-regulation. For individuals with low attachment anxiety (i.e., 

secure participants), thoughts about closeness were associated with better performance in 

the cognitive task. Bartz and Lydon’s study did not find any relationship of rejection 
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accessibility, which might reflect the fact that their study did not involve rejection, but 

the development of a new potential relationship. These findings, however, raise the 

possibility that in the present study, the presence of the partner in the lab heightened 

some participants’ concerns about the fact that they would soon be together with the 

partner. As such, the presence of the partner could have heightened their rejection and/or 

closeness thoughts. These thoughts could be mediating the relationship between 

attachment anxiety and self-regulation across conditions.  

In sum, Studies 1 and 2 showed conflicting findings. Whereas attachment anxiety 

was associated with decreased self-regulation in Study 1, it was associated with increased 

self-regulation in Study 2. The discussion presented above outlines some of the possible 

reasons to account for this inconsistency. First, having a bowl with only 35 pieces of 

brownies might have limited participants’ eating due to social desirability concerns. 

Having a full bowl of food items should decrease these concerns. Second, the presence of 

the partner in the lab might have caused participants to minimize their eating to avoid 

further rejection and thus, it might be useful to assess whether the effects of a relationship 

threat on self-regulation are moderated by having a partner in the lab versus not in the 

lab. Third, participants, particularly females, might have been worried that some of the 

faults their partners listed concerned how attractive they found them to be. These 

thoughts might have surfaced due to the combination of the relationship threat and the 

presence of food. Thus, assessing body image concerns might explain some of the 

inconsistencies between the above two studies. Third, having the partner in the lab might 

increase the accessibility of rejection and closeness themes, which might not be true 

when the partner is not in the lab. The accessibility of these themes might mediate the 
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relationship between relationship threat and self-regulation ability. Study 3 was designed 

to empirically test these ideas. An additional issue to consider is power. Both Studies 1 

and 2 showed several marginal effects, which could have been stronger had I included 

more participants in each of these studies. To account for this possibility, Study 3 

included a larger sample size to increase power.  
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Chapter 4: Study 3 

Overview and Hypotheses 

 The present study was designed to reconcile the inconsistent findings between 

Studies 1 and 2. Specifically, I tried to understand why the relationship threat 

manipulation resulted in decreased self-regulation in Study 1, but facilitated self-

regulation in Study 2. This study was designed as a conceptual replication of Study 1, but 

with a number of changes. First, only female participants were tested. I decided to focus 

on females only because the inconsistent findings between Studies 1 and 2 occurred for 

the females only. Furthermore, in the previous two studies, the effects of anxiety on 

eating behavior for the males occurred in the control condition, rather than in the 

experimental condition. The second methodological change is that women participated in 

this study either alone or with their partner. This allowed me to test the effect of partner 

presence versus absence on self-regulation ability. Third, I also assessed whether two 

variables mediated the association between relationship threat condition and self-

regulation ability: body image concerns and cognitive accessibility of proximity-

closeness and rejection-distance themes.  

 In this study, I predicted the alone/partner condition to moderate the interactive 

effect of attachment anxiety and relationship threat on self-regulation. For women 

participating alone, I expected that those high in attachment anxiety in the relationship 

threat condition to experience decreased self-regulation (i.e., eat more jelly beans) 

compared to those in the control condition. For women low in attachment anxiety and 

participating alone, I expected the association between relationship threat condition and 

self-regulation to be attenuated.  
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Conversely, for women participating with their partner, I expected that those high 

in attachment anxiety in the relationship threat condition to experience increased self-

regulation (i.e., eat fewer jelly beans), compared to those in the control condition. For 

women low in attachment anxiety and participating with their partner, I expected the 

association between relationship threat condition and self-regulation to be attenuated.  

I did not expect an effect of alone/partner condition on the other dependent 

variables, namely relationship satisfaction, positive affect and negative affect. Similar to 

the previous studies, I expected a threat condition by attachment anxiety interaction, such 

that women high in attachment anxiety in the experimental condition would experience a 

decrease in relationship satisfaction, a decrease in positive affect, and an increase in 

negative affect compared to those in the control group. I predicted this effect to be 

attenuated for women low in attachment anxiety.   

A number of questions were added to this study to assess participants’ body 

esteem and body image concerns. These were included to determine whether the taste-

test task following the relationship threat elicited participants’ worries about their 

partners’ satisfaction with their physical appearance. I hypothesized that for participants 

whose partners were also in the lab (albeit in separate rooms), the eating task might have 

made salient the social norms of eating minimally for women (Vartanian et al., 2007). 

This hypothesis was expected to be particularly true for women high in attachment 

anxiety who are more likely to be concerned about preventing any further rejection, 

relative to those low in attachment anxiety. Therefore, I hypothesized that body image 

concerns would mediate the relationship between relationship threat condition and eating 
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behaviour for women high in attachment anxiety, but not for those low in attachment 

anxiety. 

This study also included a lexical decision task (LDT), which assessed 

participants’ cognitive accessibility of proximity-closeness and rejection-distance themes. 

For the LDT, I expected an effect of alone/partner condition. I hypothesized that the 

activation of both the proximity-closeness and rejection-distance themes would mediate 

the relationship between the relationship threat condition and self-regulation for 

participants in the partner, but not those in the alone, condition. For participants whose 

partners were in the next room, they knew that they would soon see their partner and 

thus, for them, the possibility of rejection or refusal of closeness could occur soon. 

Furthermore, I expected this relationship to be moderated by attachment anxiety, such 

that it would be more pronounced for participants high in attachment anxiety, compared 

to those low in attachment anxiety.  Prior research has established that for those high in 

attachment anxiety, relationship threats activate attachment goals. Bartz and Lydon 

(2006) found that individuals high in attachment anxiety who worried about the prospect 

of closeness tended to do poorly on a mental concentration task, which the authors argued 

was a result of the interference of ruminative thoughts. In the present study, I expected 

participants in the partner condition to be particularly worried about being reunited with 

the partner, which would occur in the near future (i.e., as soon as the study was done) and 

that these worries would increase the ruminative thoughts of rejection and closeness 

when in the experimental but not the control condition. These thoughts were expected to 

mediate the relationship between relationship threat condition and number of jelly beans 

consumed.  
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Method 

Participants and Recruitment 

 Two-hundred and forty-six university female students (mean age = 19.02, SD = 

1.58) involved in a romantic relationship averaging 16.72 months (SD = 13.39) in length 

participated in exchange for partial course credit or money. Similar to Study 2, 

participants were recruited based on their answers to a pre-screening questionnaire 

administered at the beginning of the academic year in the Introductory Psychology class, 

or throughout the year in other undergraduate classes or in response to flyers posted 

around the university. Those who reported being involved in a heterosexual romantic 

relationship that was at least three months in length and were between the ages of 17 and 

24 were contacted via telephone or e-mail and asked if they would like to participate in 

the study. Participants were asked whether their partner would be able and willing to join 

them: Those who indicated that their partners could participate were scheduled to 

participate in the partner condition (n = 114)10 and those who indicated that their partners 

could not participate were scheduled to participate in the alone condition (n = 132). As in 

the previous two studies, after agreeing to participate during recruitment, participants 

were asked to answer the three relationship satisfaction questions. Participants were 

randomly assigned to be in the experimental condition (n = 123; 67 in the alone 

condition) or the control condition (n = 123; 65 in the alone condition). 

 

 

                                                 
10 Ideally, I would have been able to randomly assign individuals to participate alone or with their partner; 
however, due to constraints in the number of couples able to come in, I had to allow the choice to be theirs. 
Therefore, the partner condition is not an experimentally manipulated variable and thus no causal 
conclusion can be made about outcome varying as a function of whether participation was alone or with a 
partner. 
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Procedure 

 On arriving at the laboratory, participants were seated at a desk in a room by 

themselves. Participants in the partner condition were informed that they would be 

completing the study separately and they were seated in separate rooms. While the 

participant in the partner condition read the letter of information (Appendix D) and 

signed the consent form (Appendix E), the experimenter explained to the partner that he 

would not be participating in the relationships study and gave him the option to 

participate in a completely unrelated study. Given that this study is a conceptual 

replication of Study 1, I used the order that produced the strongest effect in that study. 

The order of the tasks for each experimental condition was the following: 

Control condition: Self-regulation task (jelly beans), lexical decision task, self-

report questionnaire, relationship threat manipulation, PANAS, and manipulation 

check 

Experimental condition: Relationship threat manipulation, self-regulation task, 

lexical decision task, self-report questionnaire, PANAS, and manipulation check.  

Relationship threat manipulation. The manipulation used to elicit feelings of 

relationship threat was the Secret Selves task (Murray et al., 2002). Refer to Study 1 for a 

full description. 

Self-regulation. The self-regulation task used in this experiment was the jelly 

beans task used in Study 1. Similar to that study, participants were asked to eat as many 

of the jelly beans as they liked and to complete the taste test form. They were left in the 

room for seven minutes to complete the task.  
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Lexical decision task. This task was adapted from Bartz and Lydon (2006) and it 

was used to assess participants’ cognitive accessibility of proximity- and rejection-related 

words. This task was programmed using DirectRT (Jarvis, 2008) and presented on a 19-

inch computer screen. Participants were instructed that they would be presented with 

letter strings in the middle of the screen and they had to indicate whether the strings 

formed a real word by pressing “Z” if it was a word and “/” if it was not a word. They 

were also asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible. The task began with 

12 practice trials with both neutral and non-words, followed by 90 test items. A star 

appeared in the centre of the screen for 500 ms to help direct participants’ attention to 

where the letter strings would appear. The letter strings were then presented and the 

program measured and recorded the elapsed time from the moment the string appeared to 

when a response key was pressed. Another 500 ms elapsed after the response and before 

the next trial began. The trials were presented to each participant in random order. 

Six words were used to assess proximity (closeness, love, kiss, hug, caress, and 

affection) and 6 to assess rejection (separation, rejection, abandonment, distance, 

loneliness, and alone), which were adapted from Mikulincer, Birnbaum, Woddis, and 

Nachmias (2000). Following Bartz and Lydon (2006), I also included 5 coping words 

(intimacy, escape, worry, security, and control; taken from Mikulincer, 1998), 9 

communion words (kind, warm, gentle, cooperative, devote, helpful, emotional, 

spineless, and servile), 9 agency words (competitive, superior, confident, active, 

independent, egotistical, greedy, hostile, and cynical), 10 neutral words (e.g., kitchen, 

door, plastic), and 45 non-words (e.g., instand, moontain, loor). Please refer to “Appendix 

O” for a list of all the words pertaining to each index.  
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Attachment anxiety. The Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire 

(ECRQ; Brennan et al., 1998), which includes a subscale to measure attachment anxiety, 

was included in the pre-screening questionnaire that each participant completed prior to 

the study. Please refer to Study 1 for a complete description of this measure. The 

attachment anxiety subscale demonstrated high inter-item reliability (Cronbach’s α = 

.90). 

Self-report questionnaire: This questionnaire included a measure of relationship 

satisfaction, identical to the one used in the previous studies (Cronbach’s α = .80), as well 

as the PANAS to measure positive (Cronbach’s α = .86) and negative affect (Cronbach’s 

α = .84). Additionally, it included several measures to assess body image concerns 

(Appendix P). The TNSE scale to measure relationship stress was not included in the 

present study. 

The Body Esteem Scale (BES; Franzoi & Shields, 1984) consists of 32 items 

designed to assess participants’ satisfaction with different body parts and functions. For 

women, the BES includes three subscales: 13 items to assess sexual attractiveness (e.g., 

body scent, nose; Cronbach’s α = .75), 10 items for weight concern (e.g., waist, appetite; 

Cronbach’s α = .76), and 9 items for physical condition (e.g., muscular strength, agility; 

Cronbach’s α = .84). Participants were instructed to indicate how they felt about each 

item using a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (have strong negative feelings) to 5 (have 

strong positive feelings). This questionnaire was also included in the pre-screening 

package and thus, I have measures of the BES from before the study and from the 

laboratory participation.  
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In addition, three questions were included to assess whether the experimental 

manipulation affected participants’ perceptions of their body and attractiveness. They 

were asked to describe their body type (1 = very slim, 5 = overweight), to indicate how 

attractive they thought their partner finds them to be (1 = not attractive at all, 5 = 

extremely attractive), and how worried they were about how attractive their partner finds 

them to be (1 = not worried at all, 5 = extremely worried).  

Manipulation check. The same manipulation check questions used in Study 1 

were used in this experiment. Each manipulation check index demonstrated adequate 

reliabilities: “consequences” manipulation check, Cronbach’s α = .68; “discovery by the 

partner” manipulation check, Cronbach’s α = .87; and “valence” manipulation check, 

Cronbach’s α = .86. Three additional items was added as a manipulation check for the 

present study. For the “partner’s secrets” manipulation check (Cronbach’s α = .55), 

participants were asked to imagine that their partner was asked to list his secret sides and 

to indicate how serious those secrets would be (1 = not at all serious, 9 = extremely 

serious) and how concerned they were that their partner has secret sides (1 = not at all 

concerned, 9 = extremely concerned). One last question asked participants to estimate 

how many secret sides they thought their partner would list. 

At the conclusion of the study, participants were probed for suspicion regarding 

the purpose of the study, fully debriefed both orally and with a written form (Appendix 

H), and thanked for their participation.  

Results 

 Most results were analyzed using simultaneous regression analyses and each 

dependent variable was predicted from (a) relationship threat condition, dummy coded (0 
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Table 3 
 
Descriptive statistics and correlations among variables in Study 3 
 
               
              1.          2.          3.          4.          5.          6.          7.          8.           9.          10.          Mean      SD 
 
                     
1. Attachment Anxiety          -         .003      .006 -.02   .02   -.06    .19**   -.13***   -.19**   -.30***       3.45   1.04 
 
2. Threat condition     -        -.02  .15*  -.03    .07    .06    -.13*       -.03       -.06      -          - 
       
3. Alone/with partner condition     - -.02   .11   -.01    .07     .02       -.004     -.08      -          - 
      
4. Jelly beans consumed           -   .04   -.03    .07     .07       -.08       -.09  10.61   7.18 
                      
5. Relationship Satisfaction change         -    .11    .01     .02        .04        .07  -0.02     0.61  
       
6. Positive Affect             -    .05     .31***    .19**    .33***   1.49   0.77 
             
7. Negative Affect              -    -.15*       -.19**   -.16*   0.58   0.57 
                     
8. Attractive BES                -       .40***   .46***   3.62   0.46 
                          
9. Weight BES                   -         .39***   3.17   0.86  
 
10. Stamina BES                      -    3.39   0.68 
 
Notes. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p = .001; The possible scale ranges were the following: Attachment anxiety, 1 – 7; jelly beans 
consumed, 1 – 150; relationship satisfaction change, 0 – 9; positive and negative affect, 1 – 5; BES subscales, 1-5.
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= control, 1 = experimental), (b) alone/partner condition, dummy coded (0 = alone, 1 = 

with partner), (c) centered main effects of attachment anxiety, and (d) the two-way and 

three-way interaction terms. I followed the recommendations by Aiken and West (1991) 

to decompose any significant interactions. Table 3 provides the descriptive information 

for, and correlations among, the variables in this study. 

Manipulation Checks 

 The manipulation check indices were first analyzed with relationship threat 

condition, alone/partner condition, anxiety, and the interaction terms. These analyses 

yielded no significant results. Therefore, I repeated these analyses excluding the 

alone/partner condition and any interaction terms with that variable. Thus, the 

manipulation check indices were predicted from relationship threat condition, anxiety, 

and the interaction term between anxiety and relationship threat condition. For the 

“consequences” manipulation check, the results indicated a marginally significant main 

effect of relationship threat condition (B = -.26, t(239) = -1.84, p = .07), such that 

participants in the experimental condition perceived more negative consequences of their 

secret selves than did those in the control condition. Anxiety was not related to the 

“consequences” manipulation check (B = -.15, t(239) = -1.47, p = .14) and neither was 

the interaction. For the “discovery by the partner” manipulation check, condition was not 

significantly related to this index (B = -.10, t(239) = -.62, p = .54) but anxiety was (B = -

.23, t(239) = -2.00, p = .05). This result indicated that, compared to women low in 

attachment anxiety, those high in attachment anxiety thought that their partners’ 

discovery of their secret sides would have greater negative consequences on their 

relationship.  
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For the “valence” manipulation check, there was no effect of condition (B = .20, 

t(239) = 1.03, p = .30), but there was a marginally significant main effect of anxiety (B = 

.24, t(239) = 1.76, p = .08), suggesting that participants high in attachment anxiety tended 

to perceive their secrets more negatively than those low on anxiety. For the “partner’s 

secrets” manipulation check, there was no main effect of condition (B = .11, t(231) = .46, 

p = .65), but there was a main effect of anxiety (B = .86, t(231) = 5.22, p < .001) and a 

relationship threat condition x anxiety interaction (B = -.66, t (231) = -2.93, p = .004). To 

understand this interaction, I re-ran the regression analyses to assess the effect of 

condition at high and low levels of attachment anxiety. The results showed a marginally 

significant effect of condition at high anxiety (B = -.57, t(231) = -1.73, p = .09) and a 

significant effect at low anxiety (B = .79, t(231) = 2.43, p = .02). Therefore, women low 

in attachment anxiety in the experimental condition predicted that their partners’ secret 

sides would not be as negative and serious as their counterparts in the control condition. 

In contrast, women high in attachment anxiety in the experimental condition predicted 

that their partners’ secret sides would be more negative and serious than their 

counterparts in the control condition.  

 Finally, for the single question regarding how many secrets participants thought 

their partners would write, the results revealed a main effect of relationship threat 

condition (B = .32, t(223) = 2.14, p = .03), such that participants in the experimental 

condition thought their partners would write significantly more secrets than those in the 

control condition. The results for anxiety revealed a non-significant trend (B = .17, t(223) 

= 1.59, p = .11), suggesting that individuals high in attachment anxiety thought their 

partners would write more secrets than those low in attachment anxiety.  
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Overall, the relationship threat manipulation seemed to have created some worries 

about their secret sides for participants in the experimental condition. Importantly, 

however, many of the effects above were only marginally significant, which suggests that 

the manipulation might not have been strong enough to elicit the desired relationship 

threat effects. In general, however, there was some evidence that individuals high in 

attachment anxiety were more worried about their secret sides than those low in 

attachment anxiety. The only significant interaction between relationship threat condition 

and anxiety was for the question regarding the partners’ secret sides. Unfortunately, the 

manipulation check revealed no effect of the alone/partner condition. This finding raises 

the possibility that this particular relationship threat manipulation was not successful in 

eliciting different effects for when the partner was and was not present. 

Self-Regulation (Jelly Beans) Task 

 This analysis revealed only a significant main effect of relationship threat 

condition (B = 2.89, t(235) = 2.30, p = .02), such that, as expected, participants in the 

experimental condition ate significantly more jelly beans than participants in the control 

condition. There were no effects of alone/partner condition (B = .37, t(235) = .29, p = 

.77), anxiety (B = .10, t(235) = .11, p = .91), or any significant interactions. Therefore, 

contrary to the hypotheses, attachment anxiety and alone/partner condition were not 

associated with self-regulation ability.  

Lexical Decision Task 

Reaction times less than 300 ms and over three standard deviations above the 

mean were deleted from the analyses (Bargh & Chartrand, 2000). The reaction times for 

words that were answered incorrectly were also deleted from the analyses. A regression 
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analysis on the total number of errors per person indicated that the deleted reaction times 

did not vary by relationship threat condition, alone/partner condition, attachment anxiety, 

or any of the interaction terms. Following Bartz and Lydon (2006), words with error rates 

greater than 15% were dropped from the analyses. The word “caress”, one of the 

proximity words, had a 24.8% error rate and was consequently not included in the 

analyses11. Thus, the proximity index consisted only of 5 words. Following the 

computation of each index, the residual scores of each were obtained, controlling for the 

reaction times of the neutral words.  

 The inter-item reliabilities for each index were low: proximity index, Cronbach’s 

α = .56; rejection index, Cronbach’s α = .41; communion index, Cronbach’s α = .60; 

coping index, Cronbach’s α = .58; agency index, Cronbach’s α = .62. Despite these low 

reliabilities, I conducted several multiple regression analyses to examine whether the 

independent variables in the study were associated with participants’ cognitive 

accessibility of each index.  

There were no significant findings for the proximity index, the coping index, the 

communal index, or the agency index. For the rejection index, the results indicated a 

main effect of alone/partner condition (B = -47.19, t(199) = -2.40, p = .02), such that 

participants in the partner condition had faster reaction times on the rejection-distance 

words than participants in the alone condition. There was also a marginal relationship 

threat condition x alone/partner condition interaction (B = 53.45, t(199) = 1.91, p = .06). I 

decomposed this interaction by examining the effect of the alone/partner condition 

separately by relationship threat condition. The results revealed an effect of alone/partner 

                                                 
11 Other words that had high error rates and thus, were not included in the computation of their 
corresponding indices were spineless, egotistical, and cynical. 
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condition in the control condition (B = -47.19, t(100) = -2.50, p = .01) but not in the 

experimental condition (B = 6.26, t(99) = .30, p = .76). These results suggest that when 

the partner was present in the lab, rejection words were more accessible for participants 

in the control condition than in the experimental condition. These findings are 

inconsistent with the hypothesis and are not easily interpretable.   

Relationship Satisfaction 

Given the extant literature, it was expected that the pre-screening measures of 

attachment anxiety and relationship satisfaction would be negatively correlated (e.g., 

Lussier et al., 1997). In general, findings in the literature show that the higher the anxiety 

levels, the less satisfied people are in their romantic relationships. To ensure that this 

correlation occurred in my study, I examined the correlations between anxiety and 

satisfaction, separately by conditions, which were measured before the laboratory 

participation and thus, should be similar. As shown in Table 4, surprisingly, the 

correlation is positive for the individuals in the experimental and alone group, which is 

inconsistent with prior studies in the literature. Given that a randomization table was used 

to assign participants to the experimental/control groups, this correlation demonstrates 

that unfortunately randomization failed in this case. I tested the difference between the 

different rs, by calculating r to z transformation, and found the correlation of the 

experimental/alone group to be significantly different from that of the control/alone 

group (z = -3.19) and of the experimental/partner group (z = 2.47).  

Despite these anomalous findings, I examined whether relationship satisfaction 

change (laboratory satisfaction minus pre-screening satisfaction) varied as a function of 

rejection manipulation and attachment anxiety. Given the above unexpected correlations, 
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however, I conducted these analyses only on individuals who participated with the 

partner (i.e., excluded individuals in the alone group). The findings showed no significant 

effect 

of relationship threat condition or anxiety on relationship satisfaction.  

Table 4 

Correlations between attachment anxiety and relationship satisfaction from pre-

screening 

        
Correlation  

 
 
Control & Alone group         -.41** 

Control & Partner group         -.22a 

Experimental & Alone group           .15b 

Experimental & Partner group        -.31* 
 
 
*p < .05; **p < .01; ap = .10; bp = .25  

Body Image 

 Based on the literature on attachment anxiety, it was expected that the anxiety and 

BES scores obtained in pre-screening would be negatively related. Further, these scores 

should be identical across condition groups if random assignment was effective because 

these scales were administered in the pre-screening. Table 5 shows that although the 

correlations between anxiety and the BES subscales were as expected for most groups, 

for the experimental/partner group, the correlations between anxiety and attractiveness 

BES and between anxiety and weight BES were positive. I assessed whether the rs shown 

in Table 5 were significantly different from each other and found that for the partner 
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condition, the correlations between anxiety and attractiveness (z = -2.81, p = .01) and 

between anxiety and weight (z = -2.17, p = .03) were significantly different between the 

control and the experimental conditions. These findings, together with those from 

relationship satisfaction change, make it difficult to accept the validity of the results in 

this study, given that it seems like randomization across relationship threat groups was 

unsuccessful. As such, given that participants in the different groups seem to have pre-

existing differences, the scores for the body image and concerns questionnaires obtained 

during the laboratory session will not be further analyzed.  

Table 5 

Correlations between attachment anxiety and the BES subscales from pre-screening 
 
 
         Attractiveness           Weight          Stamina  
 
 
Control & Alone group   -.19        -.30*  -.21 
 
Control & Partner group   -.43**       -.40**   .49***  

Experimental & Alone group   -.23a         -.30*  -.26* 

Experimental & Partner group   .10    .009  -.18 
 
 
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001; ap = .08 

Positive and Negative Affect 

 The analyses of both the positive affect subscale and the negative affect subscale 

showed no significant effects of relationship threat condition, alone/partner condition, 

attachment anxiety, or any of the interaction terms.  
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Discussion 

 The purpose of this study was to reconcile the discrepant results between Studies 

1 and 2. The additions of body self-esteem questions and of the lexical decision task, as 

well as the comparison between participating alone versus with the partner, were 

expected to clarify the discrepancies. Unfortunately, the results showed little support for 

any of the hypotheses. The only significant finding that was as expected was that 

participants in the experimental condition ate more jelly beans than participants in the 

control condition. Thus, this study replicated prior research, which demonstrated that 

experiencing a relationship threat (i.e., rejection) can lead to self-regulation failure (e.g., 

Baumeister et al., 2005; Oaten et al., 2008). However, this effect was not moderated by 

attachment anxiety, as found in Study 1 of the present program of research.  

 A number of issues with this study might account for the lack of significant 

findings. The manipulation check showed no significant effects of the alone/partner 

condition on any of the indices. This non-significant effect was also true for most of the 

other dependent variables. One possible reason might be that participating alone versus 

with their partner was a choice made by the participants, rather than by random 

assignment. This self-selection into the alone versus with partner conditions might have 

created pre-existing differences between the two groups. To understand the effects of 

having the partner present in the same laboratory on participants’ self-regulation abilities 

and cognitions will necessitate replicating this study, where participants will be randomly 

assigned to participate with or without their partner. Replication of this study, however, 

was not possible within this thesis due to time and resource constraints.    
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 Another issue with this study emerged in the analyses of the pre-screening 

measures. The correlations between attachment anxiety and both relationship satisfaction 

and body self-esteem were expected to reveal negative correlations, based on the existing 

literature on attachment anxiety (e.g., Lussier et al., 1997). Furthermore, these scores 

should have been identical across groups, given that these variables were measured 

before the laboratory session. Unexpectedly, the results indicated that the correlation 

between attachment anxiety and relationship satisfaction was positive for participants in 

the experimental and alone group. In addition, this correlation differed significantly from 

the correlations of two of the other groups. The results also indicated two anomalous 

correlations between attachment anxiety and the body self-esteem subscales for the 

experimental and partner group. These findings indicated that random assignment did not 

successfully distribute participants across groups and as such, the groups did not all 

reflect the expected composition of the population.  

 I had expected that the manipulation threat condition (the Secret Selves Elicitation 

task) used in this study would replicate the interactive effect between attachment anxiety 

and threat condition on self-regulation for women, as demonstrated in Study 1. The fact 

that in the present study, attachment anxiety did not interact with the manipulation threat 

might indicate that this manipulation is not strong enough to consistently activate the 

appraisal-monitoring system. As demonstrated in Study 1, although it was effective for 

women in that study, it was not effective for men. Another way to investigate the effect 

of relationship stress is by measuring it as it occurs naturally on a day-to-day basis, as 

shown in Study 4. 
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The attachment anxiety literature explains that relative to individuals low in 

attachment anxiety, those high in attachment anxiety tend to be hypervigilant to 

relationship threatening cues and tend to interpret any negative partner behaviours in 

ways that confirm their worries and fears of rejection (Collins, 1996; Fraley & Shaver, 

2000). Accordingly, it is possible that on a daily basis, individuals high in attachment 

anxiety will experience greater self-regulation failure and more negative health outcomes 

on days of high versus low relationship stress, than individuals low in attachment anxiety. 

To explore these ideas, I conducted a fourth study to assess the association between 

relationship threat and health outcomes as they occur naturally. This was a 7-day diary 

study, which is presented in the next chapter. The first three studies of this thesis did not 

provide a clear picture of the effect of relationship threat on self-regulation as a function 

of attachment anxiety. I designed the diary study to complement and enhance the results 

obtained in the first three studies.  
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Chapter 5: Study 4 

Overview and Hypotheses 

 The previous three studies examined the association between relationship threat 

and attachment anxiety on self-regulation using a between-persons design. Study 4 was 

designed to extend the previous studies by using a within-persons design, which allowed 

me to assess fluctuations in relationship stress and how it interacted with attachment 

anxiety to affect health behaviours and well-being. The purpose of this study was to re-

examine my hypotheses by operationalizing the variables in a different manner. 

Furthermore, perhaps the processes I am interested in are easier to capture in a 

naturalistic way. Thus, in this study, the association between relationship stress and 

health outcomes across participants was assessed daily (within-person effects) and 

examined further by investigating whether this association varied by attachment anxiety 

levels (between-person effects). The combination of these two approaches can be 

analyzed using multilevel modeling techniques, which allow researchers to link within-

person variability in situational factors to between-persons’ dispositional factors (Gable 

& Reis, 1999). The present investigation is an important component of this research 

program, because it provided information on the association between daily relationship 

stress and health outcomes as they occurred naturally, instead of being manufactured by 

the experimenter in the laboratory. This study adds to the multimethod approach 

employed in this program of research that includes conceptual replications of the 

experimental design, both experimental and non-experimental methods, and both 

laboratory studies and a naturalistic diary study. There are pros and cons to each of these 

methods, as discussed in the final discussion. However, employing the multimethod 
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approach to investigate the same processes allows me to assess whether my findings 

converge across methods.   

 Only a few studies have examined the effects of adult attachment style on daily 

behaviours and interactions. In addition, to my knowledge, no diary studies have 

examined the moderating effect of attachment anxiety on the impact of relationship stress 

on health outcomes. Tidwell, Reis and Shaver (1996) investigated the association 

between attachment styles, patterns in social interactions, and emotional variability using 

a diary study for a period of one week. They found that individuals high in attachment 

anxiety showed more variability in positive emotions than secure and avoidant 

individuals, but there were no differences across the groups on negative emotions. In 

addition, Tidwell and colleagues found that preoccupied (those scoring high on 

attachment anxiety and low on attachment avoidance) individuals showed more 

variability on how promotive (self-disclosure, other-disclosure, giving and receiving help 

and support) their interactions were than their secure and avoidant counterparts.  

Using an event contingent diary design, Pietromonaco and Barrett (2006) 

demonstrated that attachment anxiety was associated with wanting approval from, and to 

be liked by, their interaction partners. Their findings also indicated that individuals high 

in attachment anxiety viewed their interaction partners more positively after they felt 

liked and approved by them, to a greater extent than did secure and avoidant individuals. 

In an earlier study, Pietromonaco and Barrett (1997) found that following conflict 

interactions, preoccupied individuals (those scoring high on attachment anxiety and low 

on attachment avoidance) tended to report more positive mood and relationship 

satisfaction than secure or avoidant individuals. The authors explain that this paradoxical 
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finding might be due to a strong desire for intimacy and disclosure by individuals high in 

attachment anxiety. During conflict, individuals high in attachment anxiety may feel that 

they achieve these needs as their partners open up and are engaged in discussion. 

Together with the Tidwell et al. (1996) study, these findings support the existing 

literature showing that individuals high in attachment anxiety use their interactions with 

others to gauge how accepted they are and how to regulate their emotions and thus, 

whether they can feel secure in the relationship. These studies, however, examined 

interactions with both romantic and non-romantic partners.  

In a diary study examining interactions between romantic partners only, Bradford, 

Feeney, and Campbell (2002) found that individuals high in attachment anxiety expressed 

less satisfaction with their everyday interactions and also rated them as more negative in 

tone than individuals low in attachment anxiety. In a diary study investigating the 

association between perceptions of romantic relationship stress and conflict on 

relationship satisfaction and closeness, Campbell et al. (2005) found a moderating effect 

of attachment anxiety. Individuals high in attachment anxiety perceived greater conflict 

in their relationships and were more likely to perceive this conflict to have detrimental 

effects on the relationship at the present and in the future, than their low anxiously 

attached counterparts.  

 Murray and colleagues have also used diary studies to assess the association 

between interactions with romantic partners and people’s cognitions about the 

relationship and the self. In one study, findings indicated that on days following conflict 

or negative behaviours by the partner the previous day, individuals characterized as 

generally feeling less positively regarded by their partners were more likely to feel 
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rejected than individuals that felt more positively regarded (Murray, Bellavia, Rose, & 

Griffin, 2003). In addition, less positively regarded individuals tended to behave more 

negatively toward their partner, and to exhibit more clingy behaviours on days following 

rejection or negative partner behaviours. In another study, Murray, Griffin, Rose, and 

Bellavia (2003) found that individuals who felt less positively regarded tended to feel 

worse about themselves on days following negative partner behaviours. In contrast, 

individuals who felt more positively regarded tended not to allow potential relationship 

threats to affect them, and in fact, tended to perceive greater love and acceptance from 

their partners following days of negative partner behaviours. Although these studies did 

not assess attachment anxiety per se, feelings of low and high positive regard by the 

partner are analogous to the feelings experienced by individuals high and low in 

attachment anxiety, respectively. Specifically, individuals high in attachment anxiety tend 

to hold negative self-views and to feel anxious about their partners’ support and 

acceptance (e.g., Collins & Read, 1990). 

It is notable that all of the diary studies reviewed above assessed relationship-

related outcomes. In the present study, I sought to make a novel contribution to the 

literature by assessing health-related outcomes, by asking participants to complete a short 

questionnaire at the end of the day for seven days that assessed their daily perceptions of 

relationship stress using the Test of Negative Social Exchange scale (TNSE), and several 

health behaviours and cognitions.  

The hypotheses were similar to those of the previous three studies. First, I 

hypothesized that on days of high perceived relationship stress, participants would report 

more unhealthy behaviours and lower well-being than on days of low relationship stress. 
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Furthermore, I hypothesized an interaction effect between attachment anxiety and 

relationship stress, such that on days of high perceived relationship stress, compared to 

individuals low in attachment anxiety, those high in attachment anxiety would engage in 

less healthy behaviours and experience lower well-being. Thus, although I expected high 

relationship stress to have a detrimental effect on the health outcomes of all participants, I 

expected this relationship to be more pronounced for individuals high in attachment 

anxiety. This association was expected given that the appraisal-monitoring system of 

individuals high in attachment anxiety is sensitive to rejection cues and that these 

individuals tend to have biased perceptions of their partners’ behaviours (Fraley & 

Shaver, 2000). Also, Simpson and colleagues (1996) demonstrated that individuals high 

in attachment anxiety tended to feel more anxious while discussing a relationship 

problem with their partners, and following the discussion, tended to evaluate their 

partners and the relationship less positively than individuals low in attachment anxiety. 

Moreover, individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to engage in more emotion-

focused coping and thus, tend to ruminate about relationship problems (Mikulincer & 

Florian, 1998). Therefore, I expected them to experience self-regulatory failure on days 

when they perceived increased relationship stress, to a greater extent than individuals low 

in attachment anxiety. 

With these data, I can analyze both the association between relationship stress and 

behaviours and cognitions that occur the same day, as well as the association between the 

relationship stress of a given day and the behaviours and cognitions that occur the 

following day. That is, in addition to same-day effects, I was also interested in 

investigating the lagged effects of relationship stress on the next-day’s health outcomes. 
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Therefore, I also hypothesized that on the day following high perceived relationship 

stress, compared to individuals low in attachment anxiety, those high in attachment 

anxiety would engage in less healthy behaviours and experience lower well-being. 

Method 

Participants 

 When participants were recruited for studies 1, 2 and 3, they were also asked 

whether they would like to participate in an online study for seven days. They were told 

that I was investigating changes in daily health behaviours, and that the online study was 

unrelated to the laboratory study. Six-hundred and twelve participants completed at least 

part of the online study. Nine participants could not be matched with their laboratory 

participation and three completed all online days on the same day, and thus, these twelve 

were dropped from the analyses. This left a sample consisting of 446 women (mean age = 

18.73, SD = 1.41) who completed on average 5.71 days of the 7-day survey (SD = 1.18) 

and 154 men (mean age = 19.12, SD = 1.75) who completed on average 5.55 days of the 

seven days (SD = 1.91). As explained below, these diary data were analyzed using the 

multilevel random coefficient modeling (MRCM) technique and for these analyses 

participants needed to have data for the moderating individual variables (the Level 2 

variable, which in this study is attachment anxiety) in order to be included in the 

analyses. The attachment anxiety measure for this study was included in the day 7 survey 

questionnaire because many of the partners who participated in Studies 2 and 3 and 

agreed to participate in this diary study had not completed a pre-screening measure of 

attachment anxiety. However, not everyone who started the diary study completed the 

day-7 questionnaire and thus, they did not complete the attachment anxiety questionnaire. 
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As a result, the daily diary analyses were analyzed using 551 participants: 336 women 

(data for 2019 days) and 115 men (data for 730 days). Participants were compensated 

with either partial course credit or $5 for their participation.  

Procedure 

 Participants gave consent to partake in this diary study at the beginning of the 

laboratory study. Those interested were asked to create a code consisting of the first three 

letters of their mother’s name, the first three letters of their father’s name, and the 

participant’s day of birth. They were informed that at the beginning of each daily 

questionnaire, they would be given the same instructions to re-create that same code. I 

used that code to match participants’ daily questionnaires as well as to obtain other 

demographic data from their laboratory participation and pre-screening, including gender, 

age and relationship length. They were informed that the first day of the online study 

would be the day after their laboratory participation and that they would be asked to 

complete one questionnaire each day over seven consecutive days. Using interval 

contingent methods to collect end-of-day diary data is a well-established method in social 

psychology and health research (e.g., Feldman, Downey, & Schaffer-Neitz, 1999). Each 

day, the researcher e-mailed participants a message that included a link to a questionnaire 

(Appendix Q) available online for that corresponding day. All questionnaires were 

identical, except that the “Day 7” questionnaire included the individual variable scale to 

measure attachment anxiety. These questionnaires were created using “SurveyMonkey” 

(Finley, 2008), an online tool that allowed me to create these web-based surveys and also 

collected and stored participants’ answers.  
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 Participants were instructed to complete each questionnaire at the end of their 

day, preferably right before going to sleep. They were also asked to e-mail the researcher 

the next day if they missed a questionnaire so that the missed questionnaire could be re-

sent the following day. SurveyMonkey kept record of when questionnaires were 

completed and the data from any questionnaires that were completed on the same day 

(e.g., Day 3 and Day 4 questionnaires were both done one after the other), were excluded 

from the analyses. 

Daily Measures  

 Relationship stress. The Test of Negative Social Exchange Scale (TNSE; Finch, 

Okun, Pool, & Ruehlman, 1991), was used to assess relationship stress. This scale 

consists of 24 items (Appendix I), for which participants were asked to indicate the 

frequency with which their partner behaved in any of the ways listed during that 

particular day. Responses were made using a 9-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 9 

(frequently). Sample items include “Was rude to me” and “Ignored my wishes and 

needs”. An average score of all items was calculated to form an index of relationship 

stress that day.  

  Health behaviours. Several questions were developed and adopted from 

different health questionnaires to assess participants’ daily physical and psychological 

health. To assess physical activity, participants were asked to (a) indicate the number of 

minutes they spent engaging in vigorous exercise that day, and (b) rate their physical 

activity that day (1 = not at all good, 7 = very good). To assess eating habits, participants 

were asked to rate their eating habits that day (1 = not at all good, 7 = very good). 

Another scale assessed how participants’ felt and behaved over the last 24 hours, using a 
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scale raging from 1 = extremely disagree to 7 = extremely agree. The questions were: (a) 

I slept very well last night, (b) I ate too much junk food today, (c) I smoked too much 

today12, (d) I had too many alcoholic drinks today13, and (e) I skipped meals today.  

 Three questions were adapted from the General Well-Being Schedule (Dupuy, 

1973): (a) how did you feel in general today (1= in excellent good spirits, 6 = in very low 

spirits), (b) how often did you feel bothered by illness, bodily disorder, aches or pains 

today (1 = all day, 6 = none of the time), and (c) were you in firm control of your 

behaviours, thoughts, emotions, or feelings throughout the day (1 = yes, definitely so, 6 = 

no, and I am very disturbed).  

Three questions were adapted from the 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-

36; Ware & Sherbourne, 1992): (a) throughout today, to what extent has your physical 

health or emotional problems interfered with your normal social activities with family, 

friends, neighbours, or groups (1 = not at all, 5 = extremely, (b) how much bodily pain 

have you had during today (1 = none, 6 = very severe), and (c) throughout today, how 

much did pain interfere with your normal work (1 = not at all, 5 = extremely).   

Moderator Individual-Level Measures 

Attachment anxiety. The Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire 

(ECRQ; Brennan et al., 1998) described in Study 1 was included at the end of the Day 7 

questionnaire, which includes a subscale to measure attachment anxiety. See Study 1 for 

a full description of this questionnaire. Although most participants had a pre-screening 

                                                 
12 The smoking variable had very high skewness (4.24 – 6.81) and kurtosis (23.41 – 47.97) values. I tried 
unsuccessfully to transform this variable using different methods and thus, this variable will not be 
considered further. 
13 The alcohol variable also had high values for skewness (3.30 – 5.38) and very high values for kurtosis 
(10.27 – 28.28). I tried various transformations and they were unsuccessful at reducing the kurtosis values. 
Therefore, this variable will not be analyzed further.  
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measure of attachment style, many of the partners who participated in Studies 2 and 3 did 

not complete this measure at pre-screening. Thus, I included it at the end of the Day 7 

online questionnaire. To ensure consistency across participants, this Day 7 measure of 

attachment anxiety was the one used in the analyses (Cronbach’s α = .92).  

Data Analytic Strategy 

 The initial data analyses were done using SPSS and the MRCM was done using 

HLM, student version 6.06 (Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong, & Congdon, 2006). MRCM was 

used to analyse the present data because it is the most appropriate technique for the type 

of multilevel data structure in this study (e.g., Nezlek, 2001; Raundenbush & Bryk, 

2002). These diary data were hierarchically nested, such that each participant completed 

daily measures of relationship stress and health over seven days. Therefore, the day-to-

day responses by each individual are not independent from one another (e.g., an 

individual’s responses to the relationship stress questionnaire on Day 1 is related to his or 

her responses to the same questionnaire on Day 2). MRCM accounts for this non-

independence of the data and for the multilevel data structure. In addition, MRCM also 

allows for missing data, such that it is acceptable for participants not to have data for all 

seven days.  

These data contained a two-level hierarchichal structure: Individuals’ responses at 

Level 1 (day-level; within-person variability) are nested within another level, Level 2, of 

the analysis (people-level; between-persons variability). Equations were created to 

represent the relations between variables at each level of analysis. In this study, the Level 

1 analyses involved assessing the association between relationship stress and health 

outcomes. The Level 2 analyses involved assessing the impact of attachment anxiety on 
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health outcomes. The variable TNSE had high skewness and kurtosis levels, which were 

corrected by calculating an inverse transformation [inv = 1/(x)]. Following the 

recommendations by Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) and by Kreft, de Leeuw, and Aiken 

(1995), the variables were centered differently at each level to improve parameter 

estimation. The Level 1 predictor variable, namely relationship stress, was mean centered 

for each individual separately (i.e., group mean centered). The Level 2 variable, 

attachment anxiety, was centered around the grand mean. 

In MRCM, the two levels of analyses are addressed simultaneously. MRCM uses 

maximum likelihood estimation to provide coefficients for the associations among 

variables at the lower level (Level 1) and models them at the upper level (Level 2). 

Following the recommendations of Nezlek (2001), whenever the random error for an 

effect was not significant, I modeled the effect as fixed. The present analyses were 

performed separately for males and females for two reasons. First, it allowed me to 

analyze the data from both members of a couple, which could not have been analyzed 

together because those data are not independent. I could not employ couple nesting 

analyses in this data because many of the participants did not participate with their 

partners (i.e., participants from Study 1 and those from the alone group in Study 3). 

Second, the previous three studies suggested gender differences in the effect of 

attachment anxiety on self-regulation.  

Two separate sets of analyses were conducted. One investigated same-day effects, 

such that it assessed the effect of relationship stress on the same-day behaviours and 

cognitions. A second set of analyses investigated lagged effects, such that it assessed the 

association between relationship stress and the next-days’ behaviours and cognitions.  
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Results 

Descriptive Statistics 

The first series of analyses examined the within-person variance in each of the 

dependent variables relative to the between-person variance. These analyses allowed me 

to examine the distribution of the variability of each of my dependent variables at each 

level of analysis. This distribution then provides information regarding at which level of 

analysis adding variables might be productive to account for further variability. For 

instance, if for the outcome variable Junk Food, all the variance is accounted for at Level 

1, then it will be difficult to model any variance at Level 2. These initial analyses were 

performed using totally unconditional models (empty models), which are models that 

only include the intercept at any level and the outcome variable is not modeled as a 

function of another variable at Level 1. Nezlek (2001) strongly advises that researchers 

run these unconditional models before running more complex models (conditional 

models) to determine at which level further analyses might be useful. The basic Level 1 

(day level) model is the following:  

yij = β0j + rij           (1) 

In this model, β0j is a random coefficient that represents the mean of y (outcome variable; 

e.g., Junk Food) for person j (across the i days for which that person provided data); rij 

represents the Level 1 error. The basic Level 2 (person level) model is the following: 

β0j = γ00 +  uij           (2) 

where γ00 represents the grand mean outcome in the population from the Level 1 model 

and uij represents the error of β0j.  
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These analyses were run in HLM and the results provided the variances in y 

(outcome variables) across days (within-person) and across people (between-person), 

which were used to calculate the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The ICC 

measures the proportion of variance in the outcome variable that is between groups. 

These analyses also provided reliabilities of the coefficients. Table 6 provides the 

descriptives for the Level 1 variables (daily variables, which include the outcome 

variables and relationship stress) and the Level 2 variable (attachment anxiety), as well as  

Table 6 

Descriptive statistics for Study 4 
 
      

   Men            Women 
 
 
Level and variable       M         SD      ICC       λ                M          SD      ICC       λ  
 
 
Level 1 
    Relationship stressa      0.83       0.23     0.86       0.20         
    Exercise minutes    21.36     35.69     0.28     0.70 20.55     31.81     0.27     0.69 
    Exercise rating      3.29       1.89     0.38     0.79   3.08       1.86     0.29     0.70 
    Junk food       2.72       1.60     0.27     0.70   2.98       1.66     0.26     0.67 
    Eating habits rating      4.45       1.53     0.28     0.71            4.24       1.59     0.29     0.70 
    Skipped meals      2.16       1.73     0.28     0.71            2.26       1.79     0.34     0.75 
    Sleep       4.78       1.70     0.34     0.76            4.45       1.80     0.26     0.67  
    Feel in general      2.44       1.04     0.38     0.79            2.75       1.10     0.35     0.76 
    Bothered       5.16       1.13     0.41     0.81            4.75       1.33     0.37     0.77 
    Control       1.76       1.05     0.40     0.81            2.10       1.11     0.36     0.77 
    Social activities      1.38       0.71     0.34     0.76            1.60       0.90     0.34     0.75 
    Body pain       1.58       0.84     0.42     0.77            1.91       1.07     0.36     0.76 
    Work interfered      1.23       0.54     0.34     0.76            1.41       0.76     0.32     0.73 
Level 2 
    Attachment anxiety      3.19       1.11                                   3.43       1.19 
 
 
Notes. ICC = Intraclass correlation coefficient; λ = Reliability. aThese descriptives pertain 
to the transformed variable. 
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the ICC and the reliabilities for each outcome variable, separately for men and women. 

As shown in Table 6, all of the outcome variables had acceptable reliabilities. Across all 

outcome variables, the ICC values indicated that the proportion of variance between 

groups to be between 27% and 55%, which indicate that there was a substantial amount 

of variance to model within-persons (between 73% and 45%).  

Same-Day Analyses 

Level 1 Analyses: Impact of Relationship Stress (TNSE) on Health 

Outcomes. The Level 1 analyses investigated the association between relationship stress 

and day-to-day levels of the different health outcomes. Each health outcome was 

investigated separately using the following Level 1 model:  

                            yij = β0j + β1j(TNSE) + rij,                                              (3) 

where β1j symbolizes the slope estimate for TNSE, and it represents the day-level 

relationship between mean TNSE and the health outcome for person j. To examine if the 

TNSE-health outcomes relationships were significantly different from zero across 

individuals, I examined the following Level 2 model: 

β0j = γ00 + u0j           (4) 

β1j = γ10 + u1j           (5) 

In this model, a significant γ10 indicated that the relationship between TNSE and the 

health outcome within each individual was different from zero. Table 7 presents these 

results. 

The coefficients in Table 7 are easily interpreted. For instance, for the variable 

eating rating for the males, the intercept (γ00) indicates the predicted eating rating when 

all predictors (i.e., relationship stress) are zero. Thus, when relationship stress is zero, the 
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eating rating is predicted to be 4.45. The slope (γ10) is interpreted like an unstandardized 

regression coefficient. For instance, the coefficient of -.83 for the association of 

relationship stress and eating rating for the males means that for every one unit increase 

in relationship stress, there was a .83 decrease in participants’ ratings of their eating 

habits.  

The Level 1 analyses demonstrated that relationship stress was associated with 

several health outcomes. Across both genders, participants who expressed higher 

perceived relationship stress indicated being in lower spirits (Feel in general); feeling 

more bothered by illness; feeling less in control of their behaviours, thoughts and 

emotions; and feeling that their physical health or emotional problems interfered with 

their normal social activities, more than participants who expressed lower perceived 

relationship stress.  

For the men, but not the women, relationship stress was positively related to 

reporting eating too much junk food and rating their eating habits poorly that day. In 

addition, men reported not sleeping well and feeling more bodily pain on days of higher 

relationship stress, compared to lower relationship stress. Men also showed a marginal 

effect of relationship stress on “work interfered”, such that the more the relationship 

stress that day, the more men reported pain interfering with their normal work. Women, 

but not men, tended to skip meals more on days of higher relationship stress, relative to 

days of lower relationship stress.  

Although the association between relationship stress and exercise minutes was not 

significant, it was in the expected direction for males, such that they tended to exercise 

less on days of greater relationship stress than on days of less relationship stress. The 
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association between relationship stress and exercise ratings was also not significant, 

although there  

Table 7 

Same-day effect of relationship stress on health outcomes (Level 1 analysis) 

 
               Men     Women 
 
Outcome        γ     Coeff.     SE          t              p        Coeff.     SE         t              p  
 
 
Exercise minutes γ00 21.52  2.12  10.17  <.001   20.74  1.10  18.80  <.001
 γ10 -14.11 8.41 -1.68  .10 2.56 4.40 0.58   .56 
Exercise rating γ00 3.30 0.12 26.72 <.001 3.08 0.07 47.16 <.001
 γ10 -0.55 0.37 -1.48   .14 0.30 0.25 1.20   .23 
Junk food γ00 2.71 0.09 28.98 <.001 2.98 0.06 53.22 <.001
 γ10 0.92 0.33 2.81   .01 0.18 0.23 0.80   .42 
Eating rating γ00 4.45 0.09 48.99 <.001 4.24 0.06 76.40 <.001
 γ10 -0.83 0.31 -2.66   .01 -3.35 0.22 -1.64   .10 
Skipped meals γ00 2.16 0.10 21.43 <.001 2.27 0.07 34.56 <.001
 γ10 -0.18 0.45 -0.41   .68 0.81 0.27 2.97 .004
Sleep γ00 4.77 0.11 44.74 <.001 4.44 0.06 72.69 <.001
 γ10 -0.88 0.39 -2.29   .02 -0.48 0.29 -1.63   .10 
Feel in general γ00 2.44 0.07 36.19 <.001 2.74 0.04 67.05 <.001
 γ10 1.16 0.24 4.80 <.001 1.20 0.17 7.01 <.001
Bothered γ00   5.15 0.08 67.75 <.001 4.75 0.05 94.97 <.001
 γ10 -1.01  0.21 -4.83 <.001 -0.33 0.17 -1.93   .05 
Control γ00 1.76 0.07 25.45 <.001 2.10 0.04 50.36 <.001
 γ10 0.68  0.22 3.06 .003 1.18 0.18 6.44 <.001
Social activities γ00 1.37  0.04 31.21 <.001 1.60 0.03 48.44 <.001
 γ10 0.67  0.19 3.57 .001 0.90 0.15 5.92 <.001
Body pain γ00 1.59 0.05 29.64 <.001 1.90 0.04 47.37 <.001
 γ10 0.54  0.16 3.32 .001 0.17 0.16 1.06   .29 
Work interfered γ00   1.23  0.03 35.94 <.001 1.40 0.03 51.44 <.001
 γ10 0.20  0.11 1.89   .06 0.06 0.11 0.52   .61 
 
 
Notes. γ = hierarchical liner modeling symbol; γ00 = Level 1 intercept; γ10 = Level 1 
slope; Coeff. = unstandardized coefficient; SE = standard error. 
 
was a trend for men indicating that they rated their daily exercise more poorly the more 

relationship stress they experienced. 
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Level 2 Analyses: Impact of Attachment Anxiety on Health Outcomes. In this 

study, I also wanted to investigate the extent to which the within-person relationships 

varied as a function of attachment anxiety. To determine the moderating role of 

attachment anxiety on the association between relationship stress and health outcomes, I 

analyzed the slopes from the day-level models at the person level, using the following 

model: 

                                     Level 1: yij = β0j + β1j(TNSE) + rij,                                        (6) 

                                         Level 2: β0j = γ00 + γ01 (Attachment anxiety) + u0j                         (7) 

                                                       β1j = γ10 + γ11 (Attachment anxiety) + u1j                          (8)  

In this model, γ00 refers to the mean level value of the outcome variable and γ01 indicates 

whether that mean level is influenced by attachment anxiety; γ10 indicates the average 

size of the association between relationship stress and the outcome variable and γ11 

indicates the extent to which that association is moderated by attachment anxiety (cross-

level interaction).  

Table 8 provides the results for the males, but only for the models that showed 

significant or marginally significant effects. To interpret this table, I will use the variable 

eating habits rating as an example (second variable on the table). The mean eating rating, 

on average, is still statistically different from zero (γ00; intercept). The effect of 

attachment anxiety (γ01; Level 2 effect) on eating rating is negative and significant. The 

value -.18 indicates that for every unit increase in relationship stress, there was a .18 

decrease in participants’ ratings of their eating habits. Controlling for attachment anxiety, 

the effect of relationship stress on eating rating is negative and statistically significant 

(γ10; Level 1 slope). The cross-level interaction (γ11) represents the interactive effect of  
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Table 8 

The moderating effect of attachment anxiety on the within-person effects of relationship 

stress on the same-day’s health outcomes for men 

 
MRCM effects    γ         Coeff.         SE             t             p 
 
Intercept:  Junk food   γ00        2.72      0.09        30.05    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10            0.83      0.34          2.43       .02 
Level 2 effect     γ01           0.24      0.08         -2.84      .006  
Cross-level interaction  γ11            0.27      0.30          0.88       .38 
 
Intercept:  Eating habits rating γ00            4.45      0.09        49.87    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10          -0.80      0.33         -2.43       .02 
Level 2 effect     γ01       -0.18      0.08         -2.16       .03  
Cross-level interaction  γ11       -0.12      0.29         -0.40       .68 
 
Intercept:  Sleep   γ00            4.76      0.10        46.78    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10       -0.52      0.35         -1.52       .13 
Level 2 effect     γ01       -0.30      0.09         -3.21      .002  
Cross-level interaction  γ11       -0.78      0.31         -2.55       .01 
 
Intercept:  Feel general  γ00            2.44      0.06        38.52    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10            1.13      0.25          4.55    <.001 
Level 2 effect     γ01   0.22      0.06          3.83    <.001  
Cross-level interaction  γ11   0.15         0.23          0.68       .50 
 
Intercept:  Bothered   γ00             5.15          0.06        68.11    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10  -0.99      0.22         -4.53       .25 
Level 2 effect     γ01        -0.08      0.07         -1.15    <.001  
Cross-level interaction  γ11         0.06      0.19          0.31       .76 
 
Intercept:  Control   γ00             1.76         0.07        26.53    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10   0.63      0.23          2.69       .01 
Level 2 effect     γ01   0.19      0.06          3.04      .003  
Cross-level interaction  γ11   0.19      0.21          0.92       .36 
 
Intercept: Social activities  γ00             1.38      0.04        33.11    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10   0.62      0.19          3.30      .002 
Level 2 effect     γ01             0.14      0.04          3.73    <.001 
Cross-level interaction  γ11   0.34      0.17          2.00 .05 
 
         (table continues) 
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MRCM effects    γ           B              SE             t             p 
 
Intercept:  Body pain   γ00             1.59      0.05        29.94    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10   1.13      0.25          4.55    <.001 
Level 2 effect     γ01   0.07      0.05          1.45 .15  
Cross-level interaction  γ11   0.03      0.15          0.19 .85 
 
Intercept:  Work interfere  γ00             1.23      0.03        36.53    <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10   0.23      0.11          2.07 .04 
Level 2 effect     γ01   0.06      0.03          1.91       .06  
Cross-level interaction  γ11  -0.09      0.10         -0.93 .36 
 
Notes. Intercept = outcome variable; Level 1 slope = relationship stress; Level 2 effect = 
attachment anxiety; Cross-level interaction = relationship stress x attachment anxiety.  
 
relationship stress and attachment anxiety on eating rating, which in this case is not 

significant and thus, it will not be decomposed. 

For the men, the results for this model indicated no significant effects of TNSE or 

attachment anxiety on exercise minutes, exercise rating, or skipped meals. As shown, the 

association between relationship stress and the outcome variables (γ10) remained 

unchanged for most health outcomes, with the exception that it went from being 

significant to non-significant for sleep and bothered. The results also showed that 

attachment anxiety had a direct effect on most of the outcome variables (γ01), with a few 

exceptions. As expected, attachment anxiety was related to eating more junk food, worse 

ratings of eating habits, less sleep quality, feeling in poorer spirits (feel in general), 

feeling more bothered by illness and pain, feeling in less control of behaviours and 

thoughts, and greater interferences of physical health on social activities. Attachment 

anxiety was not significantly associated with body pain, and was only marginally 

associated with the extent to which pain interfered with their normal work. 
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Table 9 

The moderating effect of attachment anxiety on the within-person effects of relationship  
 
stress on the same-day’s health outcomes for women 
 
 
MRCM effects    γ        Coeff.         SE              t              p 
 
Intercept:  Exercise minutes  γ00  2.75     1.09         19.11     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10  0.59     4.50           0.13  .90 
Level 2 effect     γ01         -3.20     0.91          -3.51 .001 
Cross-level interaction  γ11  4.04     3.69           1.10  .27 
 
Intercept:  Exercise rating  γ00           3.09     0.06         48.55     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10  0.09     0.25           0.38  .70 
Level 2 effect     γ01         -0.24     0.05          -4.42     <.001 
Cross-level interaction  γ11  0.15     0.20           0.75  .45 
 
Intercept:  Junk food   γ00           2.98     0.05         55.26     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10       0.30          0.24           1.25  .21 
Level 2 effect     γ01       0.23     0.05           5.11     <.001 
Cross-level interaction  γ11      -0.37     0.19          -1.91  .06 
 
Intercept:  Eating rating  γ00           4.25         0.05         81.04     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10      -0.41     0.22          -1.85  .07 
Level 2 effect     γ01      -0.28     0.04          -6.37     <.001 
Cross-level interaction  γ11       0.19     0.18           1.05  .29 
 
Intercept: Skip meals   γ00          2.27         0.06         35.17     <.001  
Level 1 slope     γ10       0.92          0.28           3.34 .001 
Level 2 effect     γ01          0.19     0.05           3.44 .001 
Cross-level interaction  γ11      -0.50          0.23          -2.17  .03 
 
Intercept: Sleep   γ00           4.45         0.06         75.47     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10       -0.54     0.30          -1.80  .07 
Level 2 effect     γ01       -0.26     0.05          -5.13     <.001 
Cross-level interaction  γ11        0.41     0.25           1.66  .10 
 
Intercept:  Feel in general  γ00           2.74     0.04         72.16     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10  1.19     0.17           7.30     <.001 
Level 2 effect     γ01  0.23     0.03           3.83     <.001  
Cross-level interaction  γ11  0.03     0.14           0.18  .85 
         
         (table continues)                      
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MRCM effects    γ            B            SE              t              p 
 
Intercept: Bothered   γ00           4.75     0.05         96.40     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10      -0.42     0.18          -2.40  .02 
Level 2 effect     γ01      -0.13     0.04          -3.22 .002 
Cross-level interaction  γ11       0.31     0.14           2.13  .03 
 
Intercept:  Control   γ00           2.10     0.04         55.21     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10  1.19     0.19           6.35     <.001 
Level 2 effect     γ01         0.26     0.03           8.20     <.001  
Cross-level interaction  γ11         0.06     0.16           0.39  .70 
 
Intercept:  Social activities  γ00           1.60     0.03         51.53     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10  0.92     0.16           5.94     <.001 
Level 2 effect     γ01  0.18     0.03           6.74     <.001  
Cross-level interaction  γ11       -0.07     0.13          -0.52  .61 
 
Intercept: Body pain   γ00           1.90     0.04         48.06     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10  0.26     0.14           1.81  .07 
Level 2 effect     γ01  0.11     0.03           3.15       .002 
Cross-level interaction  γ11       -0.38     0.12          -2.27 .001 
 
Intercept: Work interfered  γ00           1.40     0.03         52.60     <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10        0.11     0.10           1.08  .28 
Level 2 effect     γ01  0.09     0.02           3.98     <.001 
Cross-level interaction  γ11       -0.16     0.09          -1.86  .06 
 
Notes. Intercept = outcome variable; Level 1 slope = relationship stress; Level 2 effect = 
attachment anxiety; Cross-level interaction = relationship stress x attachment anxiety.  
 

As presented in table 9, the results for the women showed that the models for 

exercise minutes, exercise rating and eating rating showed a direct effect of attachment 

anxiety, but no effect of relationship stress or of the interaction term. These results 

indicate that attachment anxiety was related to less exercise minutes, less physical 

activity rating, and less eating habits ratings across days. Other direct effects of 

attachment anxiety were found, such that the higher the attachment anxiety, the more 

junk food women ate, the greater the likelihood that they skipped meals, and the worse 

the quality of their sleep. Moreover, compared to women low in attachment anxiety, 
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those high in attachment anxiety reported feeling more bothered by illness, to have 

experienced more bodily pain, and that pain interfered with their normal work. In general, 

the findings showed that adding attachment anxiety at Level 2 made the direct effect of 

relationship stress on each of the outcome variables stronger.  

As predicted, there were also a number of significant cross-level interactions 

between attachment anxiety and relationship stress (γ11) for both genders. To examine the 

significant interactions, I followed the recommendations by Aiken and West (1991) and 

computed the regression slopes for changes in the health outcome variables as a function 

of relationship stress. Two separate calculations were computed for two values of 

attachment anxiety: high anxiety (one standard deviation above the mean) and low 

anxiety (one standard deviation below the mean).  

Simple slope analyses of the cross-level interactions for men. For men, the cross-

level interaction between attachment anxiety and relationship stress was significant both 

for the outcome variable sleep and for social activities. For the variable sleep (see Figure 

5), the analyses revealed that the slope of the regression line was negative and significant 

when men’s attachment anxiety was high (B = -1.39, p = .001) but non-significant when 

attachment anxiety was low (B = .35, p = .55). That is, on days of high relationship stress, 

men high in attachment anxiety reported worse sleep quality than on days of low 

relationship stress. However, men low in attachment anxiety tended to sleep similarly 

across days regardless of the relationship stress felt that day.  
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Figure 5. Sleep quality on a given day as a function of relationship stress that day 
separately for two values of men’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation above the 
mean and one standard deviation below.  
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Figure 6. Social activities on a given day as a function of relationship stress that day 
separately for two values of men’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation above the 
mean and one standard deviation below. 

 
Men also had a significant interaction between relationship stress and attachment 

anxiety for the outcome variable social activities (see Figure 6). The simple slope 

analyses revealed that whereas men high in attachment anxiety reported an increase of 

the impact of their physical health and emotional problems on their social activities on 
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days of high relationship stress (B = .95, p < .001), men low in attachment anxiety 

reported no impact (B = .27, p = .37). In other words, relationship stress affected men’s 

social activities due to physical health and emotional problems when they were high, but 

not low, in attachment anxiety.  

Simple slope analyses of the cross-level interactions for women. For women, the 

cross-level interaction between attachment anxiety and relationship stress was marginally 

significant for the outcome variables junk food and work interfered. The interaction was 

non-significant for exercise minutes, exercise rating, eating rating, sleep, feel in general, 

control and social activities. The cross-level interaction was significant for skipped 

meals, bothered, and body pain.  

For junk food, the slope was not significant when attachment anxiety was high (B 

= -.03, p = .90) but it was positive and significant when attachment anxiety was low (B = 

.91, p = .01). These results indicate that whereas women high in attachment anxiety 

tended to eat approximately equal amounts of junk food regardless of relationship stress 

on any given day, women low in attachment anxiety ate significantly more on days of 

high relationship stress (see Figure 7).  

For the outcome variable skipped meals, the simple slope analyses revealed that 

the regression slope was not significant at high levels of attachment anxiety (B = .32, p = 

.36), but it was positive and significant at low levels of attachment anxiety (B = 1.63, p < 

.001). These results indicate that whereas women high in attachment anxiety tended to 

skip meals equally across days regardless of the relationship stress that day, women low 

in attachment anxiety were more likely to skip meals on days of high relationship stress 

(see Figure 8).  
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Figure 7. Junk food on a given day as a function of relationship stress that day separately 
for two values of women’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation above the mean 
and one standard deviation below. 
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Figure 8. Skipped meals on a given day as a function of relationship stress that day 
separately for two values of women’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation above 
the mean and one standard deviation below. 
 

For the outcome variable bothered, the results indicated that the regression slope 

of the association between relationship stress and how bothered women felt by illness, 

bodily disorder, aches or pain was not significant when attachment anxiety was high (B = 

-.13, p = .53) but it was negative and significant when attachment anxiety was low (B = -

.79, p = .002). Specifically, these results indicate that relationship stress did not affect the 

extent to which women high in attachment anxiety felt bothered by illness on that day. In 
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contrast, the results indicate that high relationship stress increased the extent to which 

women low in attachment anxiety felt bothered by illness, bodily disorder, aches or pains 

that day (see Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Bothered on a given day as a function of relationship stress that day separately 
for two values of women’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation above the mean 
and one standard deviation below. 
 

The slope of change in body pain regressed on TNSE was not significant at high 

levels of attachment anxiety (B = -.16, p = .39) but it was positive and significant at low 

levels of attachment anxiety (B = .69, p = .004). Again, body pain on any given day did 

not change as a function of TNSE for women high in attachment anxiety. However, for 

women low in attachment anxiety, their body pain results increased on days of high 

relationship stress (see Figure 10). 

The results of the simple slopes for the outcome variable assessing the extent to 

which pain interfered with the participants’ work revealed that the regression slope was 

not significant at high levels of attachment anxiety (B = -.06, p = .67) but it was 

marginally significant at low levels of anxiety (B = .29, p = .09). These results indicate 

that women high in attachment anxiety did not feel that the extent to which pain 
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interfered with their work on a given day varied as a function of relationship stress that 

day. Women low in attachment anxiety, however, reported more pain interfering with 

their work on days of high relationship stress (see Figure 11). 
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Figure 10. Body pain on a given day as a function of relationship stress that day 
separately for two values of women’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation above 
the mean and one standard deviation below. 
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Figure 11. “Work interfered” on a given day as a function of relationship stress that day 
separately for two values of women’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation above 
the mean and one standard deviation below. 
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Next-Day Analyses 

 Level 1 Analyses: Impact of Relationship Stress (TNSE) on Next-Day’s 

Health Outcomes. The next set of Level 1 analyses investigated whether the next-day’s 

health behaviours and well-being were affected by the previous day’s relationship stress. 

These analyses were done using the same model presented in Equation 3, except that now 

y represents the next-day’s outcome and TNSE represents the relationship stress reported 

the night before. Table 10 presents these results separately for men and women. Results 

showed a significant association between relationship stress and several health outcomes 

and well-being.  

 For the men, but not for the women, higher relationship stress the day before was 

related to significantly more junk food consumption the next day. The men also showed 

an unexpected positive marginally significant effect of relationship stress on sleep, such 

that, the more relationship stress the day before, the better the quality of men’s sleep the 

next night. This finding for sleep is the opposite of the same-day analyses, which showed 

that relationship stress was related to worse quality of sleep the previous night. However, 

looking at the effect of relationship stress on the next-day analyses makes more sense, 

given that the sleep assessed occurred after the relationship stress. Thus, it seems that 

men actually sleep better following high relationship stress, as opposed to worse as 

predicted. As shown in Table 10, there were no other direct effects of relationship stress 

on health outcomes for men. 

 For the women, but not for the men, higher relationship stress the day before was 

related to greater likelihood of skipping meals and feeling in worse spirits (feel in 

general) the next day. There were also two marginally significant effects of relationship  
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Table 10 

Lagged effects of relationship stress on health outcomes (Level 1 analysis) 
 
 
                     Men                    Women 
 
Outcome          γ         Coeff.     SE          t             p        Coeff.      SE         t             p  
 
Exercise minutes γ00 20.15 2.14 9.88 <.001 20.36 1.09 18.63 <.001
 γ10 -9.92  7.70 -1.29     .20 -3.10 4.46 -0.70  .49 
Exercise rating γ00 3.38 0.13 25.71 <.001 3.09 0.07 45.13 <.001
 γ10 0.27  0.40 0.67   .50 -0.46 0.27 -1.73  .08 
Junk food γ00 2.61  0.09 27.59 <.001 2.95 0.06 49.65 <.001
 γ10 0.95 0.36 2.62   .01 0.16 0.26 0.62  .54 
Eating rating γ00 4.52  0.09 47.68 <.001 4.27 0.06 71.33 <.001
 γ10 -0.40  0.35 -1.14   .26 0.33 0.22 1.51  .13 
Skipped meals γ00 2.05  0.10 20.11 <.001 2.16 0.07 32.92 <.001
 γ10 0.12  0.38 0.33   .75 0.50 0.24 2.14  .03 
Sleep γ00 4.80 0.11 44.09 <.001 4.44 0.07 68.26 <.001
 γ10 0.68  0.37 1.82   .07 -0.15 0.30 -0.51  .61 
Feel in general γ00 2.44 0.07 33.61 <.001 2.74 0.04 65.27 <.001
 γ10 -0.06  0.22 -0.29   .77 0.38 0.15 2.53  .01 
Bothered γ00 5.20  0.08 65.76 <.001 4.82 0.05 89.38 <.001
 γ10 -0.09  0.23 -0.39   .70 -0.27 0.20 -1.36  .17 
Control γ00 1.75 0.07 23.92 <.001 2.10 0.04 49.01 <.001
 γ10 0.04  0.22 0.17   .87 0.49 0.18 2.75  .07 
Social activities γ00 1.36  0.05 29.14 <.001 1.57 0.03 47.31 <.001
 γ10 -0.13  0.15 -0.90   .37 0.15 0.15 1.01  .32 
Body pain γ00 1.59 0.05 29.64 <.001 1.87 0.04 43.48 <.001
 γ10 0.13  0.18 0.75   .45 0.14 0.17 0.84  .40 
Work interfered γ00 1.23 0.04 34.47 <.001 1.40 0.03 48.64 <.001
 γ10 0.02  0.12 0.19   .85 0.09 0.13 0.74  .46 
 
 
Notes. γ = hierarchical liner modeling symbol; γ00 = Level 1 intercept; γ10 = Level 1 
slope; Coeff. = unstandardized coefficient; SE = standard error. 
 
stress. These marginal effects showed that the higher the relationship stress the day 

before, the worse women rated their physical activity and the less they felt in control of 

their behaviours, thoughts and emotions the next day. These results for exercise rating 
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were not present in the same-day analyses, which suggest that relationship stress has 

lagged effects on physical activity for women. 

 Level 2 Analyses: Impact of attachment anxiety on health outcomes. In the 

next set of analyses, I examined the moderating effect of attachment anxiety on the 

association between relationship stress and the health outcomes, using equations 7 and 8. 

The results showed that for men, attachment anxiety had a significant direct effect on 

several of the next-day’s health outcomes. Specifically, high attachment anxiety was 

related to eating more junk food; sleeping less well; feeling in worse spirits (feel in 

general); being in less control of their behaviours, thoughts and feelings; and expressing 

greater interference of their physical health and emotional problems on their social 

activities. Attachment anxiety also had a marginally significant effect on eating rating, 

such that men with higher attachment anxiety tended to rate their eating habits more 

poorly than those with lower attachment anxiety. The only two outcomes that retained the 

significant effect of relationship stress (γ01) were Junk food and Sleep. However, the 

cross-level interaction between attachment anxiety and TNSE was not significant for 

these two, or any of the other, health outcome variables tested. These results are 

presented in Table 11. 

 For women, the results also showed a few significant main effects of attachment 

anxiety (see Table 12). Specifically, higher levels of attachment anxiety were associated 

with fewer exercise minutes, poorer exercise rating, eating more junk food, poorer eating 

rating, greater likelihood of skipping meals, and poorer sleep quality. In addition, higher 

attachment anxiety was also associated with feeling in poorer spirits (feel in general), 

more bothered by illness, bodily disorder, aches and pains, and in less control of their  
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Table 11 

The moderating effect of attachment anxiety on the within-person effects of relationship 

stress on next-day’s health outcomes for men 

 
MRCM effects  γ            Coeff.        SE           t             p 
 
Intercept:  Junk food  γ00   2.62       0.09 28.35  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.81       0.38   2.19     .02 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.21       0.09   2.41     .02  
Cross-level interaction γ11              0.43       0.33   1.29     .20 
 
Intercept:  Eating rating γ00   4.51       0.09 48.38  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10             -0.38       0.36  -1.04                .23 
Level 2 effect   γ01             -0.16       0.09  -1.83     .07  
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.07       0.32  -0.22     .82 
 
Intercept:  Sleep  γ00   4.80       0.10 45.74  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.72       0.39   1.88     .06 
Level 2 effect   γ01             -0.29       0.10  -2.94     .004  
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.16       0.34  -0.45     .65 
 
Intercept:  Feel in general γ00   2.39       0.07 36.02  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10             -0.03       0.23  -0.13     .90 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.24       0.06   3.91  <.001  
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.11       0.20  -0.56     .58 
 
Intercept:  Control  γ00   1.75       0.07           24.86  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.09       0.23   0.40     .69 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.19       0.07   2.82     .01  
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.18       0.21  -0.88     .38 
 
Intercept:  Social activities γ00   1.37       0.04 30.55  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10             -0.10       0.15  -0.63     .53 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.13       0.04   3.17     .002  
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.12       0.13  -0.88     .38 
 
Notes. Intercept = outcome variable; Level 1 slope = relationship stress; Level 2 effect = 
attachment anxiety; Cross-level interaction = relationship stress x attachment anxiety.  
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Table 12 

The moderating effect of attachment anxiety on the within-person effects of relationship 

stress on next-day’s health outcomes for women 

 
MRCM effects  γ           Coeff.           SE           t             p 
 
Intercept:  Exercise minutes γ00            20.39       1.08 18.89  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10             -3.54       4.57  -0.77     .44 
Level 2 effect   γ01             -2.61       0.91  -2.87                .01 
Cross-level interaction γ11              1.56       3.69   0.42     .67 
 
Intercept:  Exercise rating γ00   3.09       0.07 46.32  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10             -0.55       0.27  -2.00     .05 
Level 2 effect   γ01             -0.23       0.06  -4.02             <.001 
Cross-level interaction γ11              0.31       0.22   1.40     .16 
 
Intercept:  Junk food  γ00   2.94       0.06 51.45  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.18       0.26   0.70                .49 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.24       0.05   4.94             <.001 
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.06       0.21  -0.26     .79 
 
Intercept: Eating rating γ00   4.28       0.06           75.36  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.21       0.23   0.92     .36 
Level 2 effect   γ01             -0.29       0.05  -6.01   <.001 
Cross-level interaction γ11              0.45       0.18   2.45      .01 
 
Intercept: Skip meals  γ00   2.16       0.06           33.47  <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10              0.48       0.24   2.00     .05 
Level 2 effect   γ01  0.19       0.05   3.51     .001 
Cross-level interaction γ11              0.07       0.19   0.36      .72 
 
Intercept: Sleep  γ00   4.45       0.06           70.48  <.001  
Level 1 slope    γ10              0.21       0.31   0.67     .51 
Level 2 effect   γ01            -0.25       0.05  -4.66   <.001 
Cross-level interaction γ11              0.19       0.25   0.73      .46 
 
Intercept:  Feel in general γ00   2.74       0.04           68.87  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.41       0.15   2.64     .01 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.21       0.03   6.21  <.001  
Cross-level interaction γ11              0.10       0.12   0.80     .42 
                

 (table continues) 
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MRCM effects  γ            Coeff.           SE           t             p 
 
Intercept: Bothered  γ00   4.82       0.05            90.49  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10             -0.33       0.20   -1.63     .10 
Level 2 effect   γ01             -0.13       0.04   -2.88      .01 
Cross-level interaction γ11              0.24       0.16    1.46      .14 
 
Intercept:  Control  γ00   2.09       0.04            52.26  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.48       0.18    2.61     .01 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.22       0.03    6.66  <.001  
Cross-level interaction γ11              0.06       0.15    0.42     .67 
 
Intercept:  Social activities γ00   1.56       0.03  49.37  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.21       0.15    1.39     .16 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.15       0.03    5.58  <.001  
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.31       0.12   -2.53     .01 
 
Intercept: Body pain  γ00   1.87       0.04            44.10  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.17       0.17    1.02     .31 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.11       0.04    3.17      .002 
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.10       0.14   -0.75      .46 
 
Intercept: Work interfered γ00   1.40       0.03            49.53  <.001  
Level 1 slope   γ10              0.13       0.13    0.98     .33 
Level 2 effect   γ01              0.09       0.02    3.65                .001 
Cross-level interaction γ11             -0.10       0.10   -0.99      .33 
 
 
Notes. Intercept = outcome variable; Level 1 slope = relationship stress; Level 2 effect = 
attachment anxiety; Cross-level interaction = relationship stress x attachment anxiety.  
 
behaviours, thoughts, emotions and feelings. Women high in attachment anxiety also 

experienced more interference on their social activities due to physical health or 

emotional problems, more bodily pain during the day, and more interference with work 

due to pain. The Level 2 analyses for the women, showed that TNSE remained a 

significant predictor of skipping meals, feel in general, and control.  Also, one new main 

effect of TNSE emerged, such that the higher the relationship stress the day before, the 

poorer women’s exercise ratings the next day.  
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The results for the women indicated only two cross-level effects for the dependent 

variables eating rating and social activities. The slope of changes in eating rating on a 

given day regressed on relationship stress the previous day was significant at high levels 

of attachment anxiety (B = .74, p = .02) but it was not significant at low levels of 

attachment anxiety (B = -.28, p = .48). In other words, contrary to expectations, women 

high in attachment anxiety rated their eating habits as being better on days following high 

relationship stress than on days of low relationship stress. For women low in attachment 

anxiety, their ratings of their eating habits did not change as a function of the previous 

day’s relationship stress (see Figure 12).  
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Figure 12. Eating rating on a given day as a function of relationship stress the previous 
day separately for two values of women’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation 
above the mean and one standard deviation below. 
 

The slope of changes in social activities (see Figure 13) on a given day regressed 

on relationship stress the previous day was not significant at high levels of attachment 

anxiety (B = -.16, p = .40), but it was significant at low levels of attachment anxiety (B = 

.58, p = .01). Therefore, at high levels of attachment anxiety, the extent to which physical 

health or emotional problems interfered with social activities did not vary as a function of 
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relationship stress. However, at low levels of attachment anxiety, women experienced 

more interference on social activities by physical health or emotional problems with 

increased relationship stress. Tables 13 and 14 present a summary of all these results for 

men and women, respectively. 
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Figure 13. Social activities on a given day as a function of relationship stress the previous 
day separately for two values of women’s attachment anxiety, one standard deviation 
above the mean and one standard deviation below. 
 

Discussion 

 This was the first diary study to examine the moderating effect of attachment 

anxiety on the association between relationship stress and health outcomes. This study 

was an important component of the present research program, as it allowed me to 

examine the association between relationship stress and health behaviours and well-being 

as it occurred naturally, rather than being manufactured in the laboratory by the 

experimenter. In addition, this study allowed me to investigate several different health 

outcomes, as opposed to just the one eating behaviour tested in the laboratory 

experiments. The results from the first three studies did not provide conclusive results 

regarding my hypotheses. This diary study provided a different operationalization of my  
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Table 13 
 
Study 4 summary of the men’s HLM analyses 
 
 
            Same-Day Analyses                Next-Day Analyses    
 
Health Outcome 
 

Stress 
(Level 1) 

Stress 
(Level 2) 

Anxiety 
(Level 2) 

Stress x 
Anxiety 

Stress 
(Level 1) 

Stress 
(Level 2) 

Anxiety 
(Level 2) 

Stress x 
Anxiety 

 
Exercise minutes X X X X X X X X 
Exercise rating X X X X X X X X 
Junk food ✔ ✔ ✔ X ✔ ✔ ✔ X 
Eating rating ✔ ✔ ✔ X X X a X 
Skipped meals X X X X X X X X 
Sleep ✔ X ✔ ✔ a * ✔ X 
Feel in general ✔ ✔ ✔ X X X ✔ X 
Bothered ✔ X ✔ X X X X X 
Control ✔ ✔ ✔ X X X ✔ X 
Social activities ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ X X ✔ X 
Body pain ✔ ✔ X X X X X X 
Work interfered a ✔ a X X X X X 
 
 
Notes. ✔ = significant; X = not significant; a = marginally significant; * = significant effect opposite to the expected direction 
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Table 14 
 
Study 4 summary of the women’s HLM analyses 
 
 
            Same-Day Analyses                Next-Day Analyses     
 
Health Outcome 
 

Stress 
(Level 1) 

Stress 
(Level 2) 

Anxiety 
(Level 2) 

Stress x 
Anxiety 

Stress 
(Level 1) 

Stress 
(Level 2) 

Anxiety 
(Level 2) 

Stress x 
Anxiety 

 
Exercise minutes X X ✔ X X X ✔ X 
Exercise rating X X ✔ X a ✔ ✔ X 
Junk food X X ✔ a X X ✔ X 
Eating rating X a ✔ X X X ✔ ✔ 
Skipped meals ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ X 
Sleep X a ✔ X X X ✔ X 
Feel in general ✔ ✔ ✔ X ✔ ✔ ✔ X 
Bothered ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ X X ✔ X 
Control ✔ ✔ ✔ X a ✔ ✔ X 
Social activities ✔ ✔ ✔ X X X ✔ ✔ 
Body pain X a ✔ ✔ X X ✔ X 
Work interfered X X ✔ a X X ✔ X 

 
 
Notes. ✔ = significant; X = not significant; a = marginally significant; * = significant effect opposite to the expected direction 
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variables (i.e., relationship stress and self-regulation) and thus, it allowed me to test my 

hypotheses in a different way.  

 Overall, the results demonstrated effects of both relationship stress and 

attachment anxiety, but whereas I expected the effects of these variables to interact, they 

largely emerged as main effects. These results were important in that they demonstrated 

the effect of within-person variability of relationship stress. In general, it can be 

concluded that high relationship stress had a direct negative effect mostly on the variables  

that assessed the subjective effects of physical health and emotional problems on well-

being (as opposed to specific markers of health behaviours, such as minutes spent 

exercising). Thus, the results showed that the higher the relationship stress, the more 

individuals tended to be in poor spirits, felt bothered by illness, bodily disorders, aches or 

pains, and felt loss of control of their behaviours, thoughts, emotions and feelings. The 

results also showed that high relationship stress was associated with greater likelihood 

that social activities were interfered by physical health and emotional problems. Men, but 

not women, also reported: eating more junk food, rating their eating habits more poorly, 

sleeping more poorly, and experiencing greater body pain on days of high relationship 

stress. Women, but not men, were more likely to skip meals on days of high relationship 

stress.  

 I had expected that relationship stress would have lagged effects on health 

outcomes for the following day, but this finding was only true for some variables. For 

men, relationship stress was associated with the following day’s junk food consumption, 

such that men reported eating more junk food on days following high relationship stress, 

which was also found in the same-day analyses. These effects of relationship stress on 
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eating behaviour are consistent with previous research that demonstrated that under 

stress, individuals tend to overindulge in unhealthy foods (e.g., O’Connor et al., 2008; 

Oliver et al., 2000). That these results were true for males but not females might be due to 

how generally the question was worded. Perhaps more variability would have been found 

if participants were asked to list each food item eaten between meals (snacking) and if 

these snacks were then coded by independent coders as being healthy or unhealthy. Using 

this method, O’Connor and colleagues found no differences in unhealthy snacking 

behaviour between males and females.  

 Contrary to expectations, men experienced better sleep quality on nights 

following high relationship stress. This finding was not true for females, and it was the 

opposite to the findings from the same-day analyses, where men reported worse sleep 

quality on days of high relationship stress. Given the set-up of the study, it makes more 

sense to assess the lagged effect of relationship stress on sleep, rather than the same-day 

effect. However, this finding for the males was unexpected and is not easily interpretable.  

 For the women, the next-day results indicated that on days following high 

relationship stress, women tended to rate their physical activity as marginally worse than 

on days of low relationship stress, a finding that was non-significant on the same-day 

analyses. If in general women engage in physical activity earlier in the day, it makes 

sense that the effects of relationship stress on physical activity would emerge on the next-

day’s behaviour, rather than on the same-day’s behaviour. This finding might be 

particularly true if negative partner behaviours transpire towards the end of the day. This 

finding suggests that it might be beneficial for future studies to ask participants what time 
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of day they engaged in physical activity, as well as when the relationship stress (or 

conflict) occurred. 

Another different finding for women between the same-day and the next-day 

analyses occurred for the variable social activities. Whereas the effect of relationship 

stress on social activities was significant in the same-day analyses, it was not significant 

in the lagged day analyses. This indicates that by the next day, women did not allow the 

previous day’s relationship stress to interfere with their social activities. Perhaps this 

finding suggests that women sought social interactions the next day to help them deal 

with the negative feelings they may be experiencing from the previous day’s relationship 

stress.  

 I found partial support for the hypothesis that there would be an interaction 

between attachment anxiety and relationship stress on health outcomes. I predicted that 

the negative association between relationship stress and health outcomes would be more 

pronounced for participants high in attachment anxiety than those low in attachment 

anxiety. For men, this hypothesis was supported in the same-day analyses of sleep 

quality, such that men high in attachment anxiety slept worse on days of high 

relationships stress, compared to days of low relationship stress. No significant 

differences in sleep quality were found for men low in attachment anxiety. This finding 

has to be interpreted with caution, however, given that the relationship stress in this 

analysis occurred after the night of sleep being reported on. A better analysis for this 

variable is the one investigating lagged day effects, which did not show a significant 

interaction.  
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For men, this hypothesis was also supported in the same-day analyses of social 

activities, such that men high in attachment anxiety tended to report more interference of 

their physical health and emotional problems on their social activities on days of high 

relationship stress than low relationship stress. This effect was not true for men low in 

attachment anxiety and was also not shown in the next-day analyses. Perhaps 

experiencing relationship stress leads men high in attachment anxiety to feel less able to 

engage in social activities with others.  

For women, the simple slopes analyses of the interactions demonstrated an 

interesting pattern across variables. In general, women high in attachment anxiety 

exhibited high levels of each of the health outcome variables that had a significant 

interaction regardless of relationship stress. That is, women high in attachment anxiety 

reported poor health outcomes, which did not change with increased relationship stress. 

The interaction between attachment anxiety and relationship stress occurred because 

women low in attachment anxiety experienced lower health behaviours and well-being on 

days of high relationship stress. That is, on days of high relationship stress, women low in 

attachment anxiety ate significantly more junk food, and they were more likely to skip 

meals than on days of low relationship stress. In addition, on days of high relationship 

stress, women low in attachment anxiety felt more bothered by illness, bodily disorder, 

aches and pains; experienced more bodily pain; and were more likely to report pain 

interfering with their normal work. The same pattern emerged in the next-day analyses 

for the variable social activities, such that it was women low in attachment anxiety that 

reported greater interference of their physical health and emotional problems on their 

social activities on days of high relationship stress than on days of low relationship stress.  
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The next-day analyses showed a lagged effect of relationship stress on women’s 

ratings of their eating habits for those high, but not low, in attachment anxiety. 

Unexpectedly, however, the findings showed that on days following high relationship 

stress, women high in attachment anxiety rated their eating habits as being better than on 

days of low relationship stress. 

The results from the interaction showing that women high in attachment anxiety 

tended to report poor health outcomes and well-being regardless of relationship stress 

present an interesting pattern. These results suggest that perhaps women high in 

attachment anxiety tend to have generalized anxieties that consistently affect their health 

behaviours in a negative way’ and that these effects occurred irrespective of relationship 

stress. As already discussed, individuals high in attachment anxiety are more likely to 

interpret their environment and their partners’ behaviours in ways that confirm their fears 

and worries (Collins, 1996). High attachment anxiety is also associated with 

hypervigilance of threatening cues (e.g., Fraley & Shaver, 2000), and studies have found 

that even non-relationship threats can engage the attachment system (Birnbaum et al., 

2008). This hypervigilance and constant engagement of the attachment system might 

explain why women high in attachment anxiety in the present study tended to exhibit 

poor health outcomes across relationship stress levels.  

However, previous studies have shown that following relationship conflict, 

individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to exhibit more negative outcomes (i.e., 

anxiety, dysphoria, hostility, and somatic symptoms) than individuals low in attachment 

anxiety (Besser & Priel, 2009). The fact that high levels of relationship stress in this 

study was not associated with the quality of the health outcomes reported by women high 
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in attachment anxiety might suggest that the relationship stress measured by the TNSE 

was not strong enough to move further down the negative health outcomes. Furthermore, 

most of the findings showing the negative effects of conflict for individuals high in 

attachment anxiety tested an episode of conflict in the relationship and not just general 

negative partner behaviours as measured by the TNSE. One way to assess the association 

between conflict and health outcomes would be to follow the methodology used by 

Campbell and colleagues (2005), in which participants were asked to describe in detail 

the most prominent conflict (if any) that they had that day with their partner. This 

question was followed by a number of questions that assessed participants’ perceptions of 

the conflict and its potential consequences.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

 One potential limitation of the present study is that the participants used here also 

participated in one of the laboratory studies. In addition, participants started their online 

participation on the day following their laboratory participation. Both of these facts might 

have led to demand characteristics. I tried to prevent these demand characteristics from 

occurring by stating that the online study was not related to the laboratory study. In 

addition, most of the variables in Study 4 were different from those in the laboratory 

studies. Still, these cautions might not have been enough to prevent participants from 

figuring out the purpose of the online study and from changing their behaviour or their 

answers accordingly. Ideally, it would have been useful to recruit a different sample of 

participants entirely, or to use the same participants, but to time the diary study so that it 

did not start immediately after they participated in the laboratory study. However, using 

the same participants from the laboratory studies for Study 4 was a resource-effective 
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way of recruiting a large sample for the diary study. Also, the decision to start the online 

study immediately, rather than, for example, one month later, was made to decrease the 

likelihood of attrition.   

Another limitation of the present study is that some of the measures lacked 

specificity. For example, the question about the number of minutes participants spent 

exercising that day did not specify the type of exercise being requested (i.e., high impact 

such as running versus low impact such as walking). Also, the question that asked 

participants how many times they ate food that they know are not “good for them” was 

poorly worded for a couple of reasons. First, participants were not instructed as to what 

qualified as unhealthy foods and second, “number of times” was not defined. Therefore, 

both of these questions were worded very broadly and it was up to participants to 

determine what constituted physical activity and unhealthy foods. One way to improve 

these questions in future studies will be to provide participants with specific instructions 

that define the type of exercise and unhealthy foods being inquired about, or to ask 

participants multiple questions that address more specific behaviours. Another method 

would be to construct open-ended questions that ask participants to list and describe any 

physical activity engaged in, and foods consumed, that day. Answers could then be coded 

by independent raters, using pre-determined guidelines to rate each behaviour.  

 It is important to note that the population tested in this study (i.e., Queen’s 

University students between the ages of 17 and 24) is generally very healthy and active, 

which may have made for a conservative test of the hypotheses. One group that may be 

worthwhile to investigate in the future includes adults going through a divorce or through 

a separation (e.g., military couples). Evidence suggests that the process of divorce or 
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separation constitutes a very stressful situation (Kitson, Babri, Roach, & Placidi, 1989) 

and that it has negative health implications (House et al., 1988). In addition, research has 

demonstrated that compared to securely attached individuals, anxious-ambivalent 

individuals (i.e., high in attachment anxiety) undergoing a divorce were more likely to 

engage in maladaptive ways of coping, such as social withdrawal and self-defeating 

thoughts, and showed higher levels of distress (Birnbaum, Orr, Mikulincer, & Florian, 

1997). As such, I would predict that individuals high in attachment anxiety going through 

a divorce or a separation would be particularly likely to reveal unhealthy health 

behaviours and outcomes.  

Conclusion 

Although this study provided mixed support for my hypotheses, some interesting 

effects emerged. In particular, the findings demonstrated that in general high attachment 

anxiety is associated with poorer health behaviours and subjective well-being for women. 

This finding suggests that the general worries and anxieties that women high in 

attachment anxiety possess is associated with engaging in unhealthy behaviours and 

experience poor subjective well-being. As such, these results indicate the need for the 

development of interventions aimed at teaching women high in attachment anxiety how 

to cope with everyday stresses and anxieties in healthy and constructive ways.  

This study underscores the importance of assessing the interaction between 

individual differences and situational variables on health behaviours over time and in a 

more naturalistic way. That is, with this study, I was able to investigate fluctuations in 

relationship stress and how it interacted with attachment anxiety. Using this non-

experimental, diary study, I was able to assess relationship stress as it occurred naturally, 
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rather than manufacturing it in the laboratory, and I was also able to assess more real-

world, everyday, health outcomes.  
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Chapter 6 

General Discussion 

 Numerous studies have established the importance of close relationships for 

subjective well-being and health. When relationship stressors arise, they can have 

negative health outcomes (Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001). The mechanisms underlying 

this association, however, are not yet well understood. The purpose of the present 

research was to investigate the extent to which the association between relationship 

threats and health outcomes differs by levels of attachment anxiety. Across four studies, 

relationship threat was either manipulated in the laboratory (Studies 1 to 3) or measured 

as it occurred naturally on a daily basis over a one-week period (Study 4). 

According to Fraley and Shaver (2000), the appraisal-monitoring system, which is 

regulated by the anxiety dimension of the attachment system, is very sensitive to rejection 

cues. Studies have demonstrated that, compared to individuals low in attachment anxiety, 

those high in attachment anxiety are more worried about being rejected and unloved, and 

as such, they tend to interpret and construe any negative partner behaviours in ways that 

support those fears (Collins, 1996). Relationship threats have been shown to lead to 

rumination by individuals high in attachment anxiety (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003). In 

addition, studies have also demonstrated that relationship threats (i.e., rejection) can 

decrease self-regulation ability and lead individuals to engage in detrimental behaviours 

(e.g., Baumeister et al., 2005). Given this evidence, individuals high in attachment 

anxiety should be more affected by signs of a threat to the relationship, and so I predicted 

that they would be more susceptible to the negative effects of relationship threats on 

health behaviours and outcomes than those low in attachment anxiety. This hypothesis 
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was investigated in Study 1 of this program of research by leading participants in the 

relationship threat condition to believe that their partners would eventually find out about 

their secret sides, which would result in conflict in the relationship. I found that women 

high in attachment anxiety experienced decreased self-regulation and ate a greater 

number of jelly beans when relationship threat was elicited, relative to the control group. 

In contrast, although women low in attachment anxiety demonstrated the same pattern, it 

was attenuated and non-significant. The findings were not significant for men.  

These gender differences are perplexing, given that the literature on the effects of 

rejection on self-regulation did not find any gender differences (e.g., Baumeister et al., 

2005; Oaten et al., 2008). Furthermore, the attachment processes are thought to be similar 

for both men and women. However, there is some research showing that the contexts in 

which attachment styles are activated differ between genders. For instance, Pietromonaco 

and Carnelley (1994) demonstrated that in response to a hypothetical relationship with a 

partner who exhibited different attachment style behaviours, it was avoidant men and 

preoccupied (i.e., high attachment anxiety, low attachment avoidance) women that 

responded most negatively to the hypothetical relationship behaviours. Also, Powers et 

al. (2006) showed that men high in attachment anxiety experienced greater cortisol 

reactivity in response to a relationship conflict than men low in attachment anxiety. For 

women, those high in attachment avoidance experienced greater cortisol reactivity in 

response to a relationship conflict than those low in attachment avoidance. Thus, it is 

possible that the relationship threat manipulation used in Study 1 was able to activate the 

appraisal-monitoring system for women, but not men, high in attachment anxiety. In fact, 

the manipulation check indices for Study 1 indicated that the manipulation was successful 
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in eliciting women’s, but not men’s, worries and concerns about their partners 

discovering their secret sides.  

Study 2 was designed to replicate the findings from Study 1, but it used a more 

powerful relationship threat manipulation that was expected to be effective for both males 

and females. In this study, both members of the couple were present in the lab, and the 

partner of participants in the experimental condition unknowingly led the target 

participant to think that they perceived many negative faults in their character. Contrary 

to the hypothesis, however, the findings indicated that both men and women high in 

attachment anxiety experienced more self-regulation (i.e., ate fewer brownie pieces) in 

the threat, compared to the control, condition. The only group of individuals who 

behaved as predicted consisted of men low in attachment anxiety, but this effect was not 

significant. A number of possible reasons were outlined to account for these findings. 

One possible reason concerns the fact that the partner was in the room adjacent to the 

participant and that as such, the threat was more salient. It is possible that the presence of 

the partner might have prompted individuals to restrict their eating because of social 

pressures to eat minimally (Vartanian et al., 2007), or because they did not want to elicit 

any further rejection by the partner by seeming gluttonous. The eating task might have 

activated thoughts about attractiveness and concerns that some of the negative faults their 

partners listed were related to how attractive (or unattractive) they found them to be. 

There is evidence indicating that both males and females will eat less if social desirability 

concerns are activated, including when they feel they are being evaluated or observed by 

others (Herman et al., 2003; Mori et al., 1987; Pliner & Chaiken, 1990).  
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These possibilities were explored in Study 3, which was a conceptual replication 

of Study 1, but the sample included women only. Half of the participants participated 

with their partners, which allowed me to examine differences between having the partner 

present versus not present in the laboratory. In addition, this study included potential 

mediators of the association between relationship threat and self-regulation: body image 

concerns and the activation of rejection and proximity themes. These changes were made 

in an attempt to reconcile the inconsistent findings between the first two studies. 

Unfortunately, this study was unsuccessful at replicating the moderating effect of 

attachment anxiety on the effects of relationship threat on self-regulation. It did show that 

women in the relationship threat condition experienced more self-regulation failure than 

did those in the control condition. This finding replicates previous studies that showed 

rejection to have detrimental effects on self-regulation abilities (e.g., Baumeister et al., 

2005; Oaten et al., 2008). However, in contrast to my hypotheses, the relationship 

between rejection and self-regulation did not differ as a function of attachment anxiety.  

In all three studies, in addition to examining self-regulation ability, I also 

investigated the moderating effects of attachment anxiety on the consequences of 

relationship threat on self-reports of relationship satisfaction, perceived relationship 

stress, and positive and negative affect. The expected interactive effect between 

attachment anxiety and the relationship threat manipulation was only found for negative 

affect in Study 1, such that participants high, but not those low, in attachment anxiety 

reported more negative mood in the threat than in the control condition. This finding is 

consistent with previous research showing a positive relationship between attachment 

anxiety and the experience of negative affect following a relationship stressor (Sadava et 
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al., 2009). Individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to ruminate and worry about 

relationship threats (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003) and it is not surprising that such 

thoughts lead to, or are accompanied by, negative affect.  

What is surprising across these studies is the lack of interactive effects between 

attachment anxiety and relationship threat manipulation on relationship satisfaction, 

perceived relationship stress over the past month, and positive affect. Study 1 did show a 

main effect of attachment anxiety on relationship satisfaction and stress in the expected 

direction. Study 2 also demonstrated a main effect of attachment anxiety for relationship 

stress and positive affect, but not for relationship satisfaction. Two possible explanations 

might account for the lack of interactive effects between threat and attachment anxiety. 

First, perhaps individuals high in attachment anxiety already perceive high levels of 

relationship stress and low levels of relationship satisfaction and positive affect, such that 

there is no room for them to go further up or down, respectively. Analyses of the means 

on these variables for participants high and low in attachment anxiety computed using a 

median split showed this possibility not to be the case. In fact, participants in both groups 

reported very low levels of relationship stress, very high levels of relationship 

satisfaction, and moderate levels of positive affect. Thus, there was plenty of room for 

movement. Second, it is plausible that participants in the relationship threat condition did 

not report these negative relationship cognitions and decreased positive affect because of 

emotional numbness.  

Indeed, a paradoxical finding in the literature by some researchers is that 

following rejection or social exclusion, individuals tend to experience emotional 

numbness or detachment (Blackhart, et al., 2009: Twenge et al., 2002). It has been argued 
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that the pain of rejection and of physical injury share the same neural and psychological 

mechanisms (MacDonald & Leary, 2005), and DeWall and Baumeister (2006) 

demonstrated that social exclusion results in increased tolerance to physical pain as well 

as emotional numbness. DeWall and Baumeister argued that the reason the emotional 

system shuts down following rejection is to reduce immediate suffering, the same way 

that physical injury often creates analgesia to protect people from acute pain. Given this 

evidence, it is possible that the reason no changes in relationship cognitions and positive 

affect were found between conditions in Studies 1 and 2 may have been due to 

participants trying to minimize the experience of emotional pain.  

In contrast, a recent meta-analysis demonstrated that in fact, rejection does 

influence affect by decreasing positive mood and increasing negative mood (Gerber & 

Wheeler, 2009). Some evidence for this effect was found in Study 1 for negative affect, 

as already mentioned. This finding demonstrates that perhaps in certain situations, 

rejection or relationship threats, as in the present studies, can in fact influence mood. In 

addition, the finding in Study 1 for negative affect suggests that mood effects are more 

likely to be detected when certain individual difference variables, such as attachment 

anxiety, are considered. That no other interactive effects were found in the present 

program of research is surprising, given that previous research has shown that following a 

relationship threat, individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to make more negative 

attributions about their partners’ behaviours and to feel less secure about the relationship 

(e.g., Collins, 1996; Murray et al., 2008). Also, Campbell et al. (2005) demonstrated that 

individuals high in attachment anxiety tended to report decreased relationship satisfaction 

on days of high conflict in the relationship. Furthermore, individuals high in attachment 
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anxiety tend to interpret events in ways that confirm their fears and worries (Shaver & 

Mikulincer, 2002). Thus, experiencing a relationship threat should have affected the way 

that individuals high in attachment anxiety recalled their partners’ behaviours throughout 

the past month, and thus they should have recalled more negative partner behaviours (i.e., 

relationship stress) than those in the control condition. Trying to experimentally 

understand the inconsistent findings from the first three studies was not possible within 

this thesis, due to time and resource constraints. Future research, as outlined below, will 

hopefully provide some enlightening answers.  

Study 4 was an important component of this program of research, because it 

allowed me to investigate the impact of daily relationship stressors as they occurred 

naturally, rather than being manufactured in the laboratory. This study was designed to 

test the same hypotheses from the first three studies by operationalizing the variables in a 

different way. Two sets of analyses were done, one pertaining to the effect of relationship 

stress on same-day health outcomes and the second pertaining to the lagged effects of 

relationship stress on the next-day’s health outcomes. In general, for both men and 

women, the findings indicated main effects of both relationship stress and of attachment 

anxiety on several of the outcome measures, in the predicted direction. The main effect of 

relationship stress was expected, given the substantial literature demonstrating the 

negative association between marital conflict and health outcomes (Kiecolt-Glaser & 

Newton, 2001). The main effect of attachment anxiety on health outcomes was also 

expected because studies have shown that, for example, individuals high in attachment 

anxiety are more likely to report symptoms of ill health (Feeney & Ryan, 1994) and to 

engage in negative health behaviours, such as alcohol drinking and negative eating 
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behaviours (Brennan & Shaver, 1995), than individuals low in attachment anxiety. In 

addition, as expected, this study also demonstrated some significant interactions between 

attachment anxiety and relationship stress.  

 For men, there were only two significant interactions and only in the same-day 

analyses, indicating that on days of high relationship stress, men recalled poorer sleep 

quality the night before and reported greater interference of their physical and emotional 

health on their social activities when they were high but not low in attachment anxiety. 

Women showed several significant interactive effects of attachment anxiety and 

relationship stress on health outcomes, but the simple slopes analysis indicated that these 

were due to health outcome changes for those low in attachment anxiety, but not those 

high in attachment anxiety. Women high in attachment anxiety reported poor health 

outcomes and well-being across most variables, regardless of the level of relationship 

stress experienced within a given day. Because individuals high in attachment anxiety 

tend to be hypervigilant to signs of rejection (Fraley & Shaver, 2000) and even threats 

that are not relationship-related activate the appraisal-monitoring system (Birnbaum et 

al., 2008), it might take more than everyday simple negative partner behaviours for an 

association between threat and health outcomes and subjective well-being to emerge. In 

fact, Bradford and colleagues (2002) demonstrated that relative to those low in 

attachment anxiety, individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to rate everyday 

interactions as being less satisfactory and as more negative in tone. Moreover, previous 

studies that found significant interactions between stressors and attachment anxiety on 

relationship cognitions and well-being examined conflict situations (e.g., Campbell et al., 

2005). The present study did not assess conflicts per se, but rather general negative 
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partner behaviours that could be construed as signs of dissatisfaction that might 

eventually become rejection. Thus, future research should investigate the hypotheses 

investigated in this thesis by assessing the impact of relationship threat elicited by 

conflict interactions on self-regulation as a function of attachment anxiety. This 

investigation could be done by asking participants to describe the main conflict (if any) 

that they had that day with their romantic partner, as well as to ask them to answer 

questions regarding their perceptions, and potential consequences, of that conflict 

(Campbell et al., 2005). 

 In sum, these four studies investigated the interactive effect of attachment anxiety 

and relationship threat on self-regulation and health outcomes. These studies are the first 

to integrate the literatures pertaining to relationship threats (i.e., rejection), self-regulation 

ability, attachment anxiety, and health outcomes. The results from studies 1 and 4 suggest 

that relationship stress can have negative health implications, particularly for individuals 

high in attachment anxiety. Studies 2 and 3 suggested that the presence of the partner in 

the laboratory might have implications on the impact of a relationship threat on self-

regulation, although more research is required to ascertain whether this claim can be 

reliably demonstrated. Future research is needed to provide evidence to better understand, 

and build on, the present findings. In the next section, I outline some different avenues 

for future research. 

Future Directions 

 Individual differences. Previous research has demonstrated that self-regulation 

plays an important role in dieting and that binge eating often occurs when self-regulation 

is impaired (Heatherton & Baumeister, 1991). Ward and Mann (2000) sampled restrained 
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and unrestrained eaters and assessed the impact of placing them under cognitive load on 

eating behaviour. The results indicated that restrained eaters ate significantly more when 

under high cognitive load than when under low cognitive load. The opposite pattern was 

found for unrestrained eaters, such that they ate significantly more when under low 

cognitive load than when under high cognitive load. Also, Polivy, Herman, Hackett, and 

Kuleshnyk (1986) demonstrated that after pre-loading female participants with 

milkshakes, restrained eaters tended to consume more candies in a subsequent task than 

did unrestrained eaters. Moreover, these authors found that eating was inhibited for pre-

loaded restrained eaters only when self- or public-attention was manipulated. In the 

present laboratory studies, I did not assess whether participants were restrained or 

unrestrained eaters, however, given that eating was a dependent variable, this variable 

could have been an important moderator.  

 Indeed, I suggest that future research should examine whether restrained versus 

unrestrained eaters differ in terms of how relationship threats affect their eating 

behaviour. It is possible that the relationship threat manipulations used in the laboratory 

studies operated like a cognitive load in eliciting ruminative thoughts and that, as such, 

restrained eaters were the ones who experienced self-regulation failure, whereas 

unrestrained eaters experienced increased self-regulation ability. Furthermore, the 

findings from Polivy and colleagues (1986) imply that restrained eaters will experience 

self-regulation failure after they have already broken their dietary constraints when self-

awareness is low; however any increase in self-awareness will result in increased self-

regulation. They found that self-awareness increased self-regulation for both restrained 

and unrestrained eaters. Self-awareness could explain the findings in Study 2 of the 
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present program of research, in which the presence of the partner in the laboratory might 

have increased self-awareness for all participants, leading them to self-regulate and eat 

minimally.  

 The presence of the partner. Study 2 of the present program of research 

suggested that having the partner present in the laboratory might have played an 

important role in participants’ eating behaviour. As already discussed, perhaps their 

presence increased self- or public-awareness and elicited social norms to eat minimally. 

In addition, the relationship threat manipulation and the presence of food might have 

generated thoughts regarding attractiveness and the fact that the partner might find them 

unattractive (i.e., some of the faults they wrote about them might have been weight 

related). Although I designed Study 3 to investigate the impact of the presence of the 

partner in the lab, this study was not able to successfully explain the differences between 

Studies 1 and 2. Future research should replicate Study 3 by randomly assigning 

participants to participate with or without their partner to assess the effect of presence of 

the partner on individuals’ eating behaviour. Although previous research has 

demonstrated that public scrutiny or evaluation will inhibit people’s eating behaviours 

(e.g., Herman, 1986; Herman et al., 2003; Mori et al., 1987), this effect has not yet been 

evaluated as a function of attachment anxiety. Given the findings from Study 2, I would 

predict that increased self-regulation would occur to a greater extent for individual high 

in attachment anxiety than those low in attachment anxiety, when they were feeling 

observed or evaluated.  

 Furthermore, attachment theory proposes that when faced with a threat, 

individuals tend to seek out attachment figures (i.e., romantic partner) to obtain emotional 
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support and a sense of acceptance and security (Hazan & Shaver, 1987). Feeney and 

Kirkpatrick (1996) examined the impact of the presence of the romantic partner on 

participants’ anxiety when in a stressful situation. Their results indicated that compared 

to women low in attachment anxiety, those high in attachment anxiety experienced 

greater physiological reactivity when their partners were absent. When the partners were 

present, the physiological reactivity levels were similar across all participants, regardless 

of attachment anxiety levels. Thus, although there were no differences in perceived threat 

in Study 3 as a function of whether the partner was there, testing relationship threat in a 

more direct way may succeed in demonstrating significant differences. As such, future 

research should examine whether the presence of the partner attenuates the relationship 

threat experienced by participants and thus, decreases the likelihood that such threats 

impair their self-regulatory abilities.  

Future research should also take into consideration the attachment style of the 

partner when investigating the impact of the partners’ presence on the effect of a 

relationship threat on self-regulation. Powers and colleagues (2006) demonstrated that the 

attachment style of men’s romantic partners impacted how men responded 

physiologically to a stressful interaction. Their results indicated that men whose partners 

were insecurely attached (i.e., anxious-ambivalent, fearful-avoidant, or dismissing-

avoidant) demonstrated greater cortisol levels both during the anticipation of, and 

throughout, a conflict than did participants whose partners were securely attached. These 

findings provide evidence regarding the importance of attachment figures in helping 

individuals deal with threatening situations. Thus, assessing partners’ attachment style 
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might be valuable in understanding the extent to which individuals will experience self-

regulation failure in response to a relationship threat.  

Self-regulation measures. In the present program of research, I examined self-

regulation in terms of an eating behaviour in the laboratory and extended it to other 

health behaviours and outcomes in the diary study. The findings were inconsistent across 

studies, indicating decreased self-regulation in some instances, increased self-regulation 

in others, and no change in others. As already discussed, one possible reason for this 

inconsistency in the eating tasks might be that the food items used were not universally 

appealing. One way to get around this issue is to provide participants with different snack 

choices. For instance, Ward and Mann (2000) presented participants with Doritos nacho 

chips, M&M’s candies, and chocolate chip cookies. Future studies should provide 

participants with a number of different snack choices to increase the appeal of snacking 

for all participants. For the diary study, future studies should provide more specific 

questions regarding the type of exercise done that day and for how long, as well as asking 

participants to list all the foods they ate that day. Independent raters should then use a 

standard rating system to assess the quality of these behaviours, rather than have 

participants do it themselves. Social desirability may play a role in how participants rate 

and report their health behaviours.  

Relationship threat. Research suggests that conflict interactions with attachment 

figures are a powerful way of eliciting the attachment system (Simpson et al., 1996). 

Such conflict interactions tend to raise questions about availability and commitment and 

to increase fears of abandonment. Future research should use conflict interactions to 

assess the interactive effect of relationship threat and attachment anxiety on self-
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regulation. Conflict interactions might be stronger than the manipulations used in the 

present program of research at eliciting the appraisal-monitoring system of attachment 

anxiety for both genders. Simpson and colleagues demonstrated that following a conflict 

interaction, individuals high in attachment anxiety expressed greater anger and hostility 

towards their partner, as well as poorer evaluations of the relationship, than did 

individuals low in attachment anxiety. The present studies did not find a decrease in 

relationship satisfaction when a relationship threat was salient, and only Study 1 showed 

an increase in negative affect, which suggests that perhaps a conflict situation might be 

more powerful at eliciting these effects. The TNSE was used in Study 4 of this research 

because I wanted to obtain data on relationship stress for each of the seven days. I 

expected that the majority of participants would not experience a conflict every day 

(Campbell et al., 2005), but that most would experience at least some negative partner 

behaviours every day. With the benefit of hindsight, however, I would have asked about 

conflict more directly. 

Underlying mechanisms. Future studies should try to understand the underlying 

mechanisms responsible for the association between relationship threat and self-

regulation for individuals high in attachment anxiety. This research would provide 

important information regarding the psychological impact of relationship stress on health, 

as well as increase our understanding of the association between attachment anxiety and 

health. I had predicted two possible reasons why individuals high in attachment anxiety 

would experience self-regulation failure (i.e., engage in detrimental health behaviours) 

following a relationship threat. First, evidence suggests that following relationship 

threats, individuals high in attachment anxiety tend to ruminate about the threat, its 
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meaning, and the consequences (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2003). Furthermore, these 

ruminative thoughts may involve strategies to prevent actual rejection from occurring and 

how to gain (or re-gain) approval by the partner. These thoughts may consequently leave 

individuals high in attachment anxiety inattentive to other tasks or cognitions, such as 

being mindful of the deleterious effects of overeating or not exercising.  

A second reason pertains to affect regulation. That is, a relationship threat may 

induce individuals high in attachment anxiety to engage in detrimental behaviours 

(affect-regulation behaviours such as binge eating or drinking) to override the unpleasant 

feelings and thoughts that they may be experiencing. Brennan and Shaver (1995) 

provided evidence that individuals high on the insecurity and preoccupied dimension of 

attachment style reported alcohol consumption as an affect-regulation strategy. These 

researchers also found that the anxious-ambivalence subscale was significantly related to 

a number of eating disorder indices. Related to this idea, engaging in detrimental health 

behaviours may be a way to avoid self-awareness (Baumeister et al., 2005) and 

individuals high in attachment anxiety may try to avoid feelings of negative self-worth 

triggered by the relationship threat. Moreover, Heatherton and Baumeister (1991) 

demonstrated that binge eating often resulted from individuals’ attempts to divert 

attention from self-awareness. On account of rumination, affect regulation or both, I 

predicted that attachment anxiety would moderate the effect of relationship threat on 

health behaviours and outcomes. Although I did not test these ideas in the present 

program of research, investigating these ideas in future research will be important to 

understanding the underlying mechanisms responsible for the association between 

relationship threat and self-regulation ability for individuals high in attachment anxiety.  
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Methodological Strategies 

 An important strength of this program of research is that it employed a multi-

method approach. First, I employed conceptual replications of Study 1 by changing both 

the manipulation of relationship stress and some of the dependent measures to determine 

how generalizable my findings were. 

Second, I investigated my hypotheses through both experimental and non-

experimental methods. One advantage of using the experimental method (Studies 1 – 3) 

is that it allowed me to determine cause and effect relationships. That is, by manipulating 

whether participants were in the relationship threat (experimental) or the non-threat 

(control) groups, I was able to draw causal conclusions regarding the effect of making 

relationship threat salient versus not salient on people’s self-regulation abilities. One 

disadvantage of the experimental method is that it artificially manipulates the 

independent variable and thus, raises questions of how well it generalizes to more 

naturalistic occurrences of the criterion. Study 4 employed a non-experimental method, 

such that relationship stress was measured as it occurred naturally, and thus provided a 

potentially more genuine assessment of the association between relationship stress and 

health outcomes.  

Third, I investigated my hypotheses both in the laboratory (Studies 1 – 3) and in 

the “real world” using a diary methodology (Study 4). As such, I was able to assess the 

interactive effects of attachment anxiety and relationship stress on health outcomes by 

manipulating relationship stress in the laboratory (between-persons effect) and by 

measuring it as it occurred naturally using a diary method (within-persons effects). One 

disadvantage of laboratory studies is that they often take behaviours out of context, which 
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raises questions of whether the behaviours observed in the laboratory are artificial and 

how well they generalize to real world situations. The laboratory studies were also 

limited in that they only provided me with one single-time assessment for each 

participant.  

An advantage of using the diary method is that it allowed me to measure the same 

variables for the same participants multiple times and thus, I was able to assess variability 

within-persons. As such, I investigated how variability over-time in relationship stress 

was associated with health behaviours and subjective well-being for the same individuals. 

In addition, with the diary study I was also able to investigate how a between-persons 

factor (attachment anxiety) moderated a within-persons effect (relationship stress) and 

how these variables were related to health outcomes. Although the diary study provided 

me with more real-world outcomes, the measurement of my dependent variables were 

more precise in the laboratory studies.  

One disadvantage of the diary method is that it did not allow me to make causal 

conclusions and thus, it provided me with ecological validity at the expense of internal 

validity. Another disadvantage of the diary method is that having participants complete 

the same questions repeatedly may lead them to start noticing patterns in their behaviour, 

which may affect their answers. For example, participants in my study might have 

remembered their previous day’s answers and might have allowed those to guide their 

subsequent answers. In addition, remembering their answers from previous days may 

lead some participants to guess the purpose of the study, particularly if, for example in 

my study, they noticed how their health outcomes changed on days when their partners 

displayed more negative behaviours. Another limitation of diary studies is that they may 
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lead to boredom and fatigue, which may affects people’s accuracy or attentiveness to 

detail as well as attrition. Using a multi-method approach to investigate the same question 

like I did is a strength of this program of research, because doing so provides me with the 

advantage of being able to assess the extent to which results converge across studies and 

as such increases the extent to which any findings can be considered valid. 

Conclusion 

 These studies are the first to investigate the interactive effect of attachment 

anxiety and relationship stress on self-regulation ability in terms of health behaviours and 

well-being. The findings provide some initial evidence that relationship stress can lead to 

self-regulatory failure for individuals high in attachment anxiety, which can subsequently 

lead to deleterious health behaviours and poor subjective feelings of health and well-

being. In addition to contributing to the existing literatures on attachment anxiety, self-

regulation, and health, these studies may also stimulate future research. Some future 

directions include assessing: a) other individual differences, including restrained versus 

unrestrained eaters, b) how the partners’ attachment style are associated with people’s 

perceptions of the relationship stress, and c) the underlying mechanisms responsible for 

the association between relationship stress and self-regulation failure and health 

outcomes across different levels of attachment anxiety. Diamond (2001) suggests that 

attachment style can have significant health outcomes, and although some evidence 

already exists for this relationship, more research is needed to better understand “why” 

this association occurs. Understanding the effects of attachment anxiety and relationship 

stress on health is important to better inform the development of interventions to help 

individuals high in attachment anxiety deal with relationship stress.  
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Appendix A 
 

Pre-screening Questionnaire 
 
 

1.  Please indicate your date of birth:  ________/___________/____________ 
      day     month        year 
 
 
2. Gender:  Female_________  Male________ 
 
 
3.  Describe your current dating status (circle one number): 
 

1.  not dating     4.  steady relationship with one 
person 

2.  dating more than one person  5.  engaged 
3.  dating primarily one person  6.  married 

 
 
4.  If you are in a dating relationship, how long have you been involved in your current 
relationship?   
 
   _____ years  _____ months 
 
 
5.  Please circle the number that best describes your sexual orientation. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Completely 
Heterosexual 

  Completely 
Bisexual 

  Completely 
Homosexual
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Appendix B 
 

Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire (Attachment Style) 
 
The following statements concern how you feel in romantic relationships.  We are 
interested in how you generally experience relationships, not just what is happening in a 
current relationship. Respond to each statement by indicating how much you agree or 
disagree with it. Write the number in the space provided, using the following rating scale. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 
Disagree 

  Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

  Strongly 
Agree 

 
1.  _____ I prefer not to show a partner how I feel deep down. 
2.  _____ I worry about being abandoned. 
3.  _____ I am very comfortable being close to romantic partners. 
4.  _____ I worry a lot about my relationships. 
5.  _____ Just when my partner starts to get close to me I find myself pulling away. 
6.         _____ I worry that romantic partners won't care about me as much as I care about           

them. 
7.  _____ I get uncomfortable when a romantic partner wants to be very close. 
8.  _____ I worry a fair amount about losing my partner. 
9.  _____ I don't feel comfortable opening up to romantic partners. 
10.       _____ I often wish that my partner's feelings for me were as strong as my feelings   

for him/her. 
11.  _____ I want to get close to my partner, but I keep pulling back. 
12.       _____ I often want to merge completely with romantic partners, and this 

sometimes scares them away. 
13.  _____ I am nervous when partners get too close to me. 
14.  _____ I worry about being alone. 
15.       _____ I feel comfortable sharing my private thoughts and feelings with my 

partner. 
16.  _____ My desire to be very close sometimes scares people away. 
17.  _____ I try to avoid getting too close to my partner. 
18.  _____ I need a lot of reassurance that I am loved by my partner. 
19.  _____ I find it relatively easy to get close to my partner. 
20.       _____ Sometimes I feel that I force my partners to show more feeling, more 

commitment. 
21.  _____ I find it difficult to allow myself to depend on romantic partners. 
22.  _____. I do not often worry about being abandoned. 
23.  _____ I prefer not to be too close to romantic partners. 
24.  _____ If I can't get my partner to show interest in me, I get upset or angry. 
25.  _____ I tell my partner just about everything. 
26.  _____ I find that my partner(s) don't want to get as close as I would like. 
27.  _____ I usually discuss my problems and concerns with my partner. 
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28.       _____ When I'm not involved in a relationship, I feel somewhat anxious and 
insecure. 

29.  _____ I feel comfortable depending on romantic partners. 
30.  _____ I get frustrated when my partner is not around as much as I would like. 
31.  _____ I don't mind asking romantic partners for comfort, advice, or help. 
32.  _____ I get frustrated if romantic partners are not available when I need them. 
33.  _____ It helps to turn to my romantic partner in times of need. 
34.  _____ When romantic partners disapprove of me, I feel really bad about myself. 
35.  _____ I turn to my partner for many things, including comfort and reassurance. 
36.  _____ I resent it when my partner spends time away from me. 
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Appendix C 
 

Relationship Satisfaction Questionnaire 
 

1. How satisfied are you with your current romantic relationship? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Not at all  
satisfied 

   Moderately
satisfied  

    Extremely
satisfied  

 
2. To what extent are you “in love” with your partner? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Not at all  
in love 

   Moderately
in love 

    Extremely
in love 

 
3. To what extent do you think that the relationship between you and your partner 
is serious? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Not at all  
serious 

   Moderately
serious  

    Extremely 
serious 
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Appendix D 
 

Letter of Information (Studies 1, 2, and 3) 
 

Romantic Relationships Study 
 

 This research study is being conducted by Sandra Marques and Dr. Tara 

MacDonald and is sponsored by the Queen’s Department of Psychology. 
  

The purpose of this study is to investigate individual’s thoughts and behaviours 
within romantic relationships. This study will involve two parts. The first part will take 
place in the laboratory, which will take approximately 30 minutes of your time, and will 
involve completing several measures that will be used to further increase our knowledge 
regarding relationship dynamics. You may also be asked to participate in an unrelated 
task, which will require that you consume a food item and complete a Taste-test form. 
The second part will involve having you complete a short online questionnaire once per 
day for the period of one week, which will be e-mailed to you on a daily basis. Please 
note that you are free to decline to participate in either one or both parts of this study. 
 
 The risks associated with this study are minimal, although there is a chance that 
you may experience some emotional discomfort. Some of the items may ask you personal 
information about sensitive issues. Please note that you are free not to answer any 
questionnaires or items that you find objectionable. Your participation is completely 
voluntary and you may withdraw at any point in time without any consequences on your 
academic standing at Queen’s University. In exchange for your participation, you will 
earn 1 credit (.5 credits for the lab study and .5 credits for the online study) toward your 
final grade in Psychology 100, or $10.00 if you are not enrolled in Psyc 100 ($5 for each 
part of the study).  
 
 Your answers to the questionnaires will be kept strictly confidential. The only 
people that will have access to your answers will be the principal investigators and the 
research assistants involved in this project. You will not be asked to write your name on 
any of the questionnaires, thus there will be no way of connecting your answers with your 
name. None of the information that will be released or published based on this study will 
disclose your personal identity.  

 
 For further information about this study, or if you have any complaints, concerns 
or questions about this research please feel free to contact one of the investigators, Sandra 
Marques (4srfm@queensu.ca) or Dr. Tara MacDonald, (613-533-2873 or 
tmacdon@post.queensu.ca). You may also contact the Head of the Department of 
Psychology, Queen’s University, at 613-533-2492, or the Chair of the Queen's University 
General Research Ethics Board at 613-533-6081 (or chair.greb@queensu.ca). 
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Appendix E 
 

Consent Form (Studies 1, 2, and 3) 
 
I, _____________________, have volunteered to participate in the “Romantic 
Relationships” study.  
 
I acknowledge that the research procedures have been described and explained to me and 
that any questions that I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand 
that the purpose of this study is to investigate the thoughts and dynamic processes 
involved within romantic relationships. I understand that some of the procedures may be 
of a sensitive nature and that they may produce some emotional discomfort.  
 
I understand that my participation in this study is fully voluntary and that I am free to 
withdraw at any time. I am aware that if I am uncomfortable or upset by any part of this 
study, I can choose to end my participation and withdraw from the study without any 
penalty.  
 
I understand that my answers to any of the questionnaires will be kept strictly 
confidential and that the only people with access to my answers will be the researchers 
involved in this study.  

 
I am aware that if I have any questions, complaints or concerns, I can contact one of the 
investigators, Sandra Marques (4srfm@queensu.ca) or Dr. Tara MacDonald, (613-533-
2873 or tmacdon@post.queensu.ca). I can also contact the Head of the Department of 
Psychology, Queen’s University, at 613-533-2492, or the Chair of the Queen's University 
General Research Ethics Board at 613-533-6081 (or chair.greb@queensu.ca). 

 

I acknowledge that by signing this form, I am giving my consent to participate in this 

study. 

 

Signature: ____________________________     

 

Date: _____________________ 
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Appendix F 

Describing Different Sides of Myself (Studies 1 and 3 experimental manipulation) 
 
People usually want their romantic partners to see the best sides of them.  

However, everyone has some sides to themselves, their darker sides, that they would 
rather their partners not fully see.  In fact, most individuals have some more negative 
sides to their personal habits, preferences, or personality traits that they try to keep their 
partners from seeing.  For instance, you might try to keep your partner from seeing some 
of your personal habits, such as how messy you are.  You might also try to keep your 
partner from seeing an aspect of your personality, such as your stubbornness, or you 
might try to keep your partner from seeing just how often you can have selfish thoughts.  

 
The questions below ask you to describe particular aspects of yourself that you 

would rather your partner not see.   
 

      Of the five statements listed below, pick the THREE statements that are most 
relevant for you personally and then describe your examples in the space after the 
question.   

 
Keep in mind that it may take you several minutes to think of appropriate examples. 

 

1.  In terms of my personal habits or behaviors, I try to keep my partner from seeing how 
I .…. 

 
2.  In terms of my personal preferences or opinions, I try to keep my partner from seeing 
how I feel about …..  
 
 
3.  In terms of my personality characteristics, I try to keep my partner from seeing just 
how .… I can be. 
 
 
4.  In terms of my darkest private thoughts, I try to keep my partner from knowing just 
how often I think about.….   
 
 
5.  In terms of my past, I try to keep my partner from finding out about .….  
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Appendix G 
 

Taste Test Sheet 
 
Instructions: In order to complete this Taste-testing task, please eat as many of the food 
items given to you as you need to judge the taste, texture, appearance, and smell.  
 
Food Item: Jelly beans (Brownie Pieces) 
 
A. Please use the 5-point rating scale to rate the jelly beans in terms of the following 4 
categories: 
 
1. Taste:  
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Excellent Good Neutral Fair Poor 

     
 
2. Texture: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Excellent Good Neutral Fair Poor 

     
3. Appearance: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Excellent Good Neutral Fair Poor 

     
4. Smell: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Excellent Good Neutral Fair Poor 

     
 
B. What is the likelihood that you would buy a package of these jelly beans in the future? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Very likely  Maybe  Very unlikely 
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Appendix H 
 

Written Debriefing Form (Studies 1 and 3) 
 

Romantic Relationships Study 
  

At the beginning of this session, you were told that you would be participating in a study 
that was designed to understand the thoughts and feelings of individuals within romantic 
relationships. This was a very vague description because we did not want any information 
that we gave you regarding the study to influence your subsequent behaviour. This was a 
deception study and some participants were led to believe that they were in a conflict 
prone relationship. This was manufactured by the experimenter, as discussed below.  

 

This was an experimental study, such that every participant was randomly assigned to 
condition before they arrived in the lab. There were two parts to this study. If you were 
assigned to the experimental condition, for Part I, at the beginning of this session you 
were asked to complete the “Secret-Self elicitation” task, which asked you to answer a 
number of questions designed to elicit thoughts about your “darker side”. After 
completing this task, you were told that partners inevitably discover these negative 
qualities, which often leads to conflict. The purpose of this task was to activate worries of 
being rejected by your partner. If you were in the control condition, you also completed 
this task, but only at the end of the study and you did not received any feedback from the 
experimenter. Please note that this was a bogus task and that all this information is false, 
and there is no evidence that partners actually do eventually find out about any 
characteristics that you might prefer to keep from them. 

 

For Part II of the study, you were asked to participate in a supposedly unrelated study. 
The purpose of this part of the study was to examine if the feelings of rejection that were 
elicited during Part I would have an impact on the Taste-test task. In this task you were 
asked to eat as many jelly beans as necessary in order to complete the Taste-test sheet. In 
reality, we are interested in counting the number of jelly beans you ate. The hypothesis 
here is that people in the experimental condition, may feel overwhelmed by the thoughts 
and feelings associated with the possibility of rejection, which may then make them less 
likely to self-regulate. That is, being unable to self-regulate means that one is not capable 
of engaging in tasks that require effort. Stopping oneself from eating a considerable 
number of jelly beans (which, are deemed to be unhealthy when eaten in excess) is 
considered to be an effortful task. 

 

Both Parts I and II of the studies involved deception. It was necessary to use deception in 
order to make the situation credible and your reactions and behaviours realistic. Prior 
research has shown that feelings of rejection can have serious consequences on people’s 
behaviours and decisions (including health-related choices). As such, we hope that the 
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present study will provide us with valuable information that may eventually be used in 
intervention programs designed to help people dealing with feelings of rejection. 

 

We would like to emphasize that the rejection you may have felt throughout the study 
was a consequence of the manipulation, and manufactured by the experimenter. If this 
study upset you in any way and you would like to speak with someone about your 
thoughts and feelings, please contact one of the following:  
 

Queen’s Student Counseling Services at 613-533-2893.  
TALK Distress & Information Line  at 613-544-1771 
Canadian Mental Health Association at 613-549-7027 

 
Furthermore, if you feel uncomfortable with your participation in this study and wish to 
withdraw your participation, please feel free to let the researcher know that you want 
your data to be excluded from this study. You will not be penalized in any way if you 
decide to withdraw from this study. 

 
If you have any complaints, concerns, or questions about this research or about your 
rights as a research participant, please feel free to contact Dr. Tara MacDonald (613-533-
2873 or tmacdon@post.queensu.ca). You can also contact the Head of the Department of 
Psychology at 613-533-2492, or the Chair of the Queen’s University General Research 
Ethics Board at 613-533-6081 (or chair.greb@queensu.ca). 
 
Your participation in this study is greatly appreciated. You are helping us develop further 
knowledge about the dynamics of romantic relationships. If you are interested in 
receiving a copy of the results of this study, please contact one of the investigators, 
Sandra Marques (4srfm@queensu.ca) or Dr. Tara MacDonald, 
tmacdon@post.queensu.ca. If you would like to learn more about the topics and theories 
used in this study, you may want to consult the following references: 
 
Baumeister, R. F., DeWall, C. N., Ciarocco, N. J., & Twenge, J. M. (2005). Social 

exclusion impairs self-regulation. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
88, 589-604. 

 
 
Please do not tell other potential participants about the purpose of this study.  
 
Once again, thank you very much for your participation! 
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Appendix I 
 

Test of Negative Social Exchange Scale (TNSE) 
 

Using the scale below, please write the appropriate number in the blank beside each item. 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Never         Frequently
 
During the last month, indicate the frequency with which your partner . . . 
 
1.   _______ Lost his or her temper with me. 
2.   _______ Was rude to me. 
3.   _______ Was insensitive to me. 
4.   _______ Wouldn’t let me finish talking. 
5.   _______ Nagged me. 
6.   _______ Was cold towards me. 
7.   _______ Took my feelings lightly. 
8.   _______ Didn’t pay attention to me. 
9.   _______ Was too demanding of my attention. 
10. _______ Put me down. 
11. _______ Argued with me. 
12. _______ Ignored my wishes or needs. 
13. _______ Seemed bored with me. 
14. _______ Was inconsiderate of me. 
15. _______ Reminded me of my past mistakes. 
16. _______ Tried to get me to do things I didn’t want to. 
17. _______ Got angry with me. 
18. _______ Tried to manipulate or influence me for his/her own benefit. 
19. _______ Yelled at me. 
20. _______ Acted as if I were foolish. 
21. _______ Didn’t want to be with me. 
22. _______ Distracted me when I was doing something important. 
23. _______ Was impatient with me. 
24. _______ Tried to rush me along. 
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Appendix J 
 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) 
 

Below are a list of words that describe feelings and emotions.  For each word, 
indicate to what extent you feel this way RIGHT NOW, that is, AT THIS PRESENT 
MOMENT. 

  Very slightly or 
not at all 

0 

 
A little 

1 

 
Moderately 

2 

 
Quite a bit 

3 

 
Very much 

4 

1. Interested       

2. Distressed      

3. Excited      

4. Upset       

5. Strong      

6. Guilty      

7. Scared      

8. Hostile      

9. Enthusiastic      

10. Proud      

11. Irritable      

12. Alert      

13. Ashamed      

14. Inspired      

15. Nervous      

16. Determined      

17. Attentive      

18. Jittery      

19. Active      

20. Afraid      
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Appendix K 
 

Manipulation Check (Studies 1 and 3) 
 

The following questions concern the questionnaire you completed regarding your secret 
sides: 
 
1) Regarding the effects of trying to keep sides of yourself from your romantic 
partner… 
 

a) What consequences does it have on how you evaluate yourself? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Better 
evaluations 

       Worse 
evaluations

 
 
b) What consequences do such secret sides have on your own relationship? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Might 
increase 
conflict 

       Might 
decrease 
conflict 

  
 
c) What consequences might such secret sides have on most relationships? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Increases 
conflict 

       Decreases 
conflict 

 
 
d) What consequences do such secret sides have on the likelihood of continued 

satisfaction in your own relationship? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Increase 
satisfaction 

       Decrease 
satisfaction

 
 
e) What consequences do such secret sides have on the likelihood of continued 

satisfaction in most relationships? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Increase 
satisfaction 

       Decrease 
satisfaction
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2. Imagine that your partner discovered your secret sides… 
 

a) How would your partner react? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Very 
upset 

       Very 
pleased 

 
b) What effect would this discovery have on your partner’s perception of you? 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Very 
negative 

       Very 
positive

 
c) What effect would this discovery have on your relationship with your partner? 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Very 
harmful 

       Very 
beneficial

 
3. a) How positive do you perceive your secret sides to be? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Not at all 
positive 

       Extremely
Positive 

 
3. b) How negative do you perceive your secret sides to be? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Not at all 
negative 

       Extremely
negative 
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Appendix L 
 

Supplementary Analyses for Study 2 
 

To account for the non-independent nature of the data in Study 2, the data were 

also analyzed separately for males and females. Although similar, these analyses yielded 

two findings that were different from those obtained from analyzing the data altogether.  

Relationship Stress 

 The regression analyses for TNSE separately for males and females showed that 

the main effect of anxiety was still significant for males (B = .57, t(45) = 2.79, p = .01) 

but it was not significant for females (B = .34, t(50) = 1.55, p = .13). In addition, there 

was a marginal anxiety x relationship threat condition interaction for the males (B = -.51, 

t(45) = -1.92, p = .06) but not for the females (B = -.12, t(50) = -.42, p = .68). I 

decomposed this interaction from the males by analyzing the effect of relationship threat 

condition at high and low levels of attachment anxiety. The results indicated a significant 

effect of condition at high levels of attachment anxiety (B = -.90, t(45) = -2.08, p = .04) 

but not at low levels of attachment anxiety (B = .33, t(45) = .77, p = .44). These results 

suggest that for males, the relationship threat manipulation had the unexpected opposite 

effect of leading male participants to recall less relationship stress when they were high in 

attachment anxiety. This effect was not significant at low levels of attachment anxiety. 

Negative Affect 

 The regression analyses with negative affect as the criterion revealed one 

significant effect for females that did not turn up in the analyses of the combined data. 

The findings indicated a significant main effect of attachment anxiety for the females (B 

= .24, t(50) = 2.32, p = .02), such that females high in attachment anxiety reported more 
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negative affect than those low in attachment anxiety. This effect of attachment anxiety 

was not significant for the male group (B = .03, t(45) = .19, p = .85).  

 Although these results are different from those obtained from the combined data 

set, they do not change the message of the study. Moreover, these findings are not 

especially relevant to the main hypothesis regarding the effect of relationship stress on 

self-regulation.  
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Appendix M 
 

Manipulation Check (Study 2) 
 

This questionnaire concerns the task that you and your partner completed at the 
beginning of this session: 
 

1. Did your partner list more or fewer negative aspects of your character than 
you expected? 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

A lot less 
than I 
expected 

       A lot more 
than I 
expected 

 
  
2. How serious do you think were the negative aspects of your character that 

your partner listed? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Not at all 
serious 

       Extremely 
serious 

 
 
3. How concerned are you that your partner was writing about negative aspects 

of your character? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Not at all 
concerned 

       Extremely 
concerned 

 
 
4. How many faults do you think your partner listed?__________________ 
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Appendix N 
 

Written Debriefing Form (Study 2) 
 

Romantic Relationships 
 

 At the beginning of this session, you were told that you would be participating in 
a study that was designed to understand the thoughts and feelings of individuals within 
romantic relationships. This was a very vague description because we did not want any 
information that we gave you regarding the study to influence your subsequent 
behaviour. This was a deception study and some participants were led to believe that their 
partners were listing several faults with their relationship, which was intended to elicit 
feelings of rejection.  

 This was an experimental study, such that couples were randomly assigned to 
condition. There were two parts to this study. If you and your partner were assigned to 
the experimental condition, for Part I, one of you was asked to list one problem that exists 
with your relationship (partner A) and the other one was asked to describe in detail the 
items in his/her living room (partner B). Both of you were told that you completed 
identical materials. The purpose of this manipulation was to lead partner A to believe that 
partner B thinks that there are many problems with your relationship and as such, we 
expect this to elicit feelings of rejection in partner A.  

 For Part II of the study, you were each taken to separate rooms and you were told 
that you were participating in an unrelated study. The purpose of this part of the study 
was to examine if the feelings of rejection that were elicited during Part I would have an 
impact on the Taste-test task. In this task you were asked to eat as many brownies as 
necessary in order to complete the Taste-test sheet. In reality, we are interested in 
counting the number of brownies you ate. The hypothesis here is that people in the 
experimental condition, may feel overwhelmed by the thoughts and feelings associated 
with the possibility of rejection, which may then make them less likely to self-regulate. 
That is, being unable to self-regulate means that one is not capable of engaging in tasks 
that require effort. Stopping oneself from eating a considerable number of good-tasting 
brownies (which are deemed to be unhealthy when eaten in excess) is considered to be an 
effortful task. 

 Both Parts I and II of the studies involved deception. It was necessary to use 
deception in order to make the situation credible and your reactions and behaviours 
realistic. Prior research has shown that feelings of rejection can have serious 
consequences on people’s behaviours and decisions (including health-related choices). As 
such, we hope that the present study will provide us with valuable information that may 
eventually be used in intervention programs designed to help people dealing with feelings 
of rejection. 

We would like to emphasize that the rejection you may have felt throughout the 
study was a consequence of the manipulation, and manufactured by the experimenter. If 
this study upset you in any way and you would like to speak with someone about your 
thoughts and feelings, please contact one of the following:  

Queen’s Student Counseling Services at 613-533-2893.  
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TALK Distress & Information Line  at 613-544-1771 
Canadian Mental Health Association at 613-549-7027 

Furthermore, if you feel uncomfortable with your participation in this study and 
wish to withdraw your participation, please feel free to let the researcher know that you 
want your data to be excluded from this study. You will not be penalized in any way if 
you decide to withdraw from this study. 

 
If you have any complaints, concerns, or questions about this research or about 

your rights as a research participant, please feel free to contact Dr. Tara MacDonald (613-
533-2873 or tmacdon@post.queensu.ca). You can also contact the Head of the 
Department of Psychology at 613-533-2492, or the Chair of the Queen’s University 
General Research Ethics Board at 613-533-6081 (or chair.greb@queensu.ca). 

 
Your participation in this study is greatly appreciated. You are helping us develop 

further knowledge about the dynamics of romantic relationships. If you are interested in 
receiving a copy of the results of this study, please contact one of the investigators, 
Sandra Marques (4srfm@queensu.ca) or Dr. Tara MacDonald, tmacdon@queensu.ca. If 
you would like to learn more about the topics and theories used in this study, you may 
want to consult the following references: 

 
 

Baumeister, R. F., DeWall, C. N., Ciarocco, N. J., & Twenge, J. M. (2005). Social 
exclusion impairs self-regulation. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
88, 589-604. 

 

 
Please do not tell other potential participants about the purpose of this study.  
 

 
Once again, thank you very much for your participation! 
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Appendix O 
 

Lexical Decision Task Words (Study 3) 
 
Practice: 
spoon; snow; car; shirt; television; suitcase; bont; diology; golt; invelope; opple; cea 
 
Proximity: 
closeness; love; kiss; hug; caress; affection 
 
Distance/Rejection: 
separation; rejection; abandonment; distance; loneliness; alone 
 
Coping: 
intimacy; escape; worry; security; control 
 
Communion: 
kind; warm; gentle; cooperative; devote; helpful; emotional; spineless; servile 
 
Agency: 
competitive; superior; confident; active; independent; egotistical; greedy; hostile; cynical 
 
Neutral: 
kitchen; door; puddle; table; book; elephant; plastic; minute; apartment; picture 
 
Non-words: 
arrangenent; baech; baskerball; bave; belingual; blankit; bonder; bont; cammon; 
cammunities; caparpillar; charecter; clarinel; cordboard; dase; dicture; diology; feading; 
firk; foldower; golt; het; hoase; honger; instand; invelope; ketchin; lants; loor; mallbox; 
manuscrept; marathan; marning; meseum;  moontain; newspoper; opple; paster; pencit; 
pleese; ploficiency; professer; queskion; rofe; sonder; stont; telaphone; ticktish; 
tourmanent; trukc; vacatiom; vancouber; yesterpay 
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Appendix P 
 

Body Image Scales (Study 3) 
 

a) Listed below are a number of body parts and functions. Please read each item and 
indicate how you feel about this part or function of your own body using the following 
scale:  
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Have strong 

negative 
feelings 

Have moderate 
negative 
feelings 

Have no 
feelings one 
way or the 

other 

Have moderate 
positive 
feelings 

Have strong 
positive 
feelings 

 
1. body scent ______ 17. agility ______ 
2. appetite ______ 18. chest or breasts ______ 
3. nose ______ 19. appearance of eyes ______ 
4. physical stamina ______ 20. cheeks/cheekbones ______ 
5. reflexes ______ 21. hips ______ 
6. lips ______ 22. legs ______ 
7. muscular strength ______ 23. figure or physique ______ 
8. waist ______ 24. sex drive ______ 
9. energy level ______ 25. sex organs ______ 
10. thighs ______ 26. appearance of stomach ______ 
11. ears ______ 27. health ______ 
12. biceps ______ 28. sex activities ______ 
13. chin ______ 29. body hair ______ 
14. body build ______ 30. physical condition ______ 
15. physical coordination ______ 31. face ______ 
16. buttocks ______ 32. weight ______ 
 
b) How would you describe your body type? 
 

Very Slim Slim Average Slightly 
Overweight 

Overweight 
 

 
 
c) How attractive do you think your partner finds you to be? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Not attractive  

at all 
 Moderately 

attractive 
 Extremely  

attractive 
 
 
d) How worried are you about how attractive your partner finds you to be? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
Not worried 

At all 
 Moderately 

worried 
 Extremely  

worried 
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Appendix Q 
 

Diary Study Online Questionnaire (Study 4) 
 

1. Letter of Information (Day 1) 
 
Thank you very much for your participation in the Relationships study. This is your Day 
1 questionnaire. 
 
Please note that you are free to not answer any questionnaires or items that you find 
objectionable. Your participation is completely voluntary and you may withdraw at any 
point in time without any consequences on your academic standing at Queen’s 
University.  
 
Your answers to the questionnaires will be kept strictly confidential. The only people that 
will have access to your answers will be the principal investigators and the research 
assistants involved in this project. You will not be asked to enter your name on this 
questionnaire. None of the information that will be released or published based on this 
study will disclose your personal identity.  
 
For further information about this study, or if you have any complaints, concerns or 
questions about this research please feel free to contact one of the investigators, Sandra 
Marques (4srfm@queensu.ca) or Dr. Tara MacDonald, (613-533-2873 or 
tmacdon@queensu.ca). You may also contact the Head of the Department of Psychology, 
Queen’s University, at 613-533-2492, or the Chair of the Queen's University General 
Research Ethics Board at 613-533-6081 (or chair.greb@queensu.ca). 

 
 

Online Questionnaire 
2. Code Name 
Because there are seven questionnaires in this study, we will need to be able to link your 
responses across days.  Therefore, we would like you to make up a code, consisting of the 
first three letters of your mother's first name, then the first three letters of your father's 
name, and then the day of your birth as a two digit number. 
 
 For example, if your mother's name is Ellen, your father's name is Mark, and you 
were born on December 23rd, then your code would be "ellmar23" (Ellen = ell; Mark = 
mar; 23 = 23). 
 
Please write your code here:    

First 3 letters of your mother’s first name:  _____ _____ _____ 
    First 3 letters of your father’s first name: _____ _____ _____ 
              Day of your birth: _____ _____ 
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3. Part A: 
 
The following questions ask about your exercise and health behaviours for today: 
 

1. How many minutes did you spend engaging in vigorous exercise? 
__________________ 
 
2. How many times did you eat foods today that you know aren’t “good for you”? 
__________________ 

 
3. How would you rate your eating habits today? (please circle a number) 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not good 
at all 

     Very good 

 
 

4. How would you rate your physical activity today? (please circle a number ) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not good 
at all 

     Very good 

 
5. Use the following rating sale to express how you felt/behaved over the last 24 

hours: 
 

 1. 
Extremely 
Disagree 

2. 3. 4. Moderately 
Agree 

5. 6. 7. 
Extremely 

Agree 
1. I slept very well 
last night 

       

2. I ate too much 
junk food today 

       

3. I smoked too 
much today 

       

4. I skipped meals 
today 

       

5. I had too many 
alcoholic drinks 
today 
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Part B: 
 

1. How did you feel in general today?  
a. in excellent spirits 
b. in very good spirits 
c. in good spirits mostly 
d. I have been up and down in spirits a lot 
e. In low spirits mostly 
f. In very low spirits  

 
2. How often did you feel bothered by illness, bodily disorder, aches or pains today? 

a. All day 
b. Almost all day 
c. About half of today 
d. Now and then, but less than half of the day 
e. Rarely 
f. None of the time 

 
3. Were you in firm control of your behaviours, thoughts, emotions or feelings 

throughout the day? 
a. Yes, definitely so 
b. Yes, for the most part 
c. Generally so 
d. Not too well 
e. No, and I am somewhat disturbed 
f. No, and I am very disturbed 

 
 
4. Throughout today, to what extent has your physical health or emotional problems 
interfered with your normal social activities with family, friends, neighbours, or groups?   

1 2 3 4 5 
Not at all Slightly Moderately Quite a bit Extremely 

 
5. How much bodily pain have you had during today?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 
None Very mild Mild Moderate Severe Very severe 
 
6. Throughout today, how much did pain interfere with your normal work (including 
both work outside the home and housework)?   

1 2 3 4 5 
Not at all Slightly Moderately Quite a bit Extremely 
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Part C. 
 
Using the scale below, please write the appropriate number in the blank beside each item. 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Never         Frequently
 
Indicate the frequency with which your partner today… 
 
1.   _______ Lost his or her temper with me. 
2.   _______ Was rude to me. 
3.   _______ Was insensitive to me. 
4.   _______ Wouldn’t let me finish talking. 
5.   _______ Nagged me. 
6.   _______ Was cold towards me. 
7.   _______ Took my feelings lightly. 
8.   _______ Didn’t pay attention to me. 
9.   _______ Was too demanding of my attention. 
10. _______ Put me down. 
11. _______ Argued with me. 
12. _______ Ignored my wishes or needs. 
13. _______  Seemed bored with me. 
14. _______ Was inconsiderate of me. 
15. _______ Reminded me of my past mistakes. 
16. _______ Tried to get me to do things I didn’t want to. 
17. _______ Got angry with me. 
18. _______ Tried to manipulate or influence me for his/her own benefit. 
19. _______ Yelled at me. 
20. _______ Acted as if I were foolish. 
21. _______ Didn’t want to be with me. 
22. _______ Distracted me when I was doing something important. 
23. _______ Was impatient with me. 
24. _______ Tried to rush me along. 
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Written Debriefing Form (Provided at the end of online session) 
 

Romantic Relationships 
 

 Many studies over the last few decades have investigated the dynamics of 
romantic relationships. This line of research is extremely important given that such 
relationships can have such pervasive and lasting impacts on one’s well-being, not only 
emotional but physical as well.  

 In this online study, we wanted to assess how individual differences in terms of 
self-esteem, rejection sensitivity, and attachment style may moderate how daily stressors 
affect health behaviours (exercise and healthy eating) and general well-being. That is, we 
expect to find that certain individuals (e.g., those with low self-esteem, high in rejection 
sensitivity, and with an anxious attachment style) will be more sensitive to daily stressors 
and this will lead them to make unhealthier life choices (e.g., less exercise or eating 
unhealthy foods) and report decreased feelings of well-being.   

 In this study you were asked to answer some questions regarding personal 
information. Sometimes people find some of these questions distressing. If the questions 
you had to answer in this study upset you in any way and you would like to speak with 
someone about your thoughts, please contact the Queen’s Student Counseling Services at 
613-533-2893.  
 Your participation in this study is greatly appreciated. You are helping us develop 
further knowledge about the dynamics of romantic relationships. If you are interested in 
receiving a copy of the results of this study, please contact one of the investigators, 
Sandra Marques (4srfm@queensu.ca) or Dr. Tara MacDonald, tmacdon@queensu.ca. If 
you would like to learn more about the topics and theories used in this study, you may 
want to consult the following references: 
 
Baumeister, R. F., DeWall, C. N., Ciarocco, N. J., & Twenge, J. M. (2005). Social 

exclusion impairs self-regulation. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
88, 589-604. 

 
If you have any complaints, concerns, or questions about this research or about 

your rights as a research participant, please feel free to contact Sandra Marques 
(4srfm@queensu.ca) or Dr. Tara MacDonald (533-2873 or tmacdon@queensu.ca). You 
can also contact the Head of the Department of Psychology at 613-533-2492, or the Chair 
of the Queen’s University General Research Ethics Board at 613-533-6081 (or 
chair.greb@queensu.ca). 
 
Please do not tell other potential participants about the purpose of this study.  
 
Once again, thank you very much for your participation! 

 
 


